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INTROD{JCTION
Maj z, rg4z
Comrades! You have been invited to this forum today to
exchange ideas and examine the relationship between work in
the literary and artistic fields and revolutionary work in general.

Our aino is to ensure that revolutionary literature and art
follow the correct path of development and provide better help
to other revolutionary work in facilitating the overthrow of our
national enerny and the accomplishment of the task of national
liberation.

I

I

In our struggle for

with one heart and one mind. What are the problems
that must be solved to achieve this objective? I think they
are the problems of the class stand of the writers and artists,
their attitude, their audience, their work and their study.
The problem of class stand. Our stand is that of the proletaiat and of the masses. For members of the Communist
Party, this means keeping to the stand of the Party, keeping
to Party spirit and Party policy. Are there any of our literary
and art workers who are still mistaken or not clear in their
understanding of this problem? I think there are. Many
of our comrades have frequently departed from the correct

the liberation of the Chinese people there

enemy

are various fronts, among which there are the fronts of the
pen and of the gun, the cultural and tire military fronts. To
defeat the enemy we must rely prirnaritry on the army with
guns. But this arrny alone is not enough; we rnust also have
a cultural army, which is absolutely indispensable for uniting
our own ranks and defeating the enemy. Since the May 4th
Movement such a cultural army has taken shape in China,
and it has helped the Chinese revolution, graduatrly reduced
the dornain of China's feudal culture and of the comprador
culture which serves iitperialist aggression, and weakened
their influence. -fo oppose the new culture ttre Chinese reactionaries can now only "pit qmntity against quality." In
other words, reactionaries have money, and though they can
produ-ce nothing good, they can go all out and produce in
quantity. Literature and art have been an important and
successful part of the crrtrtliral front since the May 4th Movernent. Dudng the ten yei.rrs' civil war, the revolutionary literature and art movement grew greatly. That movement
and the revolutionary war both headed in the sarne general
direction, but these two fraternal arrnies were not linked
together in their practical work because the reactionaries had
cut tleem off from each other. It is very good that since the
outbreak of the War of Resistance Against Japan, rnore and
rnore revolutionary writers and artists have been coming to
Yenan and our other anti-Japanese base areas. But it does
not necessarily follow that, having colne to the base areas,
they have already integrated themselves completely with the
masses of the people here. The two must be completely integrated if we are to push ahead with our revolutionary work.
The purpose of our meeting today is precisely to ensure that
literature and art fit well into the whole revolutionary machine
as a cornponent part, that they operate as powerful weapons
for uniting and educating the people and for attacking and
clestroying the enemy, and that they help the people fight the

stand.

The problem of attitude. From one's stand there follow
specific attitudes towards speciflc matters. For instance, is
one to extol or to expose? This is a question of attitude.
Which attitude is wanted? I would say both. The question
is, whom are you dealing with? There are three kinds of
persons, the enemy, our allies in the united front and our own
people; the last are the masses and their vanguard. We
need to adopt a different attitude towards each of the three.
Witlr regard to the enemy, that is, Japanese imperialism and
all the other enemies of the people, the task of revolutionary
writers and artists is to expose their duplicity and cruelty and
at the same tirne to point out the inevitability of their defeat,
so as to encourage the anti-Japanese army and people to flght
staunchly with one heart and one mind for their overthrow.
With regard to our different allies in the united front, our
attitude should be one of both alliance and criticism, and
there should be different kinds of alliance and different kinds
of criticism. We support them in their resistance to Japan
and praise them for any achievernent. But if they are not
active in the War of Resistance, we should criticize them.
If anyone opposes the Comrnunist Party and the people and
keeps moving down the path of reaction, we will firmly oppose
him. As for the masses of the people, their toil and their
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struggle, their army and their Party, we should certainly praise
them. The people, too, have their shortcomings. Among the
proletariat many retain petty-bourgeois ideas, while both the
peasants and the urban petty bourgeoisie have backward ideas;
these are burdens hampering them in their struggle. We
should be patient and spend a trong time in educating them
and helping them to get these loads off their backs and combat
their own shortcomings and errors, so that they can advance
with great strides. They have remoulded themselves in struggle
or are doing so, and our literature and art should depict this

process. As long as they do not persist in their errors, we
should not dwell on their negative side and consequently make
the mistake of ridiculing them or, worse still, of being hostile
to them. Our writings should help them to unite, to make
progress, to press ahead with one heart and one mind, to
discard what is backward and develop what is revolutionary,
and should certainly not do the opposite.
The problem of audience, i.e., the people for whom our
works of literature and art are produced. In the ShensiKansu-Ningsia Border Region and the anti-Japanese base
areas of northern and central China, this problem differs from
that in the Kuomintang areas, and differs still more from that
in Shanghai before the War of Resistance. In the Shanghai
period, the audience for works of revolutionary literature
and art consisted mainly of a section of the students, office
workets and shop assistants. After the outbreak of the War
of Resistance the audience in the Kuomintang areas became
somewhat wider, but it still consisted mainly of the same kind
of people because the government there prevented the workers,
peasants and soldiers from having access to revolutionary
literature and art. In our base areas the situation is entirely
different. Here the audience for works of literature and art
consists ofworkers, peasants, soldiers and revolutionary cadres.
There are students in the base areas, too, but they are different
from students of the old type; they are either former or future
6

cadres. The cadres of all types, fighters in the army, workers

in the factories and peasants in the villages al1 want to read
books and newspapers once they become literate, and those
who are illiterate want to see plays and operas, look at drawings
and paintings, sing songs and hear music; they are the audience
for our works of literature and art. Take the cadres alone.

Do not think they are few; they far outnumber the readers
of any book published in the Kuomintang areas. There, an
edition usually runs to only 2,000 copics, and even three editions add up to only 6,000; but as for the cadres in the base
areas, in Yenan alone therc are morc than 10,000 who read
books. Many of them, morcovcr, arc tempered revolutionaries
of long standing, who have come from all parts of the counlry
and will go out to work jn different places, so it is very important to do educational work among them. Our literary and
art workers must do a good job in this respect.
Since the audience for our literature and art consists of
workers, peasants and soldiers and of their cadres, the problem
arises of understanding them and knowing them well. A
great deal ofwork has to be done in order to understand them
and know them well, to understand and know well all the
different kinds of people and phenomena in the Party and
government organizations, in the villages and factories and
in the Eighth Route and New Fourth Armies. Our writers
and artists have their literary and art work to do, but their
primary task is to understand people and know them well.
In this regard, how have matters stood with our writers and
artists ? I would say they have been lacking in knowledge
and understanding; they have been like "a hero with no place
to display his prowcss." What does lacking in knowledge
mean? Not knowing pcople well. The writers and artists
do not have a good knowledge either of those whom they describe or of their audience; indeed they may hardly know them
at all. They do not know the workers or peasants or soldiers
well, and do not know the cadres well either. What does

in

understanding mean? Not understanding the
Ianguage, that is, not being familiar with the rich,lively language
of the masses. Since many writers and artists stand aloof
from the masses and lead empty lives, naturally they are
unfamiliar with the language of the people. Accordingly,
their works are not only insipid in language but often contain
nondescript expressions of their own coining which run counter
to popular usage. Many comrades like to talk about "a
mass style." But what does it really mean? It means that
the thoughts and feelings of our writers and artists should be
fused with those of the masses of workers, peasants and soldiers. To achieve this fusion, they should conscientiously
learn the language of the masses. How can you talk of literary
and artistic creation if you flnd the very language of the masses
largely incomprehensible ? By "a hero with no place to display
his prowess," we mean that your collection of great truths is
not appreciated by the masses. The more you put on the airs
of a veteran before the masses and play the "hero," the more
you try to peddle such stuff to the masses, the less likely they
are to accept it. If you want the masses to understand you,
if you want to be one with the masses, you must make up your
mind to undergo a long and even painful process of tempering.
Here I might mention the experience of how my own feelings
changed. I began life as a student and at school acquired
the ways of a student; I then used to feel it undignified to do
even a little manual labour, such as carrying my own luggage
in the presence of my fellow students, who were incapable
of carrying anything, either on their shoulders or in their
hands. At that time I felt that intellectuals were the only
clean people in the world, while in comparison workers and
peasants were dirty. I did not mind wearing the clothes of
other intellectuals, believing them clean, but I would not
put on clothes belonging to a worker or peasant, believing
them dirty. But after I became a revolutionary and lived
with workers and peasants and with soldiers of the revolu-

lacking
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tionary army,I gradually came to know them well, and they
gradually came to know me well too. It was then, and only
then, that I fundamentally changed the bourgeois and pettybourgeois feelings implanted in me in the bourgeois schools.
I came to feel that compared with the workers and peasants
the unremoulded intellectuals were not clean and that, in the
last analysis, the workers and peasants were the cleanest
people and, even though their hands were soiled and their
feet smeared with cow-dung, they were really cleaner than the
bourgeois and petty-bourgeois intellectuals. That is what is
meant by a change in feelings, a change from one class to
another. If our writers and artists who come from the intelligentsia want their works to be well received by the masses,
they must change and rcmould their thinking and their feelings. Without such a chnngc, wilhout such remoulding, they
can do nothing wclI ancl wilI bc rnisfits.
The last problcm is stucly, by which I mean the study of
Marxism-Lcninism ancl of socicty. Anyone who considers
himself a revolutionary Marxist writer, and especially any
writer who is a mernbcr of the Communist Party, must have
a knowledge of Marxism-Leninism. dt present, however, some
comrades are lacking in the basic concepts of Marxism. For
instance, it is a basic Marxist concept that being determines
consciousness, that the objective realities of class struggle
and national struggle determine our thoughts and feelings.
But some of our comrades turn this upside down and maintain
that everything ought to start from "love." Now as for love,
in a class society there can be only class love; but these comrades are seeking a love transcending classes, love in the abstract
and also freedom in the abstract, truth in the abstract, human
nature in the abstract, etc. This shows that they have been
very deeply influenced by the bourgeoisie. They should
thoroughly rid themselves of this influence and modestly study
Marxism-Leninism. It is right for writers and artists to study
literary and artistic creation, but the science of Marxism-

Leninism must be studied by all revolutionaries, writers and
artists not excepted. Writers and artists should study society,
that is to say, should study the various classes in society, their
mutual relations and respective conditions, their physiognomy
and their psychology. Only when we grasp all this clearly can
we have a literature and art that is rich in content and correct
in orientation.
I am merely raising these problems today by way of introduction; I hope all of you will express your views on these
and other relevant problems.

CON CL U SIO N
Mag 21,

t942,

Comrades! Our forum has had three meetings this month.

In the pursuit of truth we have carried on spirited debates in
which scores of Party and non-Farty comrades have spoken,
laying bare the issues and making them rnore concrete. This,
I believe, will very much benefit the whole literary and artistic
movement.

In

discussing a problem, we should start from reality and
not from deflnitions. We would be following a wrong method
if we first looked up definitions of literature and art in textbooks and then used them to determine the guiding principles

for the present-day literary and artistic movement and to
judge the different opinions and controversies that arise today.
We are Marxists, and Marxism teaches that in our approach to
a problem we should start from objective facts, not from
abstract definitions, and that we should derive our guiding
principles, policies and measures from an analysis of these
10

facts. We should do the sarne in our present discussion of
literary and artistic work.
What are the facts at present? The facts are: the War
of Resistance Against Japan which China has been fighting
for five years; the world-wide anti-fascist war; the vacillations
of China's big landlord class and big bourgeoisie in the War
of Resistance and their policy of high-handed oppression of
the people; the revolutionary movement in literature and art
great contributions to the
since the May 4lh Movement
- its
revolution during the last twenty-three years and its many
shortcomings; the anti-Japanese democratic base areas of the
Eighth Route and New Fourth Armies and the integration
of large numbers of writers and artists with these armies and
with the workers and peasants in these areas; the difference
in both environment and tasks between the writers and artists
in the base areas and those in the Kuomintang areas; and the
controversial issues concerning literature and art which have
arisen in Yenan and the other anti-Japanese base areas. These
are the actual, undeniable facts in the light of which we have
to consider our problems.
What then is the crux of the matter? In my opinion, it
consists fundamentally of the problems of working for the
masses and how to work for the masses. Unless these two
problerns are solved, or solved properly, our writers and
artists will be ill-adapted to their environment and their tasks
and will come up against a series of difficulties from without
and within. My concluding remarks will centre on these two
problems and also touch upon some related ones.

I
The first problem is: literature and art for whom?
This problem was solved long ago by Marxists, especially
by Lenin. As far back as 1905 Lenin pointed out emphatically
11

that our literature and art should "serve. . . the millions and
tens of millions of working people."l For comrades engaged
in literary and artistic work in the anti-Japanese base areas
it might seem that this problem is already solved and needs
no further discussion. Actually, that is not the case. Many
comrades have not found a clear solution. Consequently
their sentiments, their works, their actions and their views
on the guiding principles for literature and art have inevitably
been more or less at variance with the needs of the masses
and of the practical struggle. Of course, among the numerous
men of culture, writers, artists and other literary and artistic
workers engaged in the great struggle for liberation together
with the Communist Party and the Eighth Route and New
Fourth Armies, a few may be careerists who are with us only
temporarily, but the overwhelming ma1'ority are working energetically for the common cause. By relying on these comtades,
we have achieved a great deal in our literatute, drama, music
and fine arts. Many of these writers and artists have begun
their work since the outbreak of the War of Resistance; many
others did much revolutionary work before the war, endured
many hardships and influenced broad masses of the people
by their activities and works. Why do we say, then, that
even among these comrades there are some who have not
reached a clear solution of the problem of whom literature
and art are for ? Is it conceivable that there are still some
who maintain that revolutionary literature and art are not
for the masses of the people but for the exploiters and
oppressors

?

Indeed literature and art exist which are for the exploiters
and oppressors. Literature and art for the landlord class
are feudal literature and art. Such were the literature and
art of the ruling class in China's feudal era. To this day such
literature and art still have considerable influence in China.
Literature and art for the bourgeoisie are bourgeois literature
and art. People like Liang Shih-chiu,z whom Lu Hsun crit12

talk about literature and afi as transcending classes,
in
fact
they uphold bourgeois literature and art and oppose
but
proletarian literature and art. Then literature and art exist
for example, the works of
which serve the imperialists
which we
Chou Tso-jen, Chang Tzu-pingl and their like
call traitor literature and art. With us, literature and art
are for the people, not for any of the above groups. We
have said that China's new culture at the present stage is an
anti-imperialist, anti-feudal culture of the rnasses of the people
under the leadership of the proletariat. Today, anything
that is truly of the masses must necessarily be led by the proletariat. Whatever is under the leadership of the bourgeoisie
cannot possibly be of the masses. Naturally, the same applies
to the new literature and art which are part of the new culture.
We should take over the rich legacy and the good traditions
in literature and art that have been handed down from past
ages in China and foreign countries, but the aim must still be
to serve the masses of the people. Nor do we refuse to utilize
the literary and artistic forms of the past, but in our hands
these old forms, remoulded and infused with new content, also
become something revolutionary in the service of the people.
Who, then, are the masses of the people ? The broadest
sections of the people, constituting more than 90 per cent of
our total population, are the wotkers, peasants, soldiers and
urban petty bourgeoisie. Therefore, our literature and art
are first for the workers, the class that leads the revolution.
Secondly, they are for the peasants, the most numerous and
most steadfast of our allies in the revolution. Thirdly, they
are for the armed workers and peasants, namely, the Eighth
Route and New Fourth Armies and the other armed units
of the people, which are the main forces of the revolutionary
war. Fourthly, they are for the labouring masses of the
urban petty bourgeoisie and for the petty-bourgeois intellectuals, both of whom are also our allies in the revolution and
capable of long-term co-operation with us. These four kinds
icized,

l3

of people constitute the overwhelming majority of thc Chinese
nation, the broadest masses of the people.
Our iiterature and art should be for the four kinds of people
we have enumerated. To serve them, we must take the class
stand of the proletariat and not that of the petty bourgeoisie.
Today, writers who cling to an individualist, petty-bourgeois
stand cannot truly serve the masses of revolutionary workers,
peasants and soldiers. Their interest is mainly focused on
the small number of petty-bourgeois intellectuals. This is
the crucial reason why some of our comrades cannot correctly
solve the problem of "for whom?" In saying this I am not
referring to theory. In theory, or in words, no one in our
ranks regards the masses of workers, peasants and soldiers as
less important than the petty bourgeois intellectuals. I am
referring to practice, to action. fn practice, in action, do they
regard petty-bourgeois intellectuals as more important than
workers, peasants and soldiers ? I think they do. Many
comrades concern themselves with studying the petty-bourgeois intellectuals and analysing their psychology, and they
concentrate on portraying these intellectuals and excusing or
defending their shortcomings, instead of guiding the intellectuals to join with them in getting closer to the masses of
workers, peasants and soldiers, taking part in the practical
struggles of the masses, portraying and educating the masses.
Coming from the petty bourgeoisie and being themselves
intellectuals, many comrades seek friends only among intellectuals and concentrate on studying and describing them.
Such study and description are proper if done from a proletaian position. But that is not what they do, or not what
they do fully. They take the petty-bourgeois stand and
produce works that are the self-expression of the petty bourgeoisie, as can be seen in quite a number of literary and artistic
products. Often they show heartfelt sympathy for intellectuals
of petty-bourgeois origin, to the extent of sympathizing with
or even praising their shortcomings. On the other hand,
t4

these comrades seldom come into contact with the masses
of workers, peasants and soldiers, do not understand or study
them, do not have intimate friends among them and are not
good at portraying them; when they do depict them, the
clothes are the clothes of working people but the faces are
those of petty-bourgeois intellectuals. In certain respects they
are fond of the workers, peasants and soldiers and the cadres
stemming from them; but there are times when they do not
like them and there are some respects in which they do not
like them: they do not like their feelings or their manner or
their nascent literature and art (the wall newspapers, murals,
folk songs, folk tales, etc.). At times they are fond of these
things too, but that is when they are hunting for novelty, for
something with which to embellish their own works, or even
for certain backward features. At other times they openly
despise these things and are partial to what belongs to the
petty-bourgeois intellectuals or even to the bourgeoisie. These
comrades have their feet planted on the side of the pettybourgeois intellectuals; or, to put it more elegantly, their
innermost soul is still a kingdom of the petty-bourgeois
intelligentsia. Thus they have not yet solved, or not yet
clearly solved, the problem of "for whom?" This applies
not only to newcomers to Yenan; even among comrades who
have been to the front and worked for a number of years in
our base areas and in the Eighth Route and New Fourth
Armies, many have not completely solved this problem. It
requires a long period of time, at least eight or ten years, to
solve it thoroughly. But however long it takes, solve it we
must and solve it unequivocally and thoroughly. Our literary
and art workers must acoomplish this task and shift their
stand; they must gradually move their feet over to the side of
the workers, peasants and soldiers, to the side ofthe proletariat,
through the process of going into their very midst and into
the thick of practical struggles and through the process of
studying Marxism and society. Only in this way can we have
15

a literature and art that are truly for the workers, peasants
and soldiers, a truly proletarian literature and art.
This question of "for whom ?" is fundamental; it is a question
of principle. The controversies and divergences, the opposition and disunity arising among some colnrades in the past
were not on this fundamental question of principle but on
secondary questions, or even on issues involving no principle.
On this question of principle, however, there has been hardly
any divergence between the two contending sides and they have
shown almost complete agreement; to some extent, both
tend to look down upon the workers, peasants and soldiers
and divorce themselves from the masses. I say "to some
extent" because, generally speaking, these comrades do not
look down upon the workers, peasants and soldiers or divorce
themselves from the masses in the same way as the Kuomintang
does. Nevertheless, the tendency is there. Unless this
fundamental problem is solved, many other problems will
not be easy to solve. Take, for instance, the sectarianism
in literary and art circles. This too is a question of principle,
but sectarianism can only be eradicated by putting forward
and faithfully applying the slogans, "For the workers and
peasants!", "For the Eighth Route and New Fourth Armies!"
and "Go among the masses !" Otherwise the problem of
sectarianism can never be solved. Lu Hsun once said:
A common aim is the prerequisite for a united front.... The fact that
our front is not united shows that we have not been able to unify our
aims, and that some people are working only for small groups or indeed
only for themselves. If we all aim at serving the masses of workers and
peasants, our front will of course be united.4
The problem existed then in Shanghai; now it exists in Chungking too. In such places the problem can hardly be solved
thoroughly, because the rulers oppress the revolutionary writers
and artists and deny them the freedom to go out among the
masses of workers, peasants and soldiers. Here with us the
situation is entirely different. We encourage revolutionary
l6

writers and artists to be active in forming intimate contacts
with the workers, peasants and soldiers, giving them complete
freedom to go arnong the rnasses and to create a genuinely
revolutionary literature and art. Therefore, here among us
the problem is nearing solution. But nearing solution is not
the same as a complete and thorough solution. We must
study Marxism and study society, as we have been saying,
precisely in order to achieve a cornplete and thorough solution. By Marxisrn we mean living Marxism which plays an
effective role in the life and struggle of the masses, not Marxism
in words. With Marxism in words transformed into Marxism
in real life, there wili be no more sectarianism. Not only wiil
the problem of sectarianism be solved, but many other problems
as well.

il
Flaving settled the problem of whom to serve, we corne to
the next problem, how to serve. To put it in the words of
sorne of our cornrades: should we devote ourselves to raising
standards, or shouid rve devote ourselves to popularization?
trn the past, some comrades, to a certain or even a serious
extent, betrittled and neglected popularization and laid undue
stress on raising standards. Stress should be laid on raising
standards, but to do so one-sidedly and exclusively, to do so
excessively, is a mistake. The lack of a clear solution to the
problem of "for whona?", which I referred to earlier, also
manifests itself in this connection. As these cornrades are
not clear on the problem of "for whom?", they have no correct
criteria for the "raising of standards" and the "popularization"
they speak of, and are naturally still less able to find the correct
retrationship between the two. Since our literature and art
are basically for the workers, peasants and soldiers, "popularization" rneans to popularize among the workers, peasants and
t7

soldiers, and "raising standards" means to advance from their
present level. What should we popularize among them?
Fopularize what is needed and can be readily accepted by the
feudal landlord class? Popularize what is needed and can
be readily accepted by the bourgeoisie? Popularize what is
needed and can be readily accepted by the petty-bourgeois
" intellectuals ? No, none of these will do. We must popularize
only what is needed and can be readily accepted by the workers,
peasants and soldiers themselves. Consequently, prior to the
task of educating the workers, peasants and soldiers, there

is the task of learning from them. This is even more true of
raising standards. There must be a basis frorn which to
raise. Take a bucket of water, for instance; where is it to
be raised from if not from the ground? From mid-air?
From rvhat basis, then, are literature and art to be raised?
From the basis of the feudal classes ? Frorn the basis of the
bourgeoisie ? From the basis of the petty-bourgeois intellectuals? No, not from any of these; only from the basis of
the masses of workers, peasants and soldiers. Nor does this
mean raising the workers, peasants and soldiers to the "heights"
of the feudal classes, the bourgeoisie or the petty-bourgeois
intelleqtuals; it means raising the level of literature and art
in the direction in which the workers, peasants and soldiers
are themselves advancing, in the direction in which the pro*
letariat is advancing. Here again the task of learning from
the workers, peasants and soldiers comes in. Only by starting
from the workers, peasants and soldiers can we have a correct
understanding of populafization and of the raising of standards.
and find the proper relationship between the two.
In the last analysis, what is the source of all literature and
afi2 Works of literature and art, as ideological forms, are
products of the reflection in the hunnan brain of, the life of a
given society. Revolutionary literature and art arc the products of the reflection of the life of the people in the brains of
revolutionary writers and artists. The life of the peopie is
18

always a mine of the raw materials for literature and art,
materials in their natural form, materials that ate crude, but
most vital, rich and fundamental; they make all literature and
art seern pallid by comparison; they provide literature and
art with an inexhaustible source, their only source. They are
the only source, for there can be no other. Some may ask,
is there not another source in books, in the literature and art
of ancient tirnes and of foreign countries ? fn fact, the literary
and artistic works of the past are not a source but a stream;
they were created by our predecessors and the foreigners out
of the literary and artistic raw materials they found in the
life of the people of their time and place. We must take over
all the fine things in our literary and artistic heritage, critically
assinailate whatever is beneficial, and use thern as examples
when we create works out of the literary and artistic raw
materials in the life of the people of our own time and place.
It makcs a difference whether or not we have such examples,
the diffcrcncc bctween crudeness and refinement, between
roughncss and polish, bctween a low and a high level, and
between slower and faster work. Therefore, we must on no
account reject the legacies of the ancients and the foreigners
or refuse to learn from them, even though they are the works
of the feudal or bourgeois classes. But taking over legacies
and using them as examples must never replace our own
creative work; nothing can do that. Uncritical transplantation or copying from the ancients and the foreigners is the
most sterile and harmful dogmatism in literature and art.
China's revolutionary writers and artists, writers and artists of
promise, must go among the masses; they must for a long
period of time unreservedly and whole-heartedly go among
the masses of workers, peasants and soldiers, go into the
heat of the struggle, go to the only source, the broadest and
richest source, in order to observe, experience, study and
analyse all the different kinds of people, all the classes, all the
masses, all the vivid patterns of life and struggle, all the raw
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materials of literature and art. Only then can they proceed
to creative work. Otherwise, you will have nothing to work
with and you will be nothing but a phoney writer or artist, the
kind that Lu l{sun in his will so earnestly cautioned his son
never to become.s
Although man's social life is the only source of literature
and art and is incomparabtry livelier and richer in content,
the people are not satisfled with life atrone and dernand literature and art as well. Why? Because, while both are beautiful, life as reflected in works of literature and art can and ought
to be on a higher plane, more intense, more concentrated,
more typical, nearer the ideal, and therefore more universal
than actual everyday 1ife. Revolutionary literature and art
should create a variety of characters out of real life and help
the masses to ptopel history forward. For example, there is
suffering from hunger, cold and oppression on the one hand,
and expioitation and oppression of man by man on the other.
These facts exist everywhere and people look upon them as
commonplace. Writers and artists concentrate such everyday phenomena, typify the contradictions and struggles within
them and produce works which awaken the rnasses, flre them
with enthusiasm and impel thcm to unite and struggle to
transform their environment. Without such literature and
art, this task could not be fulfilled, or at least not so effectively
and speedily.
What is meant by popularizing amd by raising standards in
works of literature and art? What is the relationship between
these two tasks ? Fopular works are sirnpler and plainer, and
therefore more readily accepted by the broad masses of the
people today. Works of a higher quality, being more polished,
are more difficult to produce and in general do not circulate
so easily and quickly among the masses at present. The
problem facing the workers, peasants and soldiers is this: they
are now engaged in a bitter and bloody struggle with the enemy
but are illiterate and uneducated as a result of long years of
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rule by the feudal and bourgeois classes, and therefore they
are eagerly demanding enlightenment, education and works of
literature and art which meet their urgent needs and which
are easy to absorb, in order to heighten their enthusiasm in
struggle and confldence in victory, strengthen their unity and
fight the enemy with one heart and one mind. For them the
prime neeC is not "more flowers on the brocade" but "fuel
in snowy weather." fn present conditions, therefore, popularization is the more pressing task. It is wrong to belittle
or neglect popularization.
Nevertheless, no hard and fast line can be drawn between
popularization and the raising of standards. Not only is it
possible to popularize some works of higher quality even now,
but the cultural leve1 of the broad masses is steadily rising.
If popularization rernains at the sarne level for ever, with the
samc stu[f, bcing supplied month after month and year after
ye-lrr, lrlwuys Ihc snrnc "Littlc Cowherd"6 and the same "man,
hurtrl, nrouth, l<ttilc, cow, goal,"z will not thc educators and
thosc bcing cducal"cd bc six of onc and half a dozen of the
othcr? What would be the sense of such popularization?
The people demand popularization and, following that, higher
standards; they demand higher standards month by month
and year by year. Here populaization means popularizing
for the people and raising of standards means raising the level
for the people. And such raising is not frorn mid-air, or behind
closed doors, but is actually based on popularization. It is
determined by and at the same time guides popularization.
In China as a whole the development of the revolution and of
revolutionary culture is uneven and their spread is gradual.
While in one place there is popularization and then raising
of standards on the basis of popularization, in other places
popularization has not even begun. Hence good experience
in popularization leading to higher standards in one locality
can be applicd in other localities and serve to guide popularization and the raising of standards there, saving many twists
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road. Internationally, the good experience
of foreign countries, and especially Soviet experience, can
also serve to guide us. With us, therefore, the raising of
standards is based on popularization, while popularization
and turns along the

is guided by the raising ofstandards. Precisely for this reason,
so far from being an obstacle to the raising of standards, the
work of poplularization we are speaking of supplies the basis
for the work of raising standards which we are now doing
on a limited scale, and prepares the necessary conditions for
us to raise standards in the future on a much broader scale.
Besides such raising of standards as meets the needs of the

is the kind which meets their needs
indirectly, that is, the kind which is needed by the cadres.
masses directly, there

The cadres are the advanced elements of the masses and
generally have received more education; literature and art
of a higher ievel are entirely necessary for them. To ignore
this would be a mistake. Whatever is done for the cadres
is also entirely for the masses, because it is only through the
cadres that we can educate and guide the masses. If we go
against this aim, if what we give the cadres cannot help them
educate and guide the masses, our work of raising standards
will be like shooting at random and wilt depart from the fundamental principle of serving the masses of the people.

To sum up: through the creative labour of revolutionary
writers and artists, the raw materials found in the life of the
people are shaped into the ideological form of literature and
art serving the masses of the people. Included here are the
more advanced iiterature and art as developed on the basis
of elementary literature and art and as required by those sections of the masses whose level has been raised, or, more immediately, by the cadres among the masses. Also included
here are elementary literature and art which, conversely, are
guided by more advanced literature and art and are needed
primarily by the overwhelming majority of the masses at
present. Whether more advanced or elementary, all our
)j

literature and art are for the masses of the people, and in the
first place for the workers, peasants and soldiers; they are
created for the workers, peasants and soldiers and are for

their use.
Now that we have settled the problem of the relationship
between the raising of standards and popularization, that of
the relationship between the specialists and the popularizers
can also be settled. Our specialists are not only for the cadres,
but also, and indeed chiefly, for the masses. Our specialists
in literature should pay attention to the wall newspapers of
the masses and to the reportage written in the army and the
villages. Our specialists in drama should pay attention to
the small troupes in the army and the villages. Our specialists
in music should pay attention to the songs of the masses. Our
specialists in the flne arts should pay attention to the fine arts
of the masscs. Allthese comrades should make close contact
with comradcs cngaged in the work of popularizing literature
and rLrt arnong thc nrasses. On the one hand, they should help

and guide the popularizcrs, and on the other, they should
learn from these comrades and, through them, draw nourishment from the masses to replenish and enrich themselves so
that their specialities do not become "ivory towers," detached
from the masses and frorn reality and devoid of content or
life. We should esteem the speciaiists, for they are very
valuable to our cause. But we should tell them that no
revolutionary writer or artist can do any meaningful work
unless he is closely linked with the masses, gives expression
to their thoughts and feelings and serves them as a loyal
spokesman. Only by speaking for the masses can he edircate
them and only by being their pupil can he be their teacher.
If he regards himself as their master, as an aristocrat who lords
it over the "lower orders," then, no matter how talented he
may be, he will not be needed by the masses and his work
will have no future.

Is this attitude of ours utilitarian? Materialists do

not

in

general but the utilitarianism of the
feudal, bourgeois and petty-bourgeois classes; they oppose
those hypocrites who attackutilitarianism in words but in deeds
oppose utilitarianism

embrace the most selfish and short-sighted utilitarianism.
There is no "ism" in the world that transcends utilitarian
considerations; in class society there can be only the utilitarianism of this or that class. We are proletarian revolutionary
utilitarians and take as our point of departure the unity of
the present and future interests of the broadest masses, who
constitute over 90 per cent of the population; hence we are
revolutionary utilitarians aiming for the broadest and the
most long-range objectives, not narrow utilitarians concerned

only with the partial and the immediate. If, for instance,
you reproach the masses for their utilitarianism and yet for
your own utility, or that of a narrow clique, force on the market
and propagandize among the masses a work which pleases
only the few but is useless or even harmful to the majority,
then you are not only insulting the rnasses but also reveaiing
your own lack of self-knowledge. A thing is good only when
it brings real benefit to the masses of the people. Your work
may be as good as "The Spring Snow," but if for the time being
it caters only to the few and the masses are still singing the
"Song of the R.ustic Poor,"8 you will get nowhere by simply
scolding them instead of trying to raise their level. The
question now is to bring about a unity between "The Spring
Snow" and the "Song of the Rustic Poor," between higher
standards and popularizatian. Without such a unity, the
highest art of any expert cannot help being utilitarian in the
narrowest sense; you may call this art "pure and lofty" but
that is merely your own narne for it which the masses will
not endorse.
Once we have solved the problems of fundamental policy,
of serving the workers, peasants and soldiers and of how to
serve them, such other problems as whether to write about
)A

the bright or the dark side of life and the problem of unity
will also be solved. If everyone agrees on the fundamental
policy, it should be adhered to by all our workers, all our
schools, publications and organizations in the fleld of literature and art and in all our literary and artistic activities. It
is wrong to depart from this policy and anything at variance
with it must be duly corrected.

ilI
Since our literature and art are for the rnasses of the people,
v/e can proceed to discuss a problem of inner-Party relations,
i.e., the relation between thc Party's work in literature and
art and the Party's work as a whole, and in addition a problern
of the Palty's extcrnal rclations, i.c., the relation between the

Prrty's work in litcraturo irud ar[ and the work of non-Party
pcoplc in tlris ficld, a problcm of the united front in literary
and art circlcs.
Let us consider the first problem. In the wortrd today all
cultule, all literature and art belong to definite classes and
are'geared to deflnite political lines. There is in fact no such
thing as art for art's sake, art that stands above classes or art
that is detached from or independent of politics. Proletarian
literature and art are part of the whole proletarian revolutionary cause; they are, as Lenin said, cogs and wheelsq in the
whole revolutionary machine. Therefore, Party work in literature and a.rt occupies a deflnite and assigned position in Farty
revolutionary work as a whole and is subordinated to the revolutionary tasks set by the Party in a given revolutionary
period. Opposition to this arrangement is certain to lead to
dualisrn or pluralism, and in essence amounts to "politics
Marxist, art
bourgeois," as with Trotsky. We do not
favour over'stressing the irnportance of literature and art,
but neither do we favour underestimating their importance.
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Literature and art are subordinate to politics, but in their turn
exert a great influence on politics. Revolutionary literature
and art arc part of the whole revolutionary cause, they are
cogs and wheels in it, and though in comparison with certain
other and more important parts they may be less significant
and less urgent and may occupy a secondary position, nevertheless, they are indispensable cogs and wheels in the whole
machine, an indispensable part of the errtire revolutionary
cause. If we had no literature and art even in the broadest
and most ordinary sense, we could not camy on the revolutionary movement and win victory. Failure to recognize this
is wrong. Furthermore, when we say that literature and art
are subordinate to potritics, we mean class politics, the politics
of the masses, not the politics of a few so-called statesmen.
Folitics, whether revolutionary or counter-revolutionary, is
the struggle of class against class, not the activity of a few
individuals. The revolutionary struggle on the ideotrogical
and artistic fronts must be subordinate to the political struggle
because only through politics can the needs of the class and
the masses find expression in concentrated forrn. R.evolutionary statesmen, the political specialists who know the
science or art of revolutionary politics, are simply the leaders
of millions upon millions of statesmen
the masses. Their
task is to collect the opinions of these mass statesmen, sift
and refine thern, and return them to the masses, who then take
them and put them into practice. They are therefore not the
kind of aristocratic "statesmen" who work behind closed doors
and fancy they have a monopoly of wisdom. Herein lies the
difference in principle between proletarian statesmen and
decadent bourgeois statesmen. This is precisely why there can
be complete unity between the political character of our literary and artistic works and their truthfulness. It would be
wrong to fail to realize this and to debase the politics and the
statesmen of the proletariat.
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Let us consider next the question of the united front in the
world of literature and art. Since literature and art are
subordinate to politics and since the fundamental problem in
China's politics today is resistance to Japan, our Party writers
and artists must in the flrst place unite on this issue of resistance to Japan with all non-Party writers and artists (ranging
from Party sympathizers and petty-bourgeois writers and
artists to all those writers and artists of the bourgeois and
landlord classes who are in favour of resistance to Japan).
Secondly, we should unite with them on the issue of democracy.
On this issue there is a section of anti-Japanese writers and
artists who do not agree with us, so the range of unity will
unavoidably be sornewhat more limited. Thirdly, we should
unite with them on issues peculiar to the literary and artistic
world, questions of method and style in literature and art; here
agatn, as we are for socialist realism and some people do not
agrcc, thc rernge of unity will be narrower still. While on one
issuc thcre is unity, on another there is struggle, there is criticism. The issues arc at once scparate and interrelated, so that
even on the very ones which give rise to unity, such as resistance to Japan, there are at the same time struggle and criticism.
In a united front, "a11unity and no struggle" and"all struggle
as with the Right
and no unity" are both wrong policies
capitulationism and tailisrn, or the "Left" exclusivism and
sectarianism, practised by some comrades in the past. This is
as true in literature and art as in politics.
The petty-bourgeois writers and artists constitute an important force among the forces of the united front in literary
and art circles in China. There are many shortcomings in
both their thinking and their works, but, comparatively speaking, they are inclined towards the revolution and are close
to the working people. Therefore, it is an especially important
task to help them overcome their shortcomings and to win
them over to the front which serves the working people.

IV
Literary and art criticism is one of the prtncipal rnethods of
struggle in the world of literature and art. It should be developed and, as comrades have rightly pointed out, our past
work in this respect has been quite inadequate. Literary and
art criticism is a complex question which requires a great deal
of special study. Here I shall concentrate only on the basic
problem of, criteria in criticism. I shall also comrnent briefly
on a few speciflc problems raised by some comrades and on
certain incorrect views.
In literary and art criticism there are two criteria, the political
and the artistic. According to the political criterion, everything is good that is helpful to unity and resistance to Japan,
that encourages the masses to be of one heart and one mind,
that opposes retrogression and promotes progress; on the other
hancl, everything is bad that is detrirnental to unity and resistanoe to Japan, foments dissension and discord arnong the
masses and opposes progress and drags peopie back. Holv can
we tell the good frorn the bad
by the motive (the subjective
intention) or by the effect (social practice) ? Idealists stress
motive and ignore effect, wtrrile rnechanical materialists stress
effect and ignore motive. In contradistinction to both, we
dialectical rnaterialists insist on the unity of motive and effect.
The rnotive of serving the masses is inseparabiy linked with
the effect of, winning their approval; the two must be united.
The motive of serving the individual or a srrall clique is not
good, nor is it good to have the rnotive of serving the rnasses
without the effect of winning their approval and benefiting
them. In examining the subjective intention of a writer or
artist, that is, whether his motive is correct and good, we do
not judge by his declarations but by the effect of his actions
(rnainly his works) on the rnasses in society. The criterion
for judging subjective intention or rnotive is social practice
and its effect. We want no sectarianism in our literary and
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art criticism and, subject to the general principle of unity for
resistance to Japan, we should tolerate literary and art works
with a variety of political attitudes. But at the same time, in
our criticism we must adhele flrmly to principle and severely
criticize and repudiate all works of literature and art expressing views in opposition to the nation, to science, to the masses
and to the Communist Party, because these so-caltred works of
literature and art proceed from the motive and produce the
effect of undermining unity for resistance to Japan. According
to the artistic criterion, all works of a higher artistic quality
are good or cornparatively good, while those of a lower artistic
quality are bad or comparatively bad. Here, too, of course,
social effect rnust be taken into account. There is hardly a
r,witer or a,rtist who does not consider his own work beautiful,
and our criticism ought to permit the free competition of all
varieties ol' works of art; but it is also entirely necessary to
subjcct thcse works to corrcct criticism according to the criteria
of tl-rc sciencc of aesthctics, so that art of a lower level can be
gradually raiscd to a higher and art which does not meet the
demands of the stluggle of the broad masses can be transformed

into art that does.
There is the political criterion and there is the artistic criterion; what is the reiationship between the two? Politics
cannot be equated with art, nor can a general world outlook
be equated with a method of artistic creation and criticism.
We deny not only that there is an abstract and absotrutely
unchangeable political criterion, but also that there is an
abstract and absolutely unehangeable artistic criterion; each
class in every class society has its own political and artistic
criteria. But all classes in all class societies invariably put
the political criterion first and the artistic criterion second.
The bourgeoisie always shuts out proletarian literature and
art, however great their artistic merit. The protretariat must
similarly distinguish arnong the iiterary and art works of
past ages and deterrnine its attitude towards them only after

examining their attitude to the people and whether or not they

had any progressive significance historically. Some works
which politically are downright reactionary may have a certain
artistic quality. The more reactionary their content and the
higher their artistic quality, the more poisonous they are to
the people, and the more necessary it is to reject them. A
common characteristic of the literature and art of all exploiting classes in their period of decline is the contradiction between their reactionary political content and their artistic
form. What we demand is the unity of politics and art, the
unity of content and form, the unity of revolutionary political
content and the highest possible perfection of artistic form.
Works of art which lack artistic quality have no force, however
progressive they are politically. Therefore, we oppose both
the tendency to produce works of art with a wrong political
viewpoint and the tendency towards the "poster and slogan
style" which is correct in political viewpoint but lacking in
artistic power. On questions of literature and art we must
carry on a struggle on two fronts.
Both these tendencies can be found in the thinking of many
comrades. A good number of comrades tend to neglect
artistic technique; it is therefore necessary to give attention
to the raising of artistic standards. But as I see it, the political
side is more of a problem at present. Some comrades lack
elementary political knowledge and consequently have all
sorts of muddled ideas. Let me cite a few examples from
Yenan.
"The theory of human nature." Is there such a thing as
human nature ? Of course there is. But there is only human
nature in the concrete, no human nature in the abstract. In
class society there is only human nature of a class character;
there is no human nature above classes. We uphold the human
nature of the proletariat and of the masses of the people, while
the landlord and bourgeois classes uphold the human nature of
their own classes, only they do not say so but make it out to
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be the only human nature in existence. The human nature
boosted by certain petty-bourgeois intellectuals is also divorced
from or opposed to the masses; what they call human natute
is in essence nothing but bourgeois individualism, and so, in
their eyes, proletarian human nature is contrary to human
nature. "The theory of human nature" which some people
in Yenan advocate as the basis of their so-called theory of
literature and art puts the matter in just this way and is wholly
wrong.
"The fundamental point of departure for literature and
art is love, love of humanity." Now love may serve as a
point of departure, but there is a more basic one. Love as
an idea is a product of objective practice. Fundamentally,
we do not start from ideas but from objective practice. Our
writers and artists who come from the ranks of the intellectuals love the prolctariat because society has made them feel
that thcy and thc proletariat share a common fate. We hate
Japanese irnperialism bccause Japancse imperialism oppresses
us. Thcre is absolutely no such thing in the world as love
or hatred without reason or cause. As for the so-called love
of humanity, there has been no such all-inclusive love since
humanity was divided into classes. A11 the ruling classes of
the past were fond of advocating it, and so were many socaltred sages and wise men, but nobody has ever really practised it, because it is impossible in class society. There will
after classes are eliminated al1
be genuine love of humanity
over the world. Classes have split society into many antag'
onistic groupings; there will be love of all humanity when
classes are eliminated, but not now. We cannot love enemies,
we cannot love social evils, our aim is to destroy them. This
is common sense; can it be that some of our writers and artists

still do not understand this ?
"Literary and artistic works have always laid equal stress
on the bright and the dark, half and half." This statement

contains many muddled ideas. It is not true that literature
and art have always done this. Many petty-bourgeois writers
have never discovered the bright side. Their works only
expose the dark and are known as the "literature of exposure.,,
Some of their works simply speoialize in preaching pessirnism
and world-weariness. On the other hand, Soviet literature in
the period of socialist construction portrays mainly the bright.
It, too, describes shortcomings in work and portrays negative
characters, but this only serves as a contrast to bring out the
brightness of the whole picture and is not on a so-called halfand-half basis. The writers and artists of the bourgeoisie in
its period of reaction depict the revolutionary masses as mobs
and themselves as saints, thus reversing the bright and the
dark. Only truly revolutionary writers and artists can correctly solve the problem of whether to extol or to expose. Atl
the dark forces harming the masses of the people must be
exposed and all the revolutionary struggles of the masses of
the people must be extolled; this is the fundarnental task of
revolutionary writers and artists.
"The task of literature and art has always been to expose.,,
This assertion, like the previous one, arises from ignorance of
the science of history. Literature and art, as we have shown,
have never been devoted solely to exposure. For revolutionary
writers and artists the targets for exposure can never be the
masses, but only the aggressors, exploiters and oppressors and
the evil influence they have on the people. The rnasses too
have shortcomings, which should be overcome by criticism
and setrf-criticism within the people's own ranks, and such
criticism and self-criticism is also one of the most important
tasks of literature and art. But this should not be regarded
as any sort of "exposure of the people." As for the people,
the question is basically one of education and of raising their
level. Only counter-r'evolutionary writers and artists describe
the people as "born fools" and the revolutionary masses as
"tyranttical. mobs."
7)

"This is still the period of the satirical essay, and Lu Hsun's
style of writing is still needed." Living under the rule of
the dark forces and deprived of fieedom of speech, Lu Hsun
used burning satire and freezing irony, cast in the form of
essays, to do battle; and he was entirely right. We, too,
must hold up to sharp ridicule the fascists, the Chinese reactionaries and everything that harms the people; but in the
Shensi-Kansu-Ningsia Border Region and the anti-Japanese
base areas behind the enemy lines, where democracy and
freedom are granted in full to the revolutionary writers and
artists and withheld only from the counter-revolutionaries,
the style of the essay should not simply be like Lu Hsun's.
Here we can shout at the top of our voices and have no need
for veiled and roundabout expressions, which are hard for
the people to understand. When dealing with the people
and not with their enemics, Lu Hsun never ridiculed or attacked the revolulionary people and the revolutionary Party
in his "satirical essay period," and these essays were entirely
different in manner from those directed against the enemy.
To criticize the people's shortcomings is necessary, as we have
already said, but in doing so we rnust truly take the stand of
the people and speak out of whole-hearted eagerness to protect and educate them. To treat cornrades like enemies is to
go over to the stand of the enemy. Are we then to abolish
satire? No. Satire is always necessary. But there are
several kinds of satire, each with a different attitude, satire
to deal with our enemies, satire to deal with our allies and
satire to deal with our own ranks. We are not opposed to
satire in general; what we must abolish is the abuse of satire.
"I arn not given to praise and eulogy. The works of people
who eulogize what is bright are not necessarily great and the
works of those who depict the dark are not necessarily palty."
If you are a bourgeois writer or artist, you will eulogize not
the proletariat but the bourgeoisie, and ifyou are a proletarian
writer or artist, you will euiogize not the bourgeoisie but the

proletariat and working people: it must be one or the other.
The works of the eulogists of the bourgeoisie are not necessarily great, nor are the works of those who show that the
bourgeoisie is dark necessarily paltry1, the works of the eulogists of the proletariat are not necessarily not great, but the
works of those who depict the so-called "darkness" of the
proletariat are bound to be paltry
these not facts of
- are
history as regards literature alnd art2 Why should we not
eulogize the people, the creators of the history of mankind?
Why should we not eulogize the proletariat, the Communist
Party, New Democracy and socialism? There is a type of
person who has no enthusiasm for the people's cause and
looks coldly from the side-lines at the struggles and victories
of the proletariat and its vanguard; what he is interested in,
and will never weary of eulogizing, is himself, plus perhaps a
few figures in his srnall coterie. Of course, such petty-bourgeois individualists are unwilling to eulogize the deeds and
virtues of the revolutionary people or heighten their courage
in struggle and their confldence in victory. Persons of this
type are merely termites in the revolutionary ranks; of course,
the revolutionary people have no need for these "singers."
"It is not a question of stand; my class stand is correct,
my intentions are good and I understand all right, but I am
not good at expressing rnyself and so the effect turns out bad."
I have already spoken about the dialectical materialist view
of motive and effect. Now I want to ask, is not the question
of effect one of stand? A person who acts solely by rnotive
and does not inquire what effect his action will have is like a
doctor who merely writes prescriptions but does not care how
many patients die of them. Or take a political party which
merely makes declarations but does not care whether they
are carried out. It may well be asked, is this a correct
stand ? And is the intention here good ? Of course, mistakes
may occur even though the effect has been taken into account
beforehand, but is the intention good when one continues in
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the same old rut after facts have proved that the effect is bad ?
In judging a party or a doctor, we must look at practice, at
the effect. The same applies in judging a writer. A person
with truly good intentions must take the effect into account,
sum up experience and study the methods or, in creative work,
study the technique of expression. A person with truly good
intentions must criticize the shortcornings and mistakes in
his own work with the utrnost candour and resolve to correct
them. This is precisely why Communists employ the method
of self-criticism. This alone is the correct stand. Only in
this process of serious and responsible practice is it possible
gradually to understand what the correct stand is and gradually
obtain a good grasp of it. If one does not move in this direction in practice, if there is simply the complacent assertion
that one "understands all right," then in fact one has not
understood at all.
"To call on us to study Marxism is to repeat the mistake of
the dialectical rnaterialist creative method, which will harm
the creative mood." To study Marxism means to apply the
dialectical materialist and historical materialist viewpoint in
out observation of the world, of society and of literature and
afi; it does not mean writing philosophical lectures into our
works of literature and art. Marxism embraces but cannot replace realism in literary and artistic creation, just as it embraces
but cannot replace the atomic and electronic theories in physics. Empty, dry dogmatic formulas do indeed destroy the
creative mood; not only that, they flrst destroy Marxism.
Dogmatic "Marxism" is not Marxisrn, it is anti-Marxism.
Then does not Marxism destroy the creative mood? Yes, it
does. It deflnitely destroys creative moods that a,re feudal,
bourgeois, petty-bourgeois, liberalistic, individualist, nihilist,
art-for-art's sake, aristocratic, decadent or pessirnistic, and
every other creative rnood that is alien to the masses of the
people and to the proletariat. So far as proletarian writers
and artists are concerned, should not these kinds of creative

moods be destroyed? I think they should; they should be
utterly destroyed. And while they are being destroyed, sornething new can be constructed.

v
The problems discussed here exist in our literary and art
circles in Yenan. What does that show? It shows that
wroflg styles of, work still exist to a serious extent in our literary
and art circles and that there are still many defects among
our comrades, such as idealism, dogmatism, empty iiiusions,
empty talk, contempt for practice and aloofness from the
troasses, all of which call for an effective and serious carnpaign
of rectification.
We have many comrades who are still not very clear on the
difference between the proletariat and the petty bourgeoisie.
There are many Party members who have joined the Comrnunist
Party organizationally but have not yet joined the Party wholly

or at all ideologicaily. Those who have not joined the Party
ideologically still carry a great deal of the rnuck of the exploiting classes in their heads, and have no idea at all of what
proletarian ideology, or communism, or the Party is. "Proletarran ideology?" they think. "The same old stuff!" Little
do they know that it is no easy matter to acquire this stuff.
Sorne will never have the slightest Communist flavour atrout
them as long as they live and can only end up by leaving the
Party. Therefore, though the rnajority in our Party and in
our ranks are clean and honest, we must in all seriousness put
things in order both ideologically and organizationally if
we are to develop the revolutionary movement more effectively
and bring it to speedier success. To put things in order organizationally requires our first doing so ideologically, our launching a struggle of proletarian ideology against non-proletarian
ideology. An ideological struggle is already under way in
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literary and afi circles in Yenan, and it is most necessary. Intellectuals of petty-bourgeois origin always stubbornly try in
all sorts of ways, including literary and artistic ways, to project
themselves and spread their views, and they want the party
and the world to be remoulded in their own image. In the
circumstances it is our duty to jolt these "comrades', and tell
thern sharply, "That won't work! The proletariat cannot
accornmodate itself to you; to yield to you would actually be
to yield to the big landlold class and the big bourgeoisie and
to mn the risk of undermining our Party and our country."
Whom then must we yield to? We can mould the Farty and
the world only in the image of the proletarian vanguard. We
hope our cornrades in literary and art circles will realize the
seriousness of this great debate and join actively in this struggle,
so that every comrade may become sound and our entire
ranks may become truly united and consolidated ideologically
and organizationally.
Because of confusion in their thinking, many of our cornrades
are not quite able to draw a reai distinction betrr,,een our revolutionary base areas and the Kuomintang areas and they make
many mistakes as a consequence. A good number of comrades
have corne here from the garrets of Shanghai, and in coming
from those garrets to the revolutionary base areas, they have
passed not only from one kind of place to another but from
onc historical epoch to another. One society is semi-feudal,
sr:rli-colonial, under the rule of the big landlords and big bourgcoisic, 1hc other is a revolutionary new-democratic society
urrdcr tlrr: lt:lrclcrship of the proletariat. To come tcl the revolutionary blscs rncnns to cntcr an epoch unprecedented in the
thousands of ycars of Chincse history, an epoch in which the
masses of thc pooplc wiclcl state power. Here the people
around us and thc audicncc ftrr our propaganda are totally
different. The past epoch is gorrc, nevcr to return. Therefore, we must integrate ourselvcs with the new masses without
any hesitation. If, triving among the ncw masses, some com37

rades, as I said before, are still "lacking in knowledge and
understanding" and remain "heroes with no place to display
their prowess," then difficulties will arise for them, and not
only when they go out to the villages; right here in Yenan
difficulties will arise for them. Sorne comrades may think,
"We11, I had better continue writing for the readers in the
Great Rear Area;to it is a job I know well and has 'national
signiflcance.' " This idea is entirely wrong. The Great Rear
Area is also changing. Readers there expect authors in the
revolutionary base areas to tell about the new people and the
new world and not to bore them with the same otrd tales.
Therefore, the more a work is written for the masses in the
revolutionary base areas, the rnore national signiflcance will
it have. Fadeyev in The Debaclett only told the story of a
small guerrilla unit and had no intention of pandering to the
palate of readers in the old world; yet the book has exerted
world-wide influence. At any rate in China its influence is
very great, as you know. China is moving forward, not back,
and it is the revotrutionary base areas, not any of the backward,
retrogressive areas, that arc leading China forward. This is
a fundamental issue that, above all, comrades must come to
understand in the rectification movement.
Since integration into the new epoch of the masses is essential,
it is necessary thoroughly to solve the problem ofthe relationship between the individual and the rnasses. This couplet
from a poern by Lu Hsun should be our motto:

I

coolly defy a thousand pointing fingers,
Head-bowed, like a willing ox I serve the children.t2
Fierce-browed,

The "thousand pointing fingers" are our enernies, and we will
never yield to them, no matter how ferocious. The "children"
here symbolize the proletariat and the masses. .A,li Communists, all revolutionaries, all revolutionary literary and art
workers shoutrd learn from the exarnple of Lu Hsun and be
"oxen" for the proletariat and the masses, bending their backs
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to the task until their dying day. Intellectuals who want to
integrate themselves with the masses, who want to serve the
masses, must go through a process in which they and the
masses come to know each other well. This process may,
and certainly will, involve much pain and friction, but if you
have the determination, you wili be able to fulfll these requirements.

Today I have discussed only some of the problems of fundamental orientation for our literature and art movement; marry
specific problems remain which will require further study. I
am confldent that comrades here are determined to move in
the direction indicated. I believe that in the course of the
rectification movement and in the long period of study and
work to come, you will surely be able to bring about a transformation in yourselves and in your works, to create many
fine works which will be warmly welcorned by the rnasses of
thc pcoplc, and to advancc the literature and art movement
in thc rcvolutionary basc arcas and throughout China to a
glorious ncw stagc.

NOTES
I See V. I.

Lenin, "Farty Organization and" Party Literature," in
which he described the characteristics ofproletarian literature as follows:
It will be a free literature, because the idea of socialism and sympathy with the working people, and not greed or careerisrn, will
bring ever new forces to its ranks. It will be a free literature, because it will serve, not some satiated heroine, not the bored "upper
ten thousand" suffering from fatty degeneration, but the millions
and tens of millions of working people
the flower of the country,
its strength and its future. It will be a-free literature, enriching the
last word

in the revolutionary thought of mankind with the

ex-

perience and living work of the socialist proletariat, bringing about
permanent interaction between the experience of the past (scientiflc
socialism, the cornpletion of the development of socialism from its
primitive, utopian forms) and the experience of the present (the
present struggle of the worker cornrades). (Collectecl Works, Eng.
ed., FLPH, Moscow, 1962, YoL. X, pp. 48-49.)

2 Liang Shih-chiu, a member of the counter-revolutionary National
Socialist Party, for a long time propagated reactionary American bour-

art.

He stubbornly opposed thc revolution
and reviled revolutionary literature and art.
3 Chou Tso-jen and Chang Tzu-ping capitulated to the Japanese
aggressors after the Japanese occupied Peking and Shanghai in 1937.
geois ideas on literature and

4 Lu Hsun, "My View on the League of Left-Wing Writers" in the
collection Two Hearts, Complete Works, Chin. ed., Vol. IV.
5 See Lu l{sun's essay, "Death," in the "dddenda," The Last Collec'

10 The Great Rear Area was the name given during the War of Resistance to the vast areas under Kuomintang control in southwestern and
northwestern China which were not" occupied by the Japanese invaders,
as distinguished from the "small rear area," the anti-Japanese base areas

behind the enemy lines under the leadership of the Communist Party.
ll Tlte Debacle by the famous Soviet writer Alexander Fadeyev was
published n 1927 and translated into Chinese by Lu Hsun. The novel
describes the struggle of a partisan detachment of workers, peasants
and revolutionary intellectuals in Siberia against the counter-revolutionary brigands during the Soviet civil war.
12 This cou,plet is from Lu Hsun's "In Mockery of Myself" in The
Collection Out,side the Collection, Complete Works, Chin. ed., Vo1. V[.

tion of Essays Written in a Garret in the Quasi-Concession, Complete
Works, Chin. ed., Vol. YI.
6 The "I-ittle Cowherd" is a popular Chinese folk operetta with only
two people acting in it, a cowherd and a village girl, who sing a question
and answer duet. In the early days of the War of l{esistance Against
Japan, this form was used, with new words, for anti-Japanese propaganda
and for a time found great favour with the publio.
7 The Chinese characters for these six words are written sirnply, with
only a few strokes, and were usually included in the Iirst lessons in old
primers.

8 "The Spring Snow" and the "Song of the Rustic Poor" were songs
of the Kingdom of Chu in the 3rd contury B.C. The music of the first
was on a higher level tiran that of the second. As tl're story is told in
"Sung Yu's Reply to the King of Chd' in Prjnce Chao Ming's Anthology
of Prose and Poetry, when sorneone sang "The Spring Snow" in the Chu
capital, only a few dozen people joined in, but when the "Song of the
Rustic Poor" was sung, thousands did so.
9 See V. I. Lenin, "Farty Organization and Farty Literatule": "Literature must become part af the comrnon cause of the proletariat, 'a

cog and a screw' of one single great Social-Democratic rnechanisrn set
in motion by the entire politically-consciotts vanguard of the entire
working class." (Collected Works, Eng. ed., FL,PH, Moscow, 1952,

Vol. X, p.
40

45.)
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but also the basic expetience of the movement for tevolutionaty literature and art of the intetnational proletariat. It most completely, most
comptehensively and most systematically sums up the stfuggle between
the two lines on the cultutal front. It offers, for the first time in the
histoty of the proletatian tevolution, the most complete, most thor-

oughgoing and most correct Marxist-Leninist line on litetatute and
att.
The practice in struggle over the p^st 24 yeats has proved that
the question of whether one supports or opposes Comrade Mao Tsetung's line on litetature and art establishes the line of demarcation
between Masism-Leninism and revisionism and between revolu-

tion and counter-reyolution.
These talks of Comtade Mao Tse-tung

The Compass for the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution

In commemorution of the 45th annivetsary of the founding of the
Communist Party of China, Hongqi is reprinting Comrade Mao Tsetung's Talks at tlte Yenan Foram on Literature and Art with a view to
promoting the development of China's great proletarian cultural revolution.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung's Talks at the Yenan Forum on Literatare
and Art was first published 24 ye^ts
!7ith genius, Comrade
^go.
Mao Tse-tung in this article creatively developed the Marxist-Leoinist
world outlook and the Marxist-Leninist theory on literatute arrd aft.

This is an important, epoch-mahing document. It

scientifically

not only the basic experience of the movemeflt for revolutionary literature and att in China since the May 4th Movement,
sums up

This is the editorial note by the editotial department of theRedFlag(Hongqi),
Ncr. 9, 1966, on teptinting the Talkt al lbe Yenan Forum on Literalure and Art.
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made a systematic criticism
of the bourgeois line on literatute andart of the r93os reptesented by
Comtade Chou Yang. Politically, the bourgeois line on Iitetatute
and art of the r93os rcpresented by Chou Yang was the product of
\rVrrrr15 Mirrg's Iliglrt crpitr,rlationism and "Left" oppotunism; ideolrrliicrLlly, it wrLs llrc nrtnifcstation of the bourgeois and pettylrorrrllt:r,is worlrI orrllool<; rnrl <>rglnizationelly, it was sectarianism,
worliing for tlrc intcrcsts o[ thc individual ot of a small group.
li<tt z4 ycars Chou Yaog and comPany have consistently refused
to c rty out Comrade Mao Tse-tung's line on literatute and art and
stubbornly adhered to the bourgeois, tevisionist black line on litetattrre and art,
Sincc liberation, Chou Yang and company, boutgeois representativcs witlrin the Party, who usutped the leadership of literary ar,d art
circlcs, have stubbornly insisted on camying through theit boutgeois
lir.rc on literature ancl art which is against the Party, against socialism
and against Mao Tse-tung's thought. Under the control and influence
of this black line carne a spate of absutd theories and a profusion of

poisonous weeds, creating a miasma in literary ar.d afi circles. They
turned literature and att into tools to attack the dictatorship of the proletariat and into means to restore capitalism,
Comrade Mao Tse-tung pointed out in December ry63 that in all
forms of art
drama, ballads, music, the fine arts, the dance, the cinema, poetry and literatute, etc,-ptoblems abounded; the people
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engaged in them were numerous; and in many departmeflts vcry little
had been achieved so far in socialist transfotmation. The "cleacl" still

in

it

absurd that many
Communists showed enthusiasm in advancing feudal and capitalist
art, but no zeal in ptornoting socialist art, Comrade Mao Tse-tung
dominated

many departments. !7asn't

added.

In lune,

1964, Comrade Mao Tse-tung pointed out that in the
past ry years the literary and art circles fot the most part (this did
flot aPPly to evety individual) had not cattied out the policies of the
Patty and had acted as high and mighty buteaucrats, had not gone
to the workers, peasants and soldiets and had not reflected the socialist
tevolution and construction, In recent years, they had even slid to
the verge of revisionism. If serious steps v/ere not taken to temould
them, they rvere bound at some future date to become gtoups like the
Hungarian Petofi Club.
These statements of Comrade Mao Tse-tung .were directed ptecisely

at Chou Yang and

company.

In the course of the past few months the gteat ptoletatian cultutal
revolution, launched and led by the Party's Central Committee headed
by Comrade Mao Tse-tung, has lifted the lid covering the dominance
of the black line in literary and art circles during the r 6 years since the
founding of the Chinese People's Republic, has brought out into the
open and exposed to the light of day one group of monsters after
anothet, and has conducted a vast and powerful campaign of criticism
and sttuggle against them. This great proletatian cultutal revolution
is a struggle in defence of Mao Tse-tung's thought concetning catdinal
issues of right and wrong; it is an extremely intense, extremely shatp
and extremely profound class sttuggle between the ptoletariat and the
bourgeoisie. ft is an issue of prime irnpottance which affects the
destiny and futt.re of our Patty and coufltry.
It is most important at this moment to make a new study of these
talks of Comrade Mao Tse-tung. This is of immense practical afld

fatreaching significance.
The Talks are a compass which, in complex and acute class struggle,
gives us guidance in finding our direction, and in distir-rguishing between fragtant flowers and poisonotrs weeds, between tevolution and
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counter-revolution and between true revolution and sham tevolut1on.

The Talks are a "magic

rnltof' to

detect demons, the sharpest

weapon for thotoughly desttoying all monstets. Facing it, all words
and deeds which oppose the Party, oppose socialism and oppose NIao
Tse-tung's thought will be shown up in their true form and will have

no place to hide themselves.
TheTalks are the clation that sounds the advance. They call on the
broad masses of wotkets, peasaflts and soldiets to act as the maio fotce,
and on those rvho work in the field of literatute and att to go among
the workets, peasants and soldiets, to go into the heat of the sttuggle,
to take an active patt in this gteat proletarian cultural tevolution, to
repudiate thoroughly the reactionaty culture of feudalism, capitalism
and tevisionism and to c(eate an entitely new proletarian, socialist
culture.

In this great proletatian cultural revolution, which touches the
people to their very souls, when we master this sharpest of weapons,
wc shLll bc ablc to clcFeat zLll of thc old icleology and culture and all of
thc oll customs ancl hrbits rntl we shall be ablc to establish a thorough'

ly

rcvolutionaty prt,rlctarian world outlook.

Comraclc Mao Tse-tung has elevated Marxism-Leninism to a completely new stage under the new conditions of the domesticand interna-

tional class struggle, under the new conditions ofthe sttuggles being
waged against imperialism and moclern revisionism in the Present
era by the proletatiat, the opptessed peoPles in all countries and the
oppressed nations. Mao Tse-tung's thought is the acme of MatxismLeninism in the ptesent era. Comrade Mao Tse-tung's four brilliant
'works
Talks at the Yenan Forwm on Literature and Art, On New

-

Democracl, On the Correct Handliag of Contradictiow Anong tbe People
and Speech at tbe Chinese Corumunist Partlt's National Cortference on
Propaganda lYork

- ^rc Progt^mmatic
letarian cultural tevolution.

documents

fot the g(eat pro-

llere we are reprinting this gteat work, Talks at tbe Yenan Foraru on
Literalure and Arl, so that it may be studied by a broad readership.
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they secretly sent large fotces to capitulate to the
Japanese aggressors
and, under their leadership, launch attacks on the anti-Japanese bases.
This had put the Chinese Communist party in a most clifficult position. NTithin tl,e Chinese Communist paty the ,,Left,, opportunist

line represented by Vang Ming and later the erroneous line of capit-

The Historical Background and Great
Significancc- of the "Talks at the
Yenan Forum on Literature and Art"

ulationism in the beginning of the rff/at of Resistance had seriously
damaged and affected the chinese Communist party and the chinese
tevolution, and for a long pedod had not been thoroughlv liquid.ated.
To put things in order among its own tanks ideologically, politically
and otganizationally, to eliminate the dangerous influences of \Vang
Ming's lioe, and to strengthen the party,s solidarity ancl unity so as
to defeat the enemy and win victor], the chinese communist party
Iaunched an all-Party rectification movement. This was a struggle
of proletairan ideology against flon-proletarian ideology, a campaign

to

educate the whole Party

with Marxism-Leninism.

Thc rcctification of literature and afi rffas a component part of the
entirc grcat rcctillcation mo'ement. In the few years preceding the
prrlrlicrttirrrr

of tlrc 7'alk.e , many revolutionary riterary

and, art workers
hacl c.mc to Ycnan antl other anti-Japrnese bases ftom enemy-occupied

and chiang I(ai-s1-rek-controlled areas. Since their wodd outlook
v/as not well remoulded, they approached the new envifonment, flev/

The Talb at the Yenan Forum

on

Literatare and Art was published in

ry42, That rras the most difficult period of the wodd-wide antifascist wat, when for five years the Chinese people had been fighting
May

.W.at

the
of Resistance Against Japan. The Japanese imperialists
had stepped up their large-scale "mopping-up" campaigns against
the anti-Japanese bases, carrying out their cruel "three-all" policy of
burn all, kill all, loot all. The I(uomintaog reactionaries, induced
by Japanese imperialism to capitulate, had carried further their policy
of being passive in the \Var of Resistance but active in opposing the
Commuoist

Patty.

On the one hand they openly dispatched hundreds

ofthousands oftroops to encircle and blockade the anti-Japanese bases
in an attempt to besiege the army and people there; on the othet hand
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the cause of revolutionary literatute and, art from the
standpoint of the old wotld outlook, the old wav of thinking and feeli.g. Bourgeois and petty-bourgeois ideology still existed to a serious
extent among the ranks of our literaty and art workers. one of the
masses and

Historical Background

two crucial problems at issue among the literary

arrd

afi workets in

Yenan and other resistance bases was the problem of whethet or not
to work for the masses. The other was the problem of how to wotk
for the masses. Unless these two problems were satisfactorily sorved,

out writers and attists would Tack a clear otientation and v,,ould be illadapted to their environment and tasks; they would come up against a

of difficulties from without and within; and it would be impossible for revolutionary literature and afi to play their full militant role,
for "uniting and educating the people and for attacking and destroying
series

the enemy."
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in r9i9, the militant Left-wing literary
and art movement led by Lu Hsun (188r-1936) had made an important conttibution to China's revolution. However, taken as a
whole, this movement had not solved the basic ptoblem of literature
and att setving the wotkers, Peasants and soldiers and writets and
artists integrating themselves with the wotkers, peasants and soldiets.
As Chaitman Mao pointed out, "Litetature and arthave been an impoftant and successful part of the cultural front since the May 4th
Movement. During the ten years' civil wat, the tevolutionary litetatute and art movement grew greatly. That movement and the tevolutionary wat both headed in the same general direction, but these
two fraternal armies were not linked together in theit practical
wotk.. .." The reason for this, objectively speaking, was due to the
reign of white tettot of the I(uomintang reactionaties in the Chiang
I(ai-shek-controlled ateas, which hindered writers from going
^mong
the masses of wotkers, Peasants and soldiers to understand them and
get to know them well, and to tefect theit lives and struggles. As
far as the leadership was coricerfled, it was due to the influence of
Wang Ming's ettoneous line. At that time the Left-wing literaty
and art movement with Chou Yang as its representative followed
\flang Ming's "Left" opportunist line politically; otganizationally
it practised closed-doorism and sectatianism; and its theory of litetatute and art was virtually that of such Russian bourgeois democrats
as Belinsky and othets, who had bourgeois not proletarian ideas.
Towards the end of the r93os, some Left-wing leaders influenced by
lWang Ming's Right capitulationist line abandoned the MatxistLeninist class standpoint and put forwatd the slogan of "a Titeratue
Since the May 4th Movement

of national defence." That was a bourgeois slogan. It was Lu Hsun

who put forwatd the ptoletatian slogan, "Literature of the masses
fot the national revolutionary war." \[ang Ming's etroneous line
seriously hampered the integration of literatute and art with the
masses of workers, Peasarits and soidiers, and the ideological remoulding of wtiters and artists. As far as the litetary and att workers
themselves were coflcerned, it was because their world outlook had
not yet been well remoulded' Though they too raised a great
clamour abottt"a mass style," actually "to some extent, they tend to
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look down upon the wotkets, peasants and soldiets and divorce themselves ftom the masses." Thetefore the works they produced wete
divotced both in content and in form from the masses of wotkets,
peasants and soldiers. When they Portrayed the workers, Peasants
and soldiers, "the clothes ate the clothes of working people but the
faces are those of petty-bourgeois intellectuals."
The ptoblems of whom to serve and how to serve are two basic
ptoblems for literary and art work. There has always been a sharp
struggle betweefl two lines on these ptoblems. In t94t and 1942,
when Yenan was facing vety great difficulties, the sttuggle between
boutgeois ideology and ptoletatian ideology as reflected on the
litenry and art ftont became shatper than ever. Some people in the
name of opposing "utilitatianism" opposed Party leadership and the
policy that literature ar.d art should serve politics. They argued
that "the task of literatute ar.d afi has always been to expose"; they
urgcrl writers to use "Lu I-Isun's style of writing" to attack the Party
:rntl "cxposc" the people's shortcomings; they spread the absurd
"tlrcory of hrrrnrn natrrrc" ancl aclvocatcd the "love of humanity" to
blur tlrc pcoplc's class viewpoint. In a wotrl, they stubbornly ptoiected their own bourgeois and petty-bourgeois views, wanting to
remould the Party and the vrodd in theit own image.
Chaitman Mao publishedllis Talks al the Yenan Forum on Literature
and Art to make a systematic summaty of the experience of the revolutionary literary and afi movement since the May 4th Movement,
to eradicate the influence of "the litetature and att of the r93os," to
criticize the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois line on literature and att,

to oppose the boutgeois and petty-bourgeois ideological trend among
the ranks of tevolutionary writets and artists, and to solve a seties
of basic problerns in revolutionary literatate and afi by pointing out
that literatute and afi must sefve the wotkers, peasants and soldiets
and that wtitets and artists must integtate themselves with the workers, peasaflts and soldiers. Literary and art wotkers in Yenan and
other anti-Japanese bases, taking up this brilliant work as a weapon,
launched a large-scale rectification campaign.
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Great Significance
The Talks at the Yenan Foruru on Literatare and Art not only made a
thorough theoretical refutation of the cultural line represented by
Wang Ming and gave the most complete, most comprehensive and
most systematic summary of the struggle between the two lines on the
cultural front since the May 4th Movement, but also gave a scientific
summary of the basic experience of the revolutionary literary and art

movement of the international proletariat, creatively solving a series
of basic problems in the Marxist-Leninist literary and art movement,
This brilliant work has carried on and developed the Marxist-Leninist
world outlook and theory of literature and art. It is the acme of
the present-day Marxist-Leninist theory of literature and art, the most
powerful weapon against modern revisionism and all sorts of bourgeois views on lirerature and art, the supreme guide in the work of
proletarian culture ar,d art.
During the War of Resistance Against Japan and the Wat of Liberation, Iiterary and art workers in the revolutionary bases, carrying out
Chairman Mao's directive that literature and art must serve the
'workers, peasants and soldiers and that writers and artists must integtate themselves with the workers, peasants and soldiers, for a long
period went unreservedly and whole-heartedly into the heat of the
struggle, earnestly remoulding their thinking and integrating themselves wjth the worhers, peasants and soldiers. Thus they brought
about a great change in the spirit of our tevolutionary tanks of
writers and artists and transformed our revolutionaty literary and art
work. They produced rnany fine works of literature and art which
the masses of workers, peasants and soldiers welcomed, ptaying an
active role in winning victory for the fevolutionary waf.
Facts during the teo years and more since the founding of new
China fully testify that, in the socialist re-rolution and socialist construction, only by earnestly car.rying out Chairman Nlao's directives
in his Talks at tbe Yenan Foruru on Literature and Art can we achieve
a correct orientation for our literaty and art work; only so can our
]iterature and art create something new and make coflstant headway.
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Running counter to Chairman Mao's ditectives, our literary and
art work will go astr^y, be stagnant, and revisionism will croP uP.
In China's present great socialist cultural tevolution, whether one
supports or opposes theTalks at the Yenan Forum on Literature and Art
is the yardstick to distinguish revolution from counter-revolution
and true revolution from sham revolution, The bourgeoisie,
modern revisionists afld monsters of every kind so dread the great
pov/er of
attacking

dne

it,

Talks that they do all in their power to resist it, viciously
shamelessly distorting

it, and even treacherously waving
Talks. All revolutio nary literary

the banner of the Talks to opPose the

and art workers and all tevolutionary fighters, morally strengthened
Talb and using it as a powerful ideological weapon,
have bravely and resolutely launched a couriter-attack on the black
anti-Patty and anti-socialist line. Tlne Talk is the great tevolutionary
banner guiding us forward, the fundamental guarantee that we shall
defcat the enemy and win victory.
Tlris lrrillirnt work is not only our supreme guide in litetary and
rrrt worli, but tlso ,r suprclne guicle for every revolutionary fighter.
It is r shrrp wc,rpon fcrr thought rcmoulcling and the successful accomplishment of all our tasks. It has a very important significance in guiding our struggle to eradicate the bourgeois and uphold the ptoletraian
ideology and to establish a thoroughly revolutionary wodd outlook.
Chairman Mao in this work has taught us to take a firm proletarian
stand, to make it our aim to serve the workers, peasants and soldiets,
to serve the people, to go among the masses, to integrate ourselves
with the workers, peasants and soldiers, and to take an active part
in fiery revolutionary struggles. All these are invaluable guiding des
for every one of our comrades. We must study this work u/ell, grasP
its essence and resolutely put its instructions into actions.
After China's revolution entered the socialist stage, Chairman
Mao published two w'orks, On tlte Correct Hqndling of Contradictions
Among the People and Speech at tbe Chinese Connunitt Partl's National
Conference on Propaganda lYork,whichare the most up-to-date summaries
of the historical experience of the movements for proletarian revolutionaty ideology and literatute andart in China and other countries.
They represent a new development of the Marxist-Leninist wodd outand armed by the
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art. Chairman Mao's four works,
On New Democracj, Talk at tbe Yenan Forurn on Literature and Art,
On the Correcl Handling of Contradictiorc Arzong tbe People and Speech
at the Cltinerc Comnunitt Partl's National Conference on Propaganda
IYork, will serve to guide our proletatiat fot a long time to come.
look and theory on literature ar,d

by rVeo Chih-chiang
lVen Chih-chiang, born in 19-17, is an
agtonomist in Chiangtsun Commune of
Huhsien County, Shensi Province. He
started to paint in his spate time in ry63
See

the articles by peasant ertists on pages

ro5 and ro9.
<,

Decision of the Central Committee
of the Chinese Cornmunist Party
Concerning the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution
(Adopted on August 8, ry56)

r A NEV STAGE IN T}IE SOCIALIST

REVOL{JTION

The great proletarian cultural revolution now unfolding is a
great revolution that touches people to their very souls and
constitutes a new stage in the development of the socialist
revolution in our country, a stage which is both broader and
deeper.

At the Tenth Plenary Session of the Eighth Central Committee of the Party, Cornrade Mao Tse-tung said: To over-

throw a political power, it is always necessary first of all to
create public opinion, to do work in the ideological sphere.
This is true for the revolutionary class as well as for the
counter-revolutionary class. This thesis of Comrade Mao
Tse-tung's has been proved entirely correct in practice,
Although the bourgeoisie has been overthrown, it is still
trying to use the old ideas, culture, customs and habits of the
exploiting classes to corrupt the masses, capture their minds
and endeavour to stage a come-back. The proletariat must
do the exact opposite: it must meet head-on every challenge of
the bourgeoisie in the ideological field and use the new ideas,
culture, customs and habits of the proletariat to change the
mental outlook of the whole of society. At present, our
objective is to struggle against and everthrow those persons
in authority who are taking the capitalist road, to criticize and
repudiate the reactionary bourgeois academic "authorities"
and the ideology of the bourgeoisie and all other exploiting
classes and to transform education, literature and art and all
other parts of the superstructure not in correspondence with
the socialist economic base, so as to facilitate the consolidation and development of the socialist system.

z THE MAIN

CURRENT AND THE TVISTS AND

TURNS

The masses of the workers, peasants, soldiers, revolutionary
intellectuals and revolutionary cadres form the main force
in this great cultural revolution. Large numbers of revolutionary young people, previously unknown, have become
courageous and daring pathbreakers. They are vigorous in
action and intelligent. Through the media of big-character
posters and great debates, they argue things out, expose and
criticize thoroughly, and launch resolute attacks on the open
and hidden representatives of the bourgeoisie. In such a
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great revolutionary movement, it is hardly avoidable that they
should show shortcomings of one kind or another, however,
their general revolutionary orientation has been correct from
the beginning. This is the main current in the great proletarian
cultural revolution. It is the general direction along which
this revolution continues to advance.
Since the cultural revolution is a revolution, it inevitably
meets with resistance. This resistance comes chiefly from
those in authority who have wormed their way into the Party
and are taking the capitalist road. It also comes from the
force of habit from the old society. At present, this resistance
is still fairly strong and stubborn. But after all, the great
proletarian cultural revolution is an irresistible general trend.
There is abundant evidence that such resistance will be quickly
broken down once the masses become fully aroused.
Bccause the resistance is fairly strong, there will be reversals
and cvcn repeatcd reversals in this struggle. There is no
hann in this. It tempers the proletariat and other working
people, and especially the younger generation, teaches them
lessons and gives them experience, and helps them to understand that the revolutionary road zigzags and does not run
smoothly.

3 PUT

DARING ABOVE EVERYTHING ELSE
AND BOLDLY AROUSE THE MASSES

The outcome of this great cultural revolution will be determined by whether or not the Party leadership dares boldly to
arouse the masses.
Currently, there are four different situations with regard to
the leadership being given to the movement of cultural revolution by Party organizations at various levels:
(1) There is the situation in which the persons in charge of
Party organizations stand in the van of the movement and

dare to arouse the masses boldly. They put daring above
everything else, they are dauntless cornmunist fighters and
good pupils of Chairman Mao. They advocate the bigcharacter posters and great debates. They encourage the
masses to expose every kind of ghost and monster and also
to criticize the shortcomings and errors in the work of the
persons in charge. This correct kind of leadership is the
result of putting proletarian politics in the forefront and Mao
Tse-tung's thought in the lead.
@ In many units, the persons in charge have a very poor
understanding of the task of leadership in this great struggle,
their leadership is far from being conscientious and effective,
and they accordingly find themselves incompetent and in a
weak position. They put fear above everything else, stick to
out-moded ways and regulations, and are unwilling to break
away from conventional practices and move ahead. They
have been taken unawares by the new order of things, the
revolutionary order of the masses, with the result that their
leadership lags behind the situation, lags behind the masses.
(3) In some units, the persons in charge, who made mistakes of one kind or another in the past, are even more prone
to put fear above everythiirg else, being afraid that the masses
will catch them out. Actually, if they make serious selfcriticism and accept the criticism of the masses, the Party
and the masses will make allowances for their mistakes. But
if the persons in charge don't, they will continue to make
mistakes and become obstacles to the mass movement.
(4) Some units are controlled by those who have wormed
their way into the Party and are taking the capitalist road.
Such persons in authority are extremely afraid of being exposed by the masses and therefore seek every possible pretext
to suppress the mass movement. They resort to such tactics
as shifting the targets for attack and turning black into white
in an attempt to lead the movement astray. When they find
themselves very isolated and no longer able to carry on as
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before, they resort still more to intrigues, stabbing people in
the back, spreading rumours, and blurring the distinction
between revolution and counter-revolution as much as they
can, all for the purpose of attacking the revolutionaries.
What the Central Committee of the Party demands of the
Party comrnittees at all levels is that they persevere in giving
correct leadership, put daring above everything else, boldly
arouse the rnasses, change the state of weakness and incompetence where it exists, encourage those comrades who have
made mistakes but are willing to correct thern to cast off their
mental burdens and join in the struggle, and dismiss from their
leading posts all those in authority who are taking the capitalist road and so make possible the recapture of the leadership
for the proletarian revolutionaries.

LET THE MASSES EDUCATE THEMSELVES
IN TFIE MOVEMENT

In the great proletarian cultural revolution, the only method
is for the masses to liberate themselves, and arry method of
doing things in their stead must not be used.
Trust the masses, rely on them and respect their initiative.
Cast out fear. Don't be afraid of disturbances. Chairman Mao
has often told us that revolution cannot be so very reflned,
so gentle, so temperate, kind, courteous, restrained and magnanimous. Let the masses educate themselves in this great
revolutionary movement and learn to distinguish between
right and wrong and between correct and incorrect ways of
doing things.
Make the fullest use of big-character posters and great debates to argue matters out, so that the masses can clarify the
correct views, criticize the wrong views and expose all the
ghosts and monsters. In this way the masses will be able
to raise their poiitical consciousness in the course of the struggle,
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enhance their abilities and talents, distinguish right from wrong
and draw a clear line between ourselves and the enemy.

5

FIRMLY APPLY THE CLASS LINE OF TIIE PARTY

Who are our enemies ? Who are our friends ? This is a
question of the first importance for the revolution and it is
likewise a question of the first importance for the great cultural
revolution.
Party leadership should be good at discovering the Left and
developing and strengthening the ranks of the Left; it should
firmly rely on the revolutionary Left. During the movement
this is the only way to isolate the most reactionary Rightists
thoroughly, win over the middle and unite with the great
majority so that by the end of the movement we shall achieve
the unity of more than 95 per cent of the cadres and mote
than 95 per cent of the masses.
Concentrate all forces to strike at the handful of ultra-reactionary bourgeois Rightists and counter-revolutionary revisionists, and expose and criticize to the full their crimes against
the Party, against socialism and against Mao Tse-tung's
thought so as to isolate them to the maximum.
The main target of the present movement is those within
the Party who are in authority and are taking the capitalist
road.
The strictest care should be taken to distinguish between
the anti-Party, anti-socialist Rightists and those who support
the Party and socialism but have said or done something
wrong or have written some bad articles or other works.
The strictest care should be taken to distinguish between
the reactionary bourgeois scholar despots and "authorities"
on the one hand and people who have ordinary bourgeois
academic ideas on the other.
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6

CORRECT HANDLING OF CONTRADICTIONS
AMONG THE PEOPLE

A

strict distinction must be made between the two different
types of contradictions: those among the people and those
between ourselves and the enemy. Contradictions among the
people must not be made into contradictions between ourselves
and the enemy; nor must contradictions between ourselves
and the enemy be regarded as contradictions among the
people.

It is normal for the masses to hold different views. Contention between different views is unavoidable, necessary and
beneficial. In the course of normal and full debate, the masses
will affirm what is right, correct what is wrong and gradually
reach unanimity.
Thc mcthod to be used in debates is to present the facts,
rcason things out, and persuade through reasoning. Any
mcthod of forcing a minority holding different views to submit
is impcrmissible. The minority should be protected, because
sometimes the truth is with the minority. Even if the minority
is wrong, they should still be allowed to argue their case and
reserve their views.
When there is a debate,

it

should be conducted by reasoning,

not by coercion or force.
In the course of debate, every revolutionary should be good
at thinking things out for himself and should develop the
communist spirit of daring to think, daring to speak and
daring to act. On the premise that they have the same general
orientation, revolutionary comrades should, for the sake of
strengthening unity, avoid endless debate over side issues.
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7

BE ON GUARD AGATNST THOSE WHO BRAND
THE REVOLUTIONARY MASSES AS
..

COUNTER-REYOLUTICNIARIE S''

In certain schools, units, and work teams of the cultural revolution, some of the persons in charge have organized counterattacks against the masses who put up big-character posters
criticizingthem. These people have even advanced such slogans
as: opposition to the leaders of a unit or a work team means
opposition to the Central Comrnittee of the Party, means
opposition to the Party and socialism, means counterrevolution. In this way it is inevitable that their blows will
fall on some really revolutionary activists. This is an error
on matters of orientation, an error of line, and is absolutely

8

THE QUESTION OF

CADRES

The cadres fall roughly into the following four categories:
(1) good;
(2) comparatively good;
(3) those who have made serious mistakes but have not
become anti-Party, anti-socialist Rightists;
(4) the small number of anti-Party, anti-socialist Rightists.
In ordinary situations, the first two categories (good and
comparatively good) are the great majority.
The anti-Party, anti-socialist Rightists must be fully exposed,
refuted, overthrown and completely discredited and their
influence eliminated. At the same time, they should be given
a chance to turn over a new leaf.

impermissible.

A number of persons who suffer from serious ideological
errors, and particularly sorne ofthe anti-Party and anti-socialist
Rightists, are taking advantage of certain shortcomings and
mistakes in the lnass movement to spread rumours and gossip,
and engage in agitation, deliberately branding some of the
as "counter-revolutionaries." It is necessary to beware of such "pick-pockets" and expose their tricks in good
time.
In the course of the movement, with the exception of cases
of active counter-revolutionaries where there is cleat evidence
of crimes such as murder, arson, poisoning, sabotage or theft
of state secrets, which should be handled in accordance with
the law, no measures should be taken against students at
universities, colleges, middle schools and primary schools because of problems that arise in the movement. To prevent
the struggle from being diverted from its main target, it is
not allowed, under whatever pretext, to incite the masses
or the students to struggtre against each other. Even proven
Rightists should be dealt with on the merits of each case at
a latq stage of the movement.
masses
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9

CULTURAL REVOLUTIONARY GROUPS,
COMMITTEES AND CONGRESSES

Many new things have begun to emerge in the great proletarian
cultural revolution. The cultural revolutionary groups, committees and other organizational forms created by the masses
in many schools and units are something new and of great
historic importance.
These cultural revolutionary groups, committees and congresses are excellent new forms of organization whereby the
masses educate themselves under the leadership of the Communist Party. They are an excellent bridge to keep our
Party in close contact with the masses. They are organs of
power of the proletarian cultural revolution.
The struggle of the proletariat against the old ideas, culture,
customs and habits left over by all the exploiting classes
over thousands of years will necessarily take a very, very long
time. Therefore, the cultural revolutionary groups, committees and congresses should not be temporary organizations
6l

but permanent, standing mass organization. They are suitable
not only for colleges, schools and government and other
organizations, but generally also for factories, mines, other
enterprises, urban districts and villages.
It is necessary to institute a system of general elections, like
that of the Paris Commune, for electing members to the cultural revolutionary groups and committees and delegates to
the cultural revolutionary congresses. The lists of candidates
should be put forward by the revolutionary masses after full
discussion, and the elections should be held after the masses
have discussed the lists over and over again.
The masses are entitled at any time to criticize members of
the cultural revolutionary groups and committees and delegates elected to the cultural revolutionary congresseS. If these
members or delegates prove incompetent, they can be replaced
through election or recalled by the masses after discussion.
The cultural revolutionary groups, committees and congresses in colleges and schools should consist mainly of representatives of the revolutionary students. At the same time,
they should have a certain number of representatives of the
revolutionary teaching and administrative staff and workers.

ro

EDUCATIONAL REFORM

In the great proletarian cultural revolution a most important
task is to transform the old educational system and the old
principles and methods of teaching.
In this great cultural revolution, the phenomenon of our
schools being dominated by bourgeois intellectuals must be
completely changed.

to develop morally, intellectually and physically and to

become labourers with socialist consciousness and culture.
The period of schooling should be shortened. Courses

should be fewer and better. The teaching material should
be thoroughly transformed, in some cases beginning with
simplifying complicated material. While their main task is
to study, students should also learn other things. That is to
say, in addition to their studies they should also learn industrial work, farming and military affairs, and take part in
the struggles of the cultural revolution to criticize the
bourgeoisie as these struggles occur.

II THE QUESTION OF CRITICIZING

BY NAME

IN THE PRESS

I
I

In the course of the mass movement of the cultural revolution,
the criticism of bourgeois and feudal ideology should be well
combined with the dissemination of the proletarian world
outlook and of Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tse-tung's thought.
C.riticism should be organized oftypical bourgeois representatives who have wormed their way into the Party and typical
reactionary bourgeois academic "authorities," and this should
include criticisrn of various kinds of reactionary views in
philosophy, history, political economy and education, in
works and theories of literature and art, in theories of natural
science, and in other fields.
Criticism of anyone by name in the press should be decided
after discussion by the Farty committee at the same level, and
in some cases submitted to the Party committee at a higher
level for approval.

In every kind of school we must apply thoroughly the policy
advanced by Comrade Mao Tse-tung, of education serving
proletarian politics and education being combined with productive labour, so as ts enable those receiving an edueation
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12 POLICY TOWARDS SCIENTISTS, TECHNICIANS
AND ORDINARY MEMBERS OF WORKIhIG

STAFFS

As regards

scientists, technicians and ordinary members of
working staffs, as long as they are patriotic, work energetically,
are not against the Party and socialism, and maintain no illieit
relations with any foreign country, we should in the present
movement continue to apply the policy of "unity, criticism,
unity." Special care should be taken of those scientists and
scientiflc and technical personnel who have made contributions.
Efforts should be made to help them gradually transform their
world outlook and their style of work.

so as to further foster vigorously proletarian ideology and
eradicate bourgeois ideology.
In some places, the great proletarian cultural revolution is
being used as the focus in order to add rnomentum to the
socialist education movement and clean things up in the fields
of politics, ideology, organization and economy. This may
be done where the local Party committee thinks it appropriate.

14 TAKE FIRM HOLD OF THE REVOLUTION
AND STIMULATE PRODUCTION
The aim of the great proletarian cultural revolution is to
revolutionize people's ideology and as a consequence to achieve

I,

THE QUESTION OF ARRANGEMENTS FOR INTEGRATION WITH THE SOCIALIST EDUCATION
MOVEMENT IN CITY AND COUNTRYSIDE

The cultural and educational units and leading organs of the
Party and government in the large and medium cities are the
points of concentration of the present proletarian cultural
revolution.
The great cultural revolution has enriched the socialist education movement in both city and countryside and raised it to
a higher level. Efforts should be made to conduct these two
movements in close combination. Arrangements to this effect
may be made by various regions and departments in the light
of the speciflc conditions.
The socialist education movement now going on in the
countryside and in enterprises in the cities should not be upset
where the original arrangements are appropriate and the movement is going well, but should continue in accordance with
the original arrangements. However, the questions that are
arising in the present great proletarian cultural revolution
should be put to the masses for discussion at the proper time,
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greater, faster, better and more economical results in all
fields of work. If the masscs are fully aroused and proper
arrangcrrrcnts arc tnadc, it is possible to carry on both the
cultural rcvolution and production without one hampering
thc other, while guarantccing high quality in all our work.
The great proletarian cultural revolution is a powerful
motive force for the development of the social productive
forces in our country. Any idea of counterposing the great
cultural revolutiorr to the development of production is
incorrect.

T5 THE ARMED

FORCES

In the armed fotces, the cultural revolution and the

socialist

education movement should be carried out in accordance with
the instructions of the Military Commission of the Central
Committee of the Party and the General Political Department
of the People's Liberation ArmY.
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16 MAO TSE.TUNG'S THOUGHT IS THE GUIDE
TO ACTION IN THE GREAT PROLETARIAN
CULTURAL REYOLUTION

In the great proletarian cultural revolution, it is

imperative
to hold aloft the great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought
and put proletarian politics in command. The movement for
the creative study and application of Chairman Mao Tse-tung's

works should be carried forward among the masses of the
workers, peasants and soldiers, the cadres and the intellectuals,
and Mao Tse-tung's thought should be taken as the guide to

action in the cultural revolution.
In this complex great cultural revolution, Party committees
at all levels must study and apply Chairman Mao's works
all the more conscientiously and in a creative way. In particular, they must study over and over again Chairman Mao's
writings on the cultural revolution and on the Party's methods
of leadership, such as On New Demacracy, Talks at the Yenan
Forum on Literature and Art, On the Correct Handling of
Contradictions Among the People, Speech at the Chinese Communist Party's National Conference on Propaganda Work, Some
Questions Concerning Methods of Leadership and Methods
of Work of Party Committees.
Party committees at all levels must abide by the directions
given by Chairman Mao over the years, namely that they
should thoroughly apply the mass line of "from the masses,
to the masses" and that they should be pupils before they
become teachers. They should try to avoid being one-sided
or narrow. They should foster materialist dialectics and op-

Songs

in Praise of

Chairman Mao

Chairman Mao's Radiance
(owENKE)
\Vhat is wider than the vast blue sea ?
Our pasturelands are wider than the sea.
\il7hat outnumbets the stats

in the sky ?
Our sheep outnumber the stars in the sky.

\fhat is mote splendid than the golden

sunflower

?

Out life is mote splendid than the golden sunflower.

pose metaphysics and scholasticism.

The great proletarian cultural revolution is bound to achieve
brilliant victory under the leadership of the Central Committee
of the Party headed by Cornrade Mao Tse-tung.

What ovettops a soating

These ate
nationalities
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peak

?

The Communist Patty's goodness overtops a peak.
a selection of new folk
of China.

songs

videly popular among the vatious

And what outshines

the blazing sun ?
Chairman Mao's tadiance outshines the sun.

No sea can halt
The gteat thought of Mao Tse-tungi
Each word, sparkling with light,
Ctosses lakes, seas, rivets and mountains

In Golden

To light up the heatts of the people of all nationalities.

Peking

The Banner-Bearer Is Chairman Mao

(TTBETAN)

In

(HAN)

golden Peking

Has risen a golden sun,
Not the sun in the sky
But the ted splendout of the thought of Mao Tse-tung.

High floats the great

In

Llntil thc rcd bannet floats out ovet all the wodd.

golden Peking

Sparkles a lake of gold,
These are not 'waves that glint

recl bannet of revolution,

The banner-bearer
Chairman Mao;
All generati<)ns to come will follow the Party

But the far-flung light of the wotks of Chairman Mao.

Iligh floats the red banner, reddening the sky;
High floats the ted banner, dyeing the eatth red;

In

A

The old otder has been overturned, the wodd has changed,

golden Peking
The sk;' is shaken bY a mightY bugle,

That is no bugle

call

But the voice of Chaitman Mao heatd fat and wide.

heaven

is to be built on

earth.

Follow the Party, Follow Chairman Mao
(MONGOLTAN)

No Mountains or

Seas Can Bar the Way

(YI)

The longest

Is

seveted

road

by a

river;

The longest mountain

Is

range

sundeted by the sea;
But no mountain can sunder,

6B

The River Hargat
Flows down mountain valleys;
My merry btothets,
Fo1low the Party, follow Chairman Mao.

The Rivet Butgas
Flows through pastutelands;
My happy btothers,
Follow the Party, follow Chairman Mao.
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The River Kungdlen
Flows towatds the surl;

Gteat and good is Chaitman Mao
And all he writes is for the tevolution,
Pointing out a broad, bright road
For latet generations.

Dear btothets,
Fo1low the Party, follow Chaitman Mao.

Come and study, one and all,
Make progtess, everyofle;

Fountain of Out Life

Thank Chairman Mao who has built happiness
For ages yet to come.

(urGHUR)

From the Tarim's Gobi Desert
Gushes
Clear

I love Chairman Mao
And I love all his wtitings;
Give heartfelt thanks to Chairman

great crystal fountain;

^ to the four cotflets of the land,
it flows

And watets the parched hearts of the Uighur people.

tror happiness unceasing.

'We bting song and dance to the fountain,
Singing the joys of work,
Singing the commune's good harvest,
Singing the praise of our mothedand, tich and strong.

Ah, this clear ctystal fountain
Is the tadiance of Chaitman Mao;

The Yi People Have Chaitman Mao
(YI)

A fire in the hearth keeps us watm

Chairman Mao, whom we love and honour with all our

fs the fountain of our

life.

Mao

hearts,

indoors,

The sound of a mill indoors carries out of doors;
Since Chairman Mao set us Yi people ftee
The sun and moon shine brightet than before.

The fragtance of red fowers in Peking

I Love Chaitman Mao

Carries deep

(CHUANG)

Is

I love Chairman Mao,
I love his wtitings too;
Fot reading them lights up my mind
And gives me sttength for all I have to
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into our

mountains;
in Peking
mountains.

The tadiance of the ted fags

do.

reflected over

our

Great Chairmari Mao lives in Peking,
Day and night the Yi people, young and old, think of him;
Now we Yi people have Chairman Mao
\7e are sure of happiness for all time to come.

I

have the wotks of Chauman Mao in my hands,
My neighbours ctowd round to tead them;

Where There Are Flowers There Is Fragrance

When

(YAo)

Every word there is like a bright Iight
Inspiting my heart and giving me sttength.

IJThete there ate flowets there

is

fragrance,

Where there is wind it is cool;
\7here Churman Mao's works are well studied
The red flag will always fy.

A Gift for Chaitman

Mao

G.{AHSr)

to scud with the wind,
Birds need wings to soar to the sky;
The Yao people have taken the road to
Ve shall fot evet follow Mao Tse-tung.
Boats need sails

Pick the loveliest peony
That bloorns in the garden;
Take the sweetest honey

happiness,

Hold High Chairman Mao's Works
(KAzAKH)

I

give my whole mind to the works of Chairman Mao
to
I seem be grasping him tightly by the hand,
Aod our rcad ahead is bathed in glorious tadiance,
For Chaitman Mao's works ate like sunshine pouring down,
golden, from the sky.
!7hen

!7hen I taise Chairman Mao's works in both my hands
The hardest problems are solved and my mind is at pe ce,
My heart exults like a lark singing for joy,
Fot a mass of ted blossom blazes before our eyes.
Chairman Mao's wotks help me to tell ftiend ftom foe,
They are revolutionary ttuths that have stood the test
Precious writings we must study all our lives,
Leading us up the glorious road to communism.
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of time,

From the hives on the cliff;
Choose the finest golden thtead
Spun by white silkworms;
Polish the brightest
Gong of yellow brass.
.In your left hand hold
The peony tied with gold thread;
In your right hand take
The honey-comb in its brass dish;
Give these finest, rarest gifts

To

Chaitman Mao.

Trees Grow Green

All Over the Hills

(NU)

all ovet the hills,
Awakened by spdng winds;
Bamboo-shoots fill all the valleys,
Nourished by rain;
Trees gtow green
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Our life grows bettet ftom day to day,
Chairman Mao, you have given us light.

Our Beloved Leadet Chairman Mao
(RUSSTAN)

Vast the bounds of our motherland,
Lovely its tivets and mountains;
I(unas gtasslands which bote me,
I shall never leave you.
Dread cold, cutting to the bone,
Cannot cool my burning love for my motherland;
Stormy wincls, raging wild,
Cannot shakc rr-ry loyalty to Chairman Mao.

I shall never frrrget y()ur teachings,
Great Chinese Communist Party;

I

shall advance for ever towards the goal
You have shown me, dear Chairman Mao.

Aalamn

Harteil

by Min Chien-hsing

)

Chien-hsing, botn in 1942, is a
commune member in Huhsien County.
He statted to paint in his sparc time in

Min

t962.

't4

Chin Ching-ruai

The Song of Ouyang H:ai

The excetpts from this novel published in our ptevious three issues desctibe
how Ouyang Hai, the heto of the novel, nuttured by Mao Tse-tung's thought,
began to undergo a qualitative leap in his ideas and emotions after only a few
yeats in'the People's Libetation Army. \When he loined the PLA he had his
heart set on being z heto. In less than t'wo years he had successively won
thtee commendations for his outstanding contribution and heroic detetmination
in consttuction work and other tasks. He felt vety much elated the first tw-o
times, thinking that he could soon become "a combat heto." But the third time
he felt he was not a heto at all. As a Communist Patty member and a squad
leader, he consideted it his duty to do his work even better, so he avidly studied
Chaitman Mao's works. Guided by Mao Tse-tung's teachings, he helped the
comtades in his squad to progress iust as his political instructor, Tseng Wu-chun,
had helped him.

7t

196z Hal was given leave to go home to visit his family whom he had not
fot several yeats. He found that his eldet brothet, due to the improvement
in liviog conditions, had fotgotten their suffetings of the past and had become
more coflcerned with private gain than with the interest of the collective. Hai
gathered his family members and made them recall the bittet past to cofltrast
with the present happy life. Giveo this lesson, the eldet btothet tealized his
mistake and teturned to the correct path.
seen

At that time news came that the Chiang Kai-shek fotces, bacLed by the U,S.
impetialists, wete planning to attack the mainland. Hai ended his leave and
hurtied back to his company. He was sent to work in a communications squad
at battalion headquarters as the whole atmy prepated fot wat. The chaptet
published belovr start from the time when Hai tetutned to his original company
after an absence of six months.

CHAPTER EIGHT

A New Ttial
The rows of eucalyptus trees around the barracks grew steadily. In
only a few years they had shot up from being no higher than the horizontal L.ar on the playing field to toppiflg the toofs. A snowfall had
mantled theit branches with white and from a distance they looked
lihe masts with sails unfutled. Then a warm w'ind blew frorn the
southeast and the trees shook off their white cover. From the
branches where the snow had been, green tendrils sprouted, and the
greater height of the trees became even more apparent.
Spring of ry61 had comc ancl former Ieader of battalion's "Four
Good" communications squad, "Five Good" soldier Ouyang Hai,
who had extended his enlistmcnt for the second time, was teturning
to Third Company after six months of training atbattaton.
1963 was Hai's fifth year in the atmy. It probably would be his
last. Evet since the Decision of the Enlarged Session of the
Military Commission, the whole atmy began to study and apply the
works of Chairman Mao in a creative w^y
the "Three Articles" x
^nd
solved the fundamental problem of the cadres and melr
their wodd
outlook, As a tesult, there was a huge change in the army's entire
spititual aspect. The companies measurcd all their work by the "Four
Good" standard. Under the correct leadership of the Military Commission and Comtade Lin Piao, and travelling in the ditection pointed out by Chairman Mao, they were rapidly becoming proletarian and
*Serve the Peoph, Tbe Foolisb Old

of Norntan
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militant to the utmost. \X4rile old tevolutionary traditions were being respected, a new atmosphere was being botn.
"As a member of the atmed forces, have I made any progress these
past few years ?" Hai v-ondered. "Especially this last yeat, how
thoroughly have I understood putting politics in command and stressing the Four Firsts ? The communications squad was rated "Four
Good" at the end of last year, and I was chosen to attend the Conference of "Fout Good" companies and "Five Good" soldiers, but
that doesn't prove much. The comtades in the communications squad
were picked ftom among the best in each comPany, which gave me
a very good crew to work with. Furthetmote, the battalion leaders
kept a close petsonal eye on us. So being tated "Fout Good"
'wasn't necessarily because my own thinking and work were outstandirg. To really show how well I grasp the Four Firsts and test what
progress I've made these past few years, I ought to try myself in a
more complicated situation. Thete are light loads and hear,ry, diffrcult
jobs and easy. The key, when you come right down to it, is your
attitude to the revolution. In that letter Political Insttuctot Tseng
seflt me flot long ago, he says his 'wounds have healed but his right
arm is useless and he cafl't remain in the army. When he was offered
of doing political work in the hospital or going to the counttyside, he chose the couotryside because they need people more there
and conditions are harder. Although his atm is crippled he still wants
a choice

to pick up the heavier load for the revolution. Now that I've been
called back to Thitd Company I mustn't disappoint my leaders. I
must also fiod a heavy load to carty."
Nobody was arouod outside the club excePt a young cadte of
twenty-six or seven who was tepairing the bulletin board. He had
planed it smooth and buried the legs again firmly in the gtound.
Now he was busy painting it, not pausing to wipe the perspiration
from his streaming face. He stepped back to admire the fruits of
his motning's labour and said to himself:
"If we had cedat bark eaves over it, I guarantee we could protect
the notice board ftom the rain." He discovered thinly painted spot
near the top and climbed uP on a stool and plied his brush.
x7

As Hai was passing by, the youflg cadre hailed him: "H"y,
th^t cai of paint, will you ?"

comrade, hand me

Hai huttied ovet and did

as he asked, then

promptly joined in the

wotk.

When the cadre finished touching up the bulletin boatd, he
saw that Hai's hands were smeared with paint.
"I'm sofry," he said. "I've made you get your hands al7 dirty."
"Never mind. A Iittle soap and v'atet will fix that." Now that
he had a chance to look the cadre over, he saw that he was a tall young
man with butning eyes. Between his brows thete seemed
concentration of inexhaustible enetgy. You could see at

to be a
^

glance

that he was open and straightforvard. He was gazing at Hai ct'rriously.
"Don't you rest on Sunday?" Hai asked, looking at his sweatcovered face.
"Rest?" The cadre pointed at the bulletin board with a paintstained hand. "That's the best kind of test. rff/hen it's time to play
I play, when thete's wotk I wotk. If I had to sit around with
folded hands all day I'd go mad."
Hai nodded. He looked from the gleaming bulletin boatd to the
vigorous young cadre. "I know how he feels," he thought.
"Nothing is duller than just hanging around."

"Who do you want to see, youllg fellow?" the cadre asked.
"Who is he, anyway?" Hi wonclered. "Can he be the new
cadre the battalion political instructor said was assigned to our company ?"

"I'm from Thitd

Company originally," he explained.

"I've just

Hai grabbed the basin from him. "I'll do it." FIe ran to the well
and returned shotly with a basin of water which he placed down
before Hsueh.

"You wash first."
"You'te a queer one. \7hy should I ?" Hsueh glated at him.
"Come ofl. S7e'lI wash together."
"Right you are," Hai tetotted loudly.
They both laughed and plunged their hands into the water.
"The battalion poJitical instructot mentioned yesterday that out
company was getting a new cadte," said

Your former assistant political instructor has been sent to take a course
at the school for political cadres and regiment has appointed me to
replace him temporaitly." Hsueh paused. "Time certainly flies.
I've been in Third Company more than twenty days already."

"Oh, so you're our assistant political instructor."
"Iin only acting as one. I'll probably be sent back to my original
unit very soofl."
"I've been up at army for the past month or more taking part in the
conference of "Four Good" companies and "Five Good" soldierd.
No wonder I haven't met you." Hai was anxious to know what his
own duties would

"Oh, I don't have to ask. You'te Ouyang Hai, I guarantee.
Right? A few days ago I heatd our commander say you 'il/ere coming back. I've been waiting to see you," the cadte said warmly. He
held out his hand. "Let's shake. Yout hand is dirty anyway. My

to

both wash."
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"Have you come to

very long and I lack practical experience. My main purpose is to learn.

been transferred back today from battalion's communications squad."

name is Hsueh Hsin-wen."
He led Hai to the company headquattets entrance and picked up
a basin. "Sit down for a minute. I'll get some sTater and we can

Hai.

help lead us ?"
"No. I've come to temper myself. The leadetship decided to
send me ftom the administration ofhce to Third Company so that
I could learn from a unit in training. I haven't been out of school

?" he

be.

"Can you tell me which squad

I'll

be going

asked.

"Company hasn't fotmally discussed

it yet. \7e'll let you know

as soon as it's decided."
"Right. I was only thinking the sooner it's decided, the sooner
I can start work."
"What's the hury? ft's Sunday. Take a rest."
"Didn't you iust say wheo there's rvork you work, that you can't
bcar sitting around all day with your hands folded ?"
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"IIah, I know without asking. You're one of the best talkets in
the company, I guarantee. A11 right. \7e'11 discuss it immediately
and give you a prompt afls'wer."
They both laughed.
Hai was about to report to him on his tecent activities when Hsueh
jumped to his feet.
the limit. I neady forgot something very important."
"7
^ffr
"What ?" Hai asked in sutprise.
"Last Sunday I promised Big Liu of Squad One to wrestle with
him this afternoon. If I don't show up he'll say I'm scared." Hsueh
snatched up his tunic. "Come along and give me moral support."
"I was thinking of going back to the squad to see the comrades."
((Just
as you like. As to your work, we'll discuss it in a litde while."
Hsueh was off at a run before the words had hatdly left his mouth.
}{ai gazed after him. "That acting assistant political instructot is
rcally a ball of fite," he thought.
That same day Hai leatned ftom his comtades that Squad Seven did
indeed have problems. Their discipline was lax and there wasn't
enough vetve in the way they did things. They had beeo without

right along and \7ei, the assistant squad leader,
himself.
And Liu who was a new soldier of two
couldn't cope by
months, with his boisterousness and ptanks, complicated mattets still
further. Over two weeks ago, Hsueh had come from the administration office to work in Squad Seven. The momeflt he entered the door,
he found Yen-sheng with a stick of lighted incense in his hands, uttering a teligious incantation. Hsueh didn't know he used the incense
to mark the course of his gtenade in night practice and thought he
was up to some practical joke. Without checking uP, he bawled
out rWei, the assistant squad leader, for permitting such things.
Yen-sheng felt that the cdticism was actually directed at him and
a regular squad leader

calt he argued about it with Hsueh. This made the
situation in Squad Seven even more awkward. At a meeting of cadres
Kuan said that Hsueh wasn't cateful enough in his ideological wotk

unjust. At toll

aod that he didn't investigate sufficiently. Hsueh didn't entitely
agree
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with

this.

Hsueh was sitting alone, teading, in the company oflicers' quarters,
when Hai hurried in.
".FIow did your wrestling match go this afternoon?" Hai asked.

"\[ho

won?"

"Big Liu used a smatt trick and pinned me down. I'm having
match with him next Sunday."
"Ah .. . did the cadtes' meeting decide what squad I'm going to ?,,
"There wasn't any final decision." Ilsueh put his book down.

a returll

"You're going to be the leader of either Squad Fout or Squad Seven.
The company commander would lil<e you to go to Seven. I think
you'd be more suited to Four. What's yor,rr opinion?"

"I'll go whetever I'm sent. Either squad will do, but if it were up
to me, I'd prefer Squacl Scvcn."
"You're a queer onc, \rVhy pick Squad Seven?" Hsueh was
testing hirn. "It's full of problems, and the most backv/atd squad in
thc comlrany. In iclcology, working style and military training, it,s
bchin<l rll thc others."
"l)on't worry, assistant political instructor. I guarantee to do a
goocl

job. I've

iust been over to Squad Seven and got the genetal

picture. They do have some problems
that's looking at the negative
side of it. But they don't want to stay backwatd. Every one of them
'wants to catch up with the advanced squads
Squad One and Four.
That's their main aspect. I think if we do our work cortectly and
coflvert theit negative elements into positive elements, we can
change the squad completely. What rnatters most is how we lead
them. As our superiors say, all our soldiers ate good soldiers; it,s
up to the cadres to lead them correctly. If the leadetship approves,
I guarantee, together with the comrades of Squad Seven, to do the

job well."
Hsueh did not reply. "If he really could bring Squad Seven
forward," he thought, "that of course would be fine. But Squad
Four is a model training squad of the whole company. ft needs a

'tiget' of a leadet like him. \7ith his energy, he'd probably be better
in Squad Four. Squad Seven has special problems. It needs a steadier t)?e for squad leader. He doesn't undetstand theit situation;
he hasn't given enough thought to theit difHculties.,,
8l

Hai could

see

that Hsueh was still hesitating. "You don't have to

vorry, assistant political instructor," he added. "If I don't succeed
with Squad Seven, you can pull me out. I don't believe thete's any
job that can't be done well. Even if the problems are as big as the
Talhar.g and lil/angwu Mountains, under the leadership

of

the

will temove them."
"How do you Propose to go about it?"
"Concentrate on the Fout Fitsts. The men in Squad Seven are
tevolutionary fightets, the same as the soldiets in the other squads,
and they're led by the same Patty btanch. If we teally put the human

Party branch, out squad

facLorinfirst place, there's flo reason why Squad Seven can't do every-

thing the othet squads can do."
"That's so in theory, but have you considered how you're going to
apply the Fout Firsts to the squad's specific ptoblems ? I guarantee
you haven't."
"You're right. f haven't had time to think it over in detail."
"You'd better think again," Hsueh urged Hai earllestly. "IJnderestimating difficulties is the beginning of defeat. Of coutse if you're
teally sute you can do what you say, I'll agtee to your going to Squad
Seven."

"rWonderful. I salute you'" Hai joyously taced through the
door, then halted, stuck his head in and shouted: "I promise to be
worthy of our leadets' trust, You'll soon be hearing good news ftom
Squad Seven," He ran back to the squad bztracks.
Hsueh had wanted to give him a few words of advice about Yensheng but Hai was alteady gone. Again he shook his head and said
to himself: "FuIl of enthusiasm but not vety steady. Impetuous.
He's only been back haTf a day. IIow can he know the situation

and all the difficulties ?"
Kuan came in with a chartin his hand' "The battalion commander
" fls
has agreed to our ttaining plan, Old Hsueh. Next week
stopped and listened. "\7as Ouyang Hai iust hete ?"
"Yes. How did you know?"
"You needn't guatantee this. Those footsteps, going like the
I'd know them anywhere. Of course he talked the eat off
wind
you, pleading to be assigned to Sqtlad Seven' Right?"
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laughed. "Exactly. He was here a long tirne. I agtee with
to let him have a go at it." He paused. "But don't
you think he's a bit too sure of himself, Old Kuan? IIe's only just
come back but he had an awful lot to say."
"No, no, flo. You don't know Hai. He studies Chairman Mao's
works well and he gets things done on the job. He's always been
a solid, good, hard-working comrade. FIe only left because the
battalion commander insisted on having him and we had no way of
holding him. One of the main reasons I wanted him back was so
that he could lead Squad Seven. I'm convinced he can do a good
job. Don't you agtee?"
Hsueh shook his head. "$7ell, he certainly has the enetgy for it.
But we have to be careful that he doesn't create new problems."
"Of course we as company leaders have to help him, especially
you. Platoon Three is your responsibility, according to our division
of labour. You alteady know the situation in Squad Seven. You
should keep a close eye on him." I(uan spread out the training plan.
"Let's study this. The battalion commander agrees to it in full.
Hsueh

you. !7e ought

The battalion political iostructor has said several times that we should
take advantase of the present excellent situation and put politics on
command, come to gtips with reility and do mote investigation and
tesearchl we should pay patticular attention to getting the opinions
of the men about our work and not be subiective or one-sided...."

His eyes fixed on the training plan, Hsueh nodded thoughtfully.
In the distance the bugle call sounded fot lights out....

*
There wasn't a cloud in the sky and a scorching sun baked the eath.
A breeze from the south fanned up a sufocating wave ofheat. Grass
wilted, leaves cuded. In the afternoons everyone was overcome by
lassitude as though they had just awakened from sleep. Birds in the
trees gasped fot att, lacking even the energy to seatch fot food.
ft was in this weathet that the men of T'hird Company were practising on a hillside. They lay motionless on the butning ground, ignoting the sun, their eyes statiog at the objective ahead. Beneath
crowfls of camouflage branches on their heads, sweat poured down
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sunburnt faces. Though drops of it rolled into their eyes, none of
them moved a hand to wiPe it away. From afa4 they looked like a
small gtove on the side of a hill. Suddenly an exPlosion burst
the sappets had set off a demolition
thunderously on the summit
blast. Immediately a bugle sounded the call to charge and the camouflaged soldiers jurnped to theit feet and raced up the hill, shouting and
cheering.

Squad Seven reached the toP fitst.
An apptaisal was made of the company's performance. I(.uan's

sun-blackened face g)eamed as though coated with oil. The hands
and face of Hsueh, standing beside him, had been lacetated by brambles.

"I'll

speak first, Old Hsueh," said the comPany commandet. "Take

a rest under

^

tree ar,d let the medical orderly put a litde something

on those cuts."
"No need." Hsueh remained where he was.
"They might get infected"'
"Just a few scratches. They don't amount to anything. Go
speak. I have something to say when you'te finished."
Kuan wallied up to the men and looked them over, his eyes
glowing. "Today-" he began. At the sound of his resonant voice
the entire company snapped to attention'

ahead and

exetcise Squad Seven was best."
at this ptaise from the comtaller
stood
Evety man in the squad
mander. They were like iron pillars, absolutely etect, theit eyes
straight ahead, although they were soaked with sweat from head to
toe. You could have wrung water even from theit leathet belts and
rubbet-soled shoes.
Kuan gave them a satisfied glance and went on: "They were quick,
hard-hitting, fierce, and they kept well under covet. This is because
they've been stressing political and ideological wotk and cleady understand the purpose of these exetcises. It's also because they've
been developing a high sense of otgarizaion and discipline. They've
made a lot of ptogtess in the Past two moriths. The whole company
can learn from them." He looked at Hu. "\7ho threw those three
gtenades in a tow into the enemy's gufl aPerture?" he asked.

"At
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easer" he

said. "In todav's

"Repott. Liu

Yen-sheng."

"Good. Ilis recent progress has been paticularly outstanding. He's
uncletstood that we practise with actual warfare in mind. Though
he's only been in the army a little over tv/o months, he's already
one of the most
grenade throwers in the company. He's
^ccr)rate
learned these things by hard study and practice and desetves to be
commended," said I(uan. "Squad One and Fout also did vety well,
and the comtades in Squad Eight and Five are catching up tapidly.
Now the assistant political instructolwaflts to talk to you."
Hsueh steoped forward. "Comrades, thete's only one thing I
have to say. The battalion political insttuctot says that on the way
here today some comrades in another company were careless and
cut across a field. Battalion insists that we observe discipline with
rcgardto the masses. Go through brambles or go the long way tound,

but don't damage the peasants' crops."
While they were testing Hsueh went to Hai and said:
"You mustn't let a commendation go to your head. Especially now,
when the eyes of the whole company are ofl Squad Seven, watching
to see how you take ptaise. I heatd some comrades ftom the othet
squads talking a few minutes ago. They said that this is the high
tide'of the military training period and that they're determined to
study and practise hard to overtake you. They'll be ptessing you
vety hard. \Vhat about it? I7hether you can continue to advance
depends on how good you ate in your thinking."
"We ptomise to go on trying, assistant political instructor."
"f'm not pariculaiy wortied about anybody else, only Yen-sheng.
He's been in the army only two rnonihs and does not adhete to
discipline vety well. You've got to keep after him. If anything
goes wrong, nine chances out of ten it will be ofl accoulrt of him. I
guarantee

it."

"He'11 be all

dght.

FIe's made a

lot of ptogress lately. Even in

"
"I don't- mean to crificize yott again," Hsueh interrupted,

discipline

"but you

can easily get into trouble with that kind of thinking. Yen-sheng
is a good comtade and I'm very fond of him. But you mustn't be too
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soft. You know what he's like. The minute you slacken up he's
liable to get out of hand."
As Hsueh was saying this, the boy came tunning over, his face
plastered with mud.
"So here you are, assistant political

instructor. I've

been looking

all over for you."
Yen-sheng tossed him a glistening obiect which Hsueh hastily
caught. ft was a sweet potato.
"!7hat's this for?"
"I've btought it fot you to eat. It's perfectly clean. I washed it
twice. Hey, this southern weather is certainly hot. If it were July
or August all the sweet potatoes would be baked in the ground.
That would save a lot of trouble."
Hsueh looked at the sweet pot2to jn his hand and frowned.
"Where did you get it ?" he asked suspiciously.
Yen-sheng laughed. "I happened to be passing that potato patch
d1s1g
"
"!7hat?" Hsueh jumped to his feet. "You're gettiflg worse and
worse. Battaiion has just reminded us not to trample the peasants'
crops, but you go even further
you dig theit sv/eet potatoes right

out of the ground."
"You,.,you...." The boy was nonplussed. "Who told you
I dig theit potatoes out of the ground?"
"Nobody has to tell me I know. I guarantee that's what
happened." Hsueh pointed at the potato patch, which was frot far
off. "S7hen I saw you messing about over there a while ago, I was
sure you were up to no good. ft's my fault for not having warned
you fellows about such things, but anyhow you shouldn'1 [2ys
"
"Look, comrade, when you don't know {ra f2s1s "
Hai pulled his atm before he could say anything

tude. It was plain

the boy rras losing his temper.
"He has no tight to blame me," Yen-sheng muttered.
"See how brash the imp is. I can't cast principle aside because
you give me a sweet potato. If you've no seflse of discipline, I can't
ignore
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it."

"No sense of discipline? Me?" Tears sprang to the boy's eyes
he walked away in fury.
"You see, you see? It's just as I told you. He's got into trouble.
I watned you keep aftet him, keep a tight check on him. But
you didn't think it was important. This thing can't be put off any
longer. Call a meeting of your squad today and really bawl him
ancl

out."
r'[,g1

-

"

"Hold the meeting as soon as possible. Give it to him
No nonsense about
started

to

it."

hard.

Hsueh thrust the potato into Hai's hand and

leave.

"Whete are you going, assistant political insttuctot?"
"To criticize myself," Hsueh tesponded angrily. "The battalion
political instructor asked me whether our company had any instances
of damaging the peasants' crops and I said, 'Not Thkd Company,
I guarantee it.' Now one of our men digs up sweet potatoes. Great.
I've got to go up to battalion and admit that I didn't know what I
was talking about." I{e was aheady well on his way as he said these
last words.
FIai remained looking thoughtfully at the sweet potato he was holding, then at the boy v,ho was brooding a short distance away. Digging up sweet potatoes and being impolite to the assistaflt political
instructor
- of course that should be severely criticized. But it
didn't seem the kind of thing Yen-sheng would do. He remembered
the boy telling him that when he was three yeats old his mothet taught

him to sing Tbe Three Main Rths of Divipline and tlte Eigltt Points for
Attentioa.x Surely a child reared in a revolutionary fam,ly would
know our fine ttadition of never taking so much as a needle or thread
from the people. Besides, from Yen-sheng's manner, he evidendy
*These ate the rulcs of discipline of the Chinese People's Libetation Atmy
laid down by Chaitman Mao Tse-tung. The Thtee Main Rules of Discipline
ate: (r) Obey otdets in all your actions, (z) Don't take a single needle ot piece
of thtead ftom the masses. (3) Tutn in evetything captuted, The Eight Points
for Attention are: (r) Speak politely. (z) Pay faitly for what you buy.
(3) Retuto everything you bortow. (+) P^y for evetything you damage.
(5) Don't hit or sweat at people. (6) Don't dam:rge crops. (7) Don't take
Iibetties with women. (A) Don't ill-tteat captives.
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had some reason fot doing what he

did.

Othetwise he wouldn't have

taken that attitude towatds Hsueh.
"I ought to trust him," Hai thought. "I must get the story straight
before I do anything about it."
The exetcise ended fot the day. At supper Yen-sheng ate vety little
and returned to the batracks in a sullen mood. Hai decided that undet
the circumstances neither a meeting not criticism would do the boy
any good. He asked him where he got the sweet Potatoes, but Yensheng refused to speak. Hai talhed it over with \Vei, the assistant
squad leacler. They agteed not to call a meeting for the time being,
and Hai set out to have a look around for himself.
Thete wete several large potato patches on the slope whete the exetcise had been

held. Hai had intended to ask some of the peasants

it, but they had all gone home. He was in a dilemma. IIow
could he help Yen-sheng if he didn't get at the facts ?
about

Iike an
Quite by chance, he happened to notice a srnall stick shaped
it
pointed
arrow lying on a raised waik. He followed in the direction
till he carne to anothet similat ^rtow a short distance away. Strange,
he thought, and continued along the path it indicated. Finally,
at the edge of a sweet-potato patch he saw a piece of papet folded
like an envelope and held down by a clod of earth. Hai picked up
the envelope and opened it. Inside were twenty ceflts and a fiote,

which read:
Deat Peasant Comtade,
Ptactisingto defend out country is only out duty. \7e can't accept any special
rewatds. Enclosed please find twenty cents fot the sweet Potatoes, It',s out

tevolutionary tadition.
Revolutionaty gteetings'

A young

Red

Atmy Fighter

Hai had only to look at the sctawl to tecognize it as Yen-sheng's'
Even though he still didn't have all the facts, he knew at last why the
boy felt wronged and v-hy he had no appetite at suPper' He put the
mofley and the note in his pocket and flew back to camp'
Yen-sheng was sitting by the side of the dtill field, brooding, when
Hai came uP to him.
"Ho.w did you get these sweet potatoes-teally, how?"

The boy lookecl at him but did not reply.
"Wou1d you say yout attitude was good today?"
"I've been thinking a lot about that. I don't see anything wrong

with it."
"suppose

t'No."

I tell you a story.

Would you like to hear one?"

"It's about Comtade Lei Feng,"
The boy raised his head and looked at his squad leader.
"Comrade Lei Feng was very economical. Once he took patt in
an athletic meet. It v,as a warm day and, aftet one of the events,
everybody was hot and thitsty, and many people bought cold soda
water. He was about to buy a bottle when free drinking watet was
deliveted. So he put his money away and had that instead. A new
soldiet said Lei Feng was stingy; he wouldn't even pay the price of
a bottle of soda. When Lei Feng heard this he scowled and was very
upset. He couldn't eat his supper that night."
"What are you talking about ?" Yen-sheng demanded. "That's
impossible. Comrade Lei Feng wouldn't act that way."
"He felt he'd been wronged." Hai kept a sttaight face. "lle
had already sent to a people's commune two hundred yuan which
had taken him years to save. So naturally he felt wtonged when the
new soldier said he s/as stingy."
"f don't believe it. Comtade Lei Feng would never behave like
that. He would have explained to the new soldiet. You're just
making it up."
"Right. At least the last patt I made up. Comrade Lei Feng
did explain, and he gave many good reasons why we should economize.
But," Hai's voice grew stetn, "srhen the assistant poJitical instructof
ctiticized you, why did you walk away in a huff? If he didn't have
the facts right why didn't you set him sttaight pleasantly instead of
gettiflg so mad you couldn't eat ? Didn't you say you want to learn

from Comtade Lei Feng?"
"That's not the same thing at all, Some peasants wanted to give
me a couple of srveet potatoes. I wouldn't take them but they insisted. They said that I was very hot from our manoeuvre and they
would quench my thirst. They said: 'This comes tight from the
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heart of us commune members. How can you refuse?' I had to
take them, but when I offeted them money they wouldn't have it.
So I stated back for camp. After I had gone a few steps I thought:
'This is wrong.' I remembered my pa telling me that when he was in
the guertillas and the peasants gave them things and wouldn't take

"
-it up
and left it with a note, right ?" Hai interrupted.
"Right. What was wrorrg with that ? Shouldn't I have learned

money, they
"Wrapped

from the old Red Atmy?"
"You were right about the sweet Potatoes, just as Lei Feng was
dght about not buying the soda water. But he didn't behave like
you did afterwards. What was your attitude to the assistant political instructot ? Was it worth getting so angry over a little thing that
you couldn't e t yo:u supper? The company commander praised
you today. You ought to start using a higher standard to measure
youtself by."
Yen-sheng lowered his head.
"I7e should take criticism in the spirit our leaders tecommend.
thete's anphing that needs explaining we should do it calmly.
What good is your way ? I7e're always saying we want to learn from
Comrade Lei Feng. \7hy can't you model yourself after him when
you run into a specific problem? How do you think he would have
acted if he wete in your place today? S7e'1I really have to wotk at
it if we're to leatn his attitude to being criticized."
The boy gazed at Hai in a shamefaced maluret and nodded.
"And another thing. It was wrong of you not to eat your supper
propetly. A soldier should be teadv for any emergency. Suppose
we were ordeted to march tonight ? How far would those two mouthfuls of rice take you? Could you catry out the assignment? Eating isn't only a personal matter. It also shows whether a soldiet has
a clear understanding of his responsibilities. You ought to be able
to see ftom this that your sense of otgarization and discipline isn't

If

strong enough."
Yen-sheng looked Hai sttaight

said. "I admit my
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mistake."

in the eye. "I

was wrong," he

Hai handed him the money and the note he had left. The boy
took them in surprise, then stared at his squad leader. "IIow does
he know everything?" he mused. "No wonder when he criticizes
you, you can't think of a single come-back."
"What are you looking at me for?" Hai demanded. "Let's go
and deliver that money to the cornmllne."
"Right," the boy shouted. His round face btoke into a smile.
,k

The noonlight cast a well-defined shadov of Hai as he entered
the door of company headquatters. Hsueh came quickly towards
him.
"SThere've you been ? I've been looking all over for you." Hsueh
asked Hai to sit down, then went on: "I've been trying for days to

find time to have a chat with you. \fle wete just getting statted this
afternoon when that business of Yen-sheng inteffupted us. Squad
Seven has been making big progtess lately. To have come so far in
only two months is quite an achievement. You mustn't let success
go to your heads. Company is going to otgatize a military ttaining
match among the squads, with Squad Seven as the model to be caught

up with and surpassed."
Hai was pazzled. He didn't know what to say.
Hsueh pulled some papers out of a dtawer. "Take

a look at these.
This is Squad One's challenge to you fellows, these are the terms Squad

Four proposes for a competition. And here's one from Squad Eight,
and others from Squad Five and Six in Platoon Two.. .. Enthusiasm
in our company is high. That's very good. Comrades in the other
squads ate tolling up their sleeves to take Squad Seven on. But what
do you do ? Like the hare in the tace with the tortoise you lie down
and go to sleep when you're only halfway there. A fine thing."
"But we haven't gofle to sleep, assistant political insttuctor."
"Haven't you? Yen-sheng digs up the peasants' sweet potatoes
and refuses to admit that he's bteached discipline, I tell you to hold
a squad meeting about it and you put it off. The way you fellows
are behaving, can you blame your leaders for being worried ?"
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Even before he heatd

it

all, Hai wanted to

laugh.

Comtade Hsueh

was really concerned about Squad Seven, but he certainly dicln't under-

stand it.

if I say this, assistant political insttuctor, but I
"Don't get
^flgry
think it is as you ptrt it youtself this afternoon
you don't altogether
kno'nv what you're talking about."
"No jokes, please. I've asked you hete to discuss things because
I'm wotried about yout squad."
"I've been meaning to ask you. Do vze really have to call a meeting ?" Hai handed him the note Yen-sheng had writteo and related
the whole story of the sweet potatoes in detail. In conclusion he said:
".. . He didn't want to spoil our good telations with the masses,
so he did what the old Red Army used to. I think in this respect he
was right. Afterwatds, he admitted that his attitude towards you
'was wrong. Since the aim of the squad meeting would have been
to get him to tecognize that, I don't see any purpose now in calling it."
Hsueh thought over catefully what Hai had told him. "I was a
bit hasty," he admitted. "But he shouldn't be such a baby. A solCiet
shouldn't be afuaud of a bit of rough and tumble. He ought to be
able to face a bayonet point at the tip of his nose without blinking.
How is he going to toughen up if you can't even touch him?"
llai didn't agree with Hsueh's point of view. A soldiet's courage
and resolution should be built up on a foundation of class consciousness. Courage is a manifestation of a people's fightet's complete devotion to the cause of the Paty. But FIai knew that although Hsueh
was genuinely concetned he wouldn't be able to change his opinion
dght away. He didn't atgue with him, thetefore, but only tepeated:
"What do you say, assistant political instructor ? Do we really have
to call a meeting about Yen-sheng?"
"It doesn't rnzttet much whether you do or not. The main thing
is to be a bit toughet with him. The young fellow has many good
points and he's made a lot of progress lately, but he's too mischievous,"
Hsueh paused. "Naturally, I was at fault in this thing too. Explain

to him when you get back. TeIl him not to brood over it."

"Right. I'll

be going then."

Hai saluted and left.
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"Bettet send Yen-sheng to me," Ilsueh called after him. "I'77
explain to him myself. rWe don't want him unable to push hard
because he's feeling low."
Lights out had sounded some time befote, but Yen-sheng's bed
was still empty, "Wrhy isn't he back yet ?" Hai wondered. "Is
he talking with the assistant political instructor, ot has he slipped
out to practise grenade throwing ?" Hai went out and circled the
field, but the boy wasn't there. He sat down in the doorway and
waited, thinking he would have a talk with him when he returned.
"The assistant political insttuctot is right," he thought. "This is the
time to stit up the enthusiasm of the whole squad. rWe must develop
our fighting skill in the course of,challenging and meeting challenges."
"Not sleeping yet ?" !7ei the assistant squad leadet came up to

him and said. "It's late."
"I'm waiting fot Yen-sheng. !7e must have a squad meeting
tomorrow and see hov'we measure up to the guarantees we've given
the Party branch. The assistant instructor was just telling me that
we must definitely not slackeo or become conceited. IWe have to
put our ideological work in first place
the leadetship is concetned
about how we'te handling this. What problems does our squad,
and I as an individual, have in this respect ? Think it over. \7e'll
get our squad Party gtoup together before the meeting and discuss
it first. The main thing now is not to slachen, not to get conceited."
"Yes. And we ought to stress organizatioo and discipline again,"
said \7ei. "!7hat's keeping Yen-sheng ? Could anphing have
gone wrong?"
"He's probably still talking with the assistant political instructor."
IJai stood up. "But it's late. He ought to let the company leaders
go to bed. I'11 go get him."
Even while he was a good distance from Hsueh's quarters, Hai
heard loud and argumentative

voices. He stopped to listen.

".. . Chaitman Mao says, 'No investigation, no right to speak.'
But what about you? 'I know without asking.' 'I gtarantee it.'
.. . Of course you criticize peoPle wrongly." The voice sounded
like Yen-sheng's.
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"A person ought to examine himself in the spirit of the ctiticism
offered. But what about you fellows ? The moment you get a
little ptaise, you can't bear the slightest poke. Comtade, that attitude's all wrong."
"It depends on how you poke. ff it's correct, and in the right
place, we cari accept it no matter how hatd it is. Take out squad
leader, fot instance. Now there's a good man. He always gets
the facts first, then he points out exactly where you're wrong and
why. If you still can't see it, he finds a story or some other way to
straighten you out. !7hen he criticizes you, you're convinced,
That's what I call ideological wotk, that's dealing with living ideas.
That kind of criticism helps you, educates you. You accept it gladly."
"It's just that sort of thing that worries me, comrade. Your squad
leadet's coaxing and coddling has spoiled you. I've been against
that appto^ch dght along. I've criticized him for ig but he hasn't
paid any attention. That's spoiling you, harming you. It's irresponsible."

Heating this, Hai was stunned.
"Squad Seven has become ptoudet and pampets its men more
thar: any other squad
that's very evident," Ilsueh went on. "If
you fellows don't do something about it quick, you'll soon make an

I guarantee it."
Hai fotcibly toused himself. "How can I stand here listening behind
people's backs ?" He turned and hastened away.
But aftet a few steps he halted again and pondered. He had nevet
been in such a predicament. "The moment you get a little praise,
you can't bear the slightest poke," "It's irresponsible." "Your squad
Ieader's coaxing and coddling has spoiled you." The words roared
in his ears. They seemed aII mixed up with those two sweet potatoes.
ertor of principle.

He couldn't sort them out. He wanted to think calmly about what
had happened that day, but his btain was numb. He wanted to
review his own actions to see whether he had done anything wrong,
but he could remember nothing. Dazed, he asked himself:
"Could I have been mistaken today? rWas my approach wrong?
No. I believed in Yen-sheng and my investigations proved that
I was tight. The tesults were good too. I didn't spoil him. Since
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he hadn't done aflything wrong about the sweet potatoes, our disposition of the matter was correct. But why isn't the assistant instructor

satisfied? I dealt specifically with specific questions. Sutely that
isn't coaxing and coddling?.. ."
Hai rubbed the back of his head and thought.

Fot the past few days Hai Ua U..t1.-riewing in his mind the problems
he had encountered since coming to Squad Seven, especially with
regard to his methods in helping Yen-sheng. He thought hatd,
but he couldn't see what was wrong with it.
Kao, who was always observant, discoveted that something was
troubling Hai and said to himself: "Our squad leader is like a tightly
wound clock. He never rests, he never seems to tire" All the thought
he's put into doing a good job in Squad Seven. \7hen we ate working he flever picks up a ninety-catty load if there's a hundred-catty
load around. Whenever he has a chance he chats with this comrade
or that, asking fot opinions about the work in the squad. When
we fest, he studies the works of Chairman Mao or goes over his notes.
He'll even snatch a'way our dirty clothes and wash them fot us if we're
not cateful. On Sundays, when everyone else goes out, he stays
in the kitchen and helps the cook. He's stimulated our whole squad
which is now a model fot the company. What can he be thinking

about now? I do hope he doesn't wear himself out."
Even blithe young Yen-sheng noticed that his squad leader was
preoccupied. He saw Hai with a book in his hand sitting motionless
for more than half an hour on the edge of the drill field, gazing into

the distance.

"Out

squad leader must have an iron backside," the boy said jestingly to \fei. "I'll bet he's thinking about some new problem."
"ff it's a problem, nine chances out of ten it involves you."

"Impossible. How could it have anything to do with me?"
But what Hai was pondeting did concern Yen-sheng.
They had held a squad meeting at noori that day to investigate theit
weak points and discuss in what ways they wete inferior to Squad One
and Four. Hai, while criticizing Yen-sheng for his cheekiness, also
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crittcized himself fot not helping him enough ot making strict demands
on him. Yen-sheng accepted this, and made a relatively thotough self-

criticism. But when I.[ai suggested to him after the meeting that
he shouldn't have talked back to the assistant political instructor, he
was surprised to see the boy get atgty.
"You're a little weak on principle if you say that, squad leader,"
Yen-sheng stood up to rcply. "That wasn't talking back. We were
atguing a question."
"Arguing a question ?"
"Of coutse. A question of sweet potatoes and two different
methods of handling it with two diffetent results. You mean to say
we shouldn't have tried to clear up which way was right?"
"It wasn't wrong for the assistant instructor to criticize you, You
should have taken it in the spirit in which it was given."
"That's true, But u,e still had to get straight on the question of
right and wrong."
"rWe shouldn't always be picking faws in the methods of the
leadership. Besides, the way you v/-ere arguing can't solve any questions. It only hurts unity. You ought to go to the assistant instruc-

tor and explain."
"I've nothing to explain. I think it was right for me to have atgued.
He handled the question of the sweet potatoes badly. tJfhy should
I explain ? If you think an explanation's neccssary, you make it.
From now on I'm not going to criticize or argue about anything."
"That's not being very considetate."
"I must teject that ctiticism even more, squad leader. \X/hat do
you meafl by consr'detate ? His work has shortcomings, but you won't
let me critiirze, He didn't examine his methods, but you won't let
me argue. He's the one who's got the facts wrong, but you want
principle. That's teally being
me to explain. I refuse to go
- on
considerate, Yout reasoning doesn't convince me, squad leader."
Yen-sheng had angdly walked away. After a few steps he came
back and said: "You know vety well he's wtong, but you don't go
and criticize him. That isn't being considerate. That's liberalism."
This diflerence between consideration and libetalism was what Hai
was now trying to distinguish. "I'm right flot to let the leadership's
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criticism of me rankle. But if I stop thete, is that being considetate ?
It's cotrect not to boast of your owfl medts, but when you see the
shortcomings of a comrade and say flothing about them, isn't that
Iibetalism ?"

The boy's words had given Hai quite a shock. Hai decided to
study Chairman lVlao's afiicle Combat Liberalitnt catefully agatn from
beginning to end. He sat teading it again ar'd agun on the edge
of the drill field. He felt as if evety senteflce, evety word, were
directed at the heart of his ptoblem. At the vety beginning of the
atticle Chairman Mao said:
for active ideological struggle because it is the weapofl fot ensuring
unity within the Paty and the tevolutionary orgadzations in the intetest of out

Ve

fight.

stand

Every Communist and tevolutionaty should take up this weapon.

Chaitman Mao was specific enough, Both he and Hsueh were Communists. Why couldn't they exchange views and argue as one Party
rnembet to another? The article criticized people who heard incorrect views without rebuttiog them but instead took them calmly
as if nothing had happened.
"That's a criticism of rne," Hai sighed. "Yen-sheng is simple and
honest, as you'd expect a boy ra.ised in a tevolutionary family to be.
He's direct, ptactical. When he's wrong he corrects himself. IIe
malies a clear distinctiofl between right and wrong, and always acts
accordiflg to his undetstanding of the situation. rJ7hen he sees a
shortcoming in the Leadetship he takes it very much to heatt. He
simply has to argue and struggle against it. That's teally putting
the intetests of the revolution fitst. I have too many reservations
about this sot of thing. ft's a teflection of my lorv ideological level.
ft shows that I still haven't entirely got rid of rny peasant mentality,
that's how I ought to see it."
my individuaiism
Hai made up his mind to go to the assistant political insttuctot and
frankly express his views.

For the past two days, whether ctruring vrorking houts or when he
s/as resting, Hsueh had been giving a lot of thought to Hai and
Squad Seven" It seemed to him that since the squad had been commended, it was right to make higher demands on it. FIai had always
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been a good

soldiet, He had won metits, been commended, became

a Communist faidy soon after joining the army, and his recent work
had been excellent. So of him evefl more could be expected. But

not to be subjective and absolute in our criticism. But you wete
quite subjective both times you criticized Yen-sheng."
"It was only once," Hsueh protested.

limit to what can be accomought to be futl of enthusiasm and chatging

"The fitst time was when he took an incense stick to practise grenade
thtowing at night," Hai reminded him. "He had gooe to a lot of
trouble to figute out this method; it was clevet. But instead of commendirig him, you criticized him fot fooling around. The second
time was when he took those sweet Potatoes. Some commune
members saw that he was young and all in a sweat from our ma-

"What else is there to say? It's not alL tbat complicated."
"I think some questions of principle are involved. The mote
I've thought about it, the more I feel I must talk to you."
Hsueh was sutprised. "Oh," he said. "Then start talking. I'm
all ears."
Hai told him how he had inadvertently overheard what Hsueh
had said to the boy two nights befote and what Yen-sheng himself
had related about the convetsation.
"It seems to me that it all boils down to two questions: how to
critiaze others cotrectly and how to cirtiitze youtself. I think you're
weak in both respects. !7hen cdticizing others you're tather subjective; you don't investigate enough fust. Chairman Mao warns us

night when you were talking to Yen-sheng, he told you your criticism
was unjust
a rematkable thing for a boy who's been in the atmy
less than three months to do. He dared to speak directly because
of his love and concern for the leadetship. !7e ought to considet
the things people say about us. Chairman Mao says, 'Be modest, and
you'll progtess.' How can we rcject a comrade's ctiticism the moment
it comes out of his mouth?"
"I thought it was unreasonable.... Of coutse you're entitled to
your owrl opinion. Do you think a soldier should do nothing but
find fault with the leadetship's methods ?"

in

Squad Seven wasn't all good. They were becoming
proud and rather soft.
"IIe's a fine comtade. How can we help him to progress a bit fastet,

the situation

now that he's made some

achievements

?"

Hsueh mused. "The

revolutionary road is long; there's no

plished. Squad Seven
forward."
Saturday evening aftet supper the men all went to the club to
rehearse a show they were putting ofl. FIai took this oppotunity
to call on the assistant political instructor.
Hsueh poured FIai a drink of water and had him sit down by the
table. He supposed that aftet he criticized Squad Seven the other
night, Hai had gone into the question of their cockiness and had come
now to talk about it. Of course a comtade who had been decorated
sevetal times got a political point very quickly. ![hen Hai didn't
speak for a few minutes, he asked:
"N7hy take so long to get started ? Tetl me what's ofl your mind."
"It's Yen-sheng. I have some diflerent ideas. You and I ate in the
same Party btanch. I'd Iike to discuss the matter with you as a
Communist."
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floeuvtes. They offered him two Iittle sweet potatoes and wouldn't
Iet him tefuse. So as not to hurt our reputation he left some money
as paymeflt in the field, the way the old Red Atmy used to. lle was
absolutely right in this, but you criticized him fot breaching discipline
in telations with the masses. In both of these matters you could easily
have got the facts straight with a little investigation. But you were
in such a tush that first you blasted him unjusdy and made him cry,
then you r rt to the battalion instructor and berated yourself in an
unnecessary self-criticism for being lax. Although in both instances
your motives were good, the tesults wete fust the opposite because
you hadn't investigated and you weren't able to help the boy."
"$fle're busy, and shot-handed too. N7e can't wait till we've investigated each and evety problem before disposing of it."
"That leads me to my second point. You doo't investigate enough
befote dealing with problems. You don't even see how necessary
it is. When comrades point this out to you, you ought to think it
over, but you don't, It shows you're not very modest. The other

"But Yen-sheng's ctiticism wasfl't unteasonable. Chaitman Mao
teaches us that 'everyone engaged in practical work must investigate
conditions at the lower level.' What's wtong with Yen-sheng asking
you to investigate more, in keeping with Chairman l\{ao's instructions ?
The Military Commission calls on us to read the works of Mao 'Isetung. S7e ought to act according to Chaitrnan Mao's teachings of our
own volition. You say Yen-sheng is finding fault with method,
that he's become so spoiled flo one can touch him. I think the

is on the other foot. ft's you who won't let him say a wotd
against you. Chairman Mao tells us; 'If we have shottcomings,
we are not afraid to have them pointed out and cdticized. . . .
Anyone, no matter who, may point out out shoftcomings.' Duting
the STar of Resistance Against Japat a peasant in one of out border
regions criticized the commandet of a sub-tegion. Chairman l\'Iao
shoe

said this showed a remarkable change, that the peasaflt had a vety good

political awareness, that it was a splendid thing when a peasant dared
to criticize a general. That's how our great leader appraises people
who ofer criticism. Hor*' can we accuse a cormacle of being spoiled
just because he ctiticizes us ? I would say you're the one who's
spoiled."
Hai's tecital and analysis were hatd for Iisueh to take. Although
he admired the young squad leadet and could see no way to rebut
him, he couldn't brr'ng himself to aclmit that he had been wrol1g.
IIe poured some water in a cup and dtank it slorvly to give himself
time to tegain his composure, After a mofi1eflt lie asked:

"Is that altr?"

"No. I feel that your attitude towards ctiticism and self-cdticism
it doesn't matter whethet we call it subjective and arbitrary or

-just plain

immodest
stems ftom having too high an opinion of
yourseH. You think you're always right, so you make snap judgments. You think you're always right, so you get hot the moment
anyone disagtees with you. Thjs conceit, plus an und.etestimation
of the men's positive factors, ate probably the main reasons why
you don't bother much with investigation or care to listen to ideas
from the masses."
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Hsueh had been in the army neatly seven yeats. Because he was
competent and not afraid of hardship, he had heard more praise than
criticism. He had suffeted a few burnps because he wasn't thorough

in his methods, but on the whole, things had gone quite
smoothly. Today a soldiet, Ouyang FIai, in otdet to help him
enough

do his job well, had given him a sincere and detailed criticism, sticking

strictly to the facts and analysing with complete

reasonableness.

Hsueh was exttemely moved.
But at the same time he couldn't help wondering whether a young
fellow who was so food of theoretical discussion might not be conceited hirnsel-f. Even if there was only a bit of conceit in l{ai, could
he, as a cadte and one who had been in the army a few years longet,
fail to comment on it? No. That would be shirking his tespoosibility. He should call it to his attention at oflce.
"Have you finished?" he asked Hai.
"That's about all, You joined the army eaitet that rne and you've
been educated longet by the Paty. My analysis isn't necessatily correct. I only offet these ideas for yout consideration."
Hsueh got up and walked to the side of the room, where he stood
with lowered head. He was having abattle in his rnind" Although
Hai's words had been strong, he knew they wete right, in which ca.se
he should accept them and give them setious thought. The problem
now was: Should he state at this time the question about Hai that
'was troubling him ? Wouldn't it seem as if he wasn't concerned
enough about his own shottcomings ?
"!7e're all so busv. It isn't often we have a chance to talk like
this," he thought. "If Ouyang Hai can openly tell me his views
of me, it's my duty to him and out wotk to do the same about him.
I'd be guilty of liberalism if I didn't." The assistant insttuctot turned
around.

"Thank you for your criticism," he said. "To tell you the tr-uth,
I've nevet had such a stiff one in all rny years in the army. Some
of your points I can't see yet, but I'll certainly think them over carefully." Hsueh hesitated. "I'd also like to talk a l-ittle about you
today."
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"That's fine, of course. I'm here both to offer ctiticism and to

clon't do something about it, your squad is sure to get into ttouble,

teceive

it."
"!7hat I'm asking," Hsueh said, "is what you thought

and soon,

after
Squad Seven was commended. Surely you had some teaction these
past two days ?"
"Of course I did. I talked it over with Wei and this motning we
called a squad meeting. \7e used Yen-sheng and the sweet potatoes
as a statting point and discussed discipline in our orgatizaion and
with regard to the masses. lVe'te going to have another meeting

"He's right," Hai thought. "X7e mustn't become proud. But
it's obvious that he doesn't entirely get the point or see the danger
of being subjective. I must try and talk to him again about this
when the time is right. He's bound to understand some day."

I

guarafltee

it,"

(To be continued)
Translated b1 Sidnel Sl:apiro

tomorrow before bteakfast,"
Hsueh waved his hand to stop him. He could see that Hai was
ulwilling to talk about his own "weak points."
"You're just the way I was at first too self-confident to see
your own failings. trt's all very cleat. So far as I'm concetned,
I should do more checking up and listen modesdy to the ideas of the
mefl. So far as you and your squad are concerned, you've done
some good work, but after you ril/ere commended you slacked off
on your squad meetings and relaxed yout demands on your men.
What could you have been thinking ? Let's say I didn't go into the
question of Yen-sheng and the sweet potatoes thorouglrly enough.
You still could have held a meeting about his attitude and alerted
everybody against that kind of thing, but you didn't. Don't you
*rink that shows a touch of conceit, an inability to accept criticism ?"

Hai opened his mouth but didn't speak. "I've put the question
to the assistaflt instructor of how he should feel about criticism and
self-criticism," he thought, "and now he puts the same question to
me. lVhat should I do ?"
"I'llpay attention to that from now orL" IIai finally said. "f 'want
to think the whole thing over."
"It's only because I'm concerned about you. I don't want to
see you and Squad Seven have your heads tutned by a bit of praise.
I also must warn you when a man is too sure of himself he's always
super-ctitical of the methods of the leadetship. He can't see that
he's suffering ftom pdde; he feels it's only tight to ciricize. That's
a \rery dangerous tendency. I'm warning you if you fellows

-
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;rnd soldiets and. ate fot theit use.t' They have adapted themselves to local contions, using such art fotms as wall-paintings, blackboard newspapets and lantetnslides to pteseflt the exemplary people and deeds around them, as well as teal
,Ii

of the class opptession they suffered from in the old society and scientific
knowledge to aid ptoduction. These gtaphic means of educating the commune
rlembets in class struggle and production have done much to arouse the labour
enthusiasm of the commune membets, helping them to develop their fatming
and consttuction ptojects.
Since these paintings are all the wotk of commune members taking a ditect
patt in production, they ate based on life and sttongly tealistic, fu1ly conveying
the rich and natutal feeliogs of labourers. The composition is governed by
the central idea, not testricted by formal conventions, and this tesults in a high
degtee of otiginality. From the teptoductions and atticles by the artists in this
issue, we can see that once the wotkefs, peasafits and soldiets have grasped the
thought of Mao Tse-tung there is no end to theit wisdom and creative talent.
They ate indeed the main fotce in out gteat ptoletarian cultutal tevolution, and
they will undoubtedly go from strength to strength,
examples

Revolutionary Paintings by Peasants

Tu Chih-lien
A gteat proletatian cultutal tevolution on a mass scale is now sweeping China
with tremendous vigout. The btoad masses of wotkets, peasants and soldiets,
raising high the gteat ted banncr of Mao Tse-tung's thought and as mastets of
the coufltry, have proudly taken the stage of socialist culture. Following the
instructions of Chairman Mao to usc tevolutionary Iitetature and att as "Powetful
fot uniting and educating the people and fot attacking and desttoying
the enemy," they have cteated many works eulogizing our great Patty and our
gteat leader Chaitman Mao, out socialist cause and out hetoes' The paintings
by peasants of Huhsien County in Shensi Province which we are ptesenting
in this issue embody the thought of Mao Tse-tung and give ptominence to politics
and the class struggle, In out view these are excellent paintings.
The peasants of Huhsien County have for many years taken the thought of
Mao Tse-tung as theif guide and closely linked their wotk with the thfee gfeat
revolutionary movements of class struggle, the ptoduction struggle and scientific
expetiment. Studying and wotking while taking part in actual struggles, they
have produced a group of spate-time attists who make a good showing both

My Brush Is

a. S7eapon

',reapons

in fatm work arid in creative att. They have acted on Chaitman Mao's teaching:
"AIl our litetatute and art are for the masses of the people, and in the f,rst place

fot the wotkets,
7M

peasants and soldiets; they are cteated

for the wotkets,

Peasants

I

belong to the Notth Panchuyuan Production Bdgade of Yuchan
Commune in Huhsien, Shensi Ptovince. My family vrere poor peasants who u/orked for several generations as hited hands fot landlords.
I was a hired hand for two years myself. But after liberation we became
our own masters. So thinking back to the bad old days brings home
to me just how good our new society is.
Tu ChihJien,

aged 34,

is now vice-head of his brigade and a platoon

leader

of the local militia.
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I loved pictures as a child. But how could a poor kid who hadn't
everl a pair of paflts in the old society ever thiflk of taking up painting ? I never dreamed that after liberation I'cl have a chance to leatn
to handle a brush. I owe it all to the Party. In t96r, the County
Cultural Centre statted an att class in our village, and the Patty secretary told me to enrol. I was too happy to sleep that night. I thought:
In the old society I'd nevet have had chat\ce to paint, but in the new
^
society the Patty wants me to learn. All tight, I must study hard and
master painting too !
Cha;.rman Mao says that revolutionaty literature and

"powetful weapons fot

art should be

uniting and educating the people and for at-

tacking and destroying the enemy," rWhen we paint, we shouldn't
do it for painting's sake but should use out btushes as weapons to defend this grand country of ours, to defend the seals of oflice we Poot
and lower-middle peasants have taken into our owrl hands. In out
village there's an ex-Iandlord called Yang Chien-chang who does some
painting too. In 1962, when the Chiang Kai-shek gangsters suPported by U.S. impetialism yelled that they were going to fight back to the
mainland, he painted two doot-gods ptopagating feudal superstition
on his gate and two pictures for his room: one of "Chungkuei chasone of the
ing ghosts" to show that evil would be chased
^w^y, ^fld
to
come.
\7hen
luck
"unicotn sending a child" as a sign of good

I

I

knew that the black-heatted swine meant them as a chalI repoted him to the Patty branch of out brigade' The
Party sectetary said: "Out class enemy has done paintings proPag ting teactionaty ideas. This is no laughing matter. \fle must show
saw these

lenge to urs.

up his dirty tdck and find some way to sttengthen the position of
socialist ideology in out villages." So I painted A Banper Haruett
and The People's Comruunes Are Good and pasted these on the gates
of some poor and lower-middle peasants directly opposite the landlord's house. The villagers at once praised my paintings because
they felt they'd outdone those by the landlord and boosted the morale

of us poot and lowet-middle

peasants'

Ctrajrman Mao has told us that litetature and art should setve the
workets, peasants and soldiers and be used by them. A1l my paintGuns

in hand, the militia

safeguatd the mothedand

by Tu ChihJien

ings ate based on real events in our

village. In ry63, when the Patty
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encouraged us to paint family histories,

wotks afe ouf beacon light,
must setve politics
let's get that right;
Art has abigpatt to play io teaching people,
And painting is a weapon in out fight.
Ctrraitman Mao's

Art

Liu Chih-kuei

I did a series of pictures of the

life of an old poor-peasant 'wornan, Hsia Tsai-hua. And when they
were put on show, she stood there with tears runling down her cheeks
to tell how she had begged for food in the old days- that was yery
^
good lesson for all of us. Then I made a painting in my spare time of
some gids in one of the teams in our village who wotk very hard and
are quick at ttansplanting paddy. I posted it on the blackboard to
give them a boost. rfi4ren people saw it they said, "These lasses do
wotk well; they deserve ptaise." Since then they've done even better
and gone all out.
Since I started painting in mv spare time, I haven't let it interfere
with my work in the fields. fn the daytime f work on the land; and I
paint at home in the evenings. I have never been late for work on
account of painting. The yeat. before last when our village held an
exhibition about Lei Feng, I was asked to draw a series of pictutes
and told I could stop s/ork to do it. But I didn't sraflt to let painting affect ptoduction; so every day I got up eady to go to the fields,
and by working harder than usual managed to finish a day's vrork in
Iitt1e more thathalf a day. Then, my field wotk done, I would go
home and paint until late at night. The brigade leader wanted to give
me some extra work-points, but I tefused, "I'm doing it fot ptopnot for the sake of work-points," I explained. "V7hen
^ganda,
vre paint Lei Feng we should learn from Lei Feng. Painting, too,
is wotking fot the revolution."
My expedence of painting in my spare time has taught me that to
make pictures which are truly weapons for the struggle we must be
ttue revolutionaties outselves. In order to revolutionize myself as
fast as possible, I keep studying Chaitman Mao's wotks and always
try to remember what he has taught us. And I have written these
fout Iines to put by my desk:

Painting Serves Politics

Aftet finishing junior middle school I came home to wotk oo the land.
I had been very fond of art at school, so back in out village I drew pottraits for the fun of it whenever I had time and put them up on the

wall.

\7hen our brigade leadet discovered that I could draw he asked
me to paint some serial pictutes of our village histoty, including the
history of my own family. SThen I drew my father being hounded
out of the village by the landlotd and forced to take to the mountains,
I fatrly burned with hatred fot the landlotd and the old society. So
I took great pains over these pictutes, and the villagets liked them.
After that we set up anartteamin out village, and undet the leadership
of the Party branch we studied Chairman Mao's Talkt at the Yenan
Forun on Literature and Art, besides discussing what we'd leatned ftom
making these serial pictures of our village history. That helped me
to see more cleaiy the putpose of painting
it
- must sewe proletatian
politics, serve the socialist revolution and socialist const(uction.

l.iu

ChihJ<uei,

a

zo-yezr-old member

of

Pangkuang Commune

in

Huhsien,

is an accountant in his ptoduction btigade.
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i
Then our village art tearr;. started quite a variety of activities to fit
in with different political movements and our main production tasks.
During the busy harvesting season in summerwe rari a Haruei Pictorial; we showed the commune members lantern-slides of good people
and good deeds in our village and elsewhere; we also wrote poems

I

the fitst lot of wheat, they delivered theit quota of grun to the state.
I painted a picture in praise of this for our Haruest Pictorial. And
thanlis to the fifth team's example, the whole village finished delivering grain to the state three days ahead of schedule. I commended
the foutth team too in out pictorial for their good cultivation ofcotton.
As a result, they worked even better ancl their yield rose considetably.
Apart from pictures of this sort, we make lantern-slides of the good
deeds done by our commune mcmbcrs, and show them as propaganda
material. Our commune's I-Iuachung Bdgade is in a village by the
hills and, as most of their land is up in the hills, in the past whenevet
there was heavy rain thcir crops wete washed arvay. Last year, led
by the Party btanch, this village followed the example of Tachai, making
tcrraccd fielcls on the hills and building dams and resetvoirs to Prevent
{loocling. Thcy wcnt all out and quite a few labour heroes appeared
xr)r()rrrl tl)cnr. So I made the fifteen laotetn-slides Heroes IYho Tamed
tltc I tilh to show the othet commune members what they had achieved.
1'his was a tremendous encouragemeflt to the Huachung Brigade,
T'hey said, "Now that the commune has praised us like this, we must

and illusttated them on the blackboard newspaper to criticize of praise

certain happenings in our

with the commune

village.

These forms ptoved vety popular

members.

Last autumn some children picked maize stalks in our brigade's
fields to eat like sugar-cane. Then I painted a picture called Doa't
Eat Sweet Stall<s and wrote undet it:

A

naughty kid ftom some farnily
Eats maize stalks and gtins gleefully;
FIe's spoilt a lot of good grain, see,
Yet he's as pleased as pleased can be.
\7ho should take the blame for this? Not he,
But his mum and dad
don't you agree?

-

As soon

as this painting and verse went

up, the commune members

voiced theit approval. And aftet that the boys and gitls in our village
pretty well stopped picking maize stalks. Duting the hatvest last

An old poor peasant in out

by Liu

btigade

go all out and do even more."
The Party branch helps us to make a regular study of Chairman
Mao's wotks and keeps urging us to take the lead in fatm work. I
am our team's accountant and I work in the fields too, using the evenings for painting. Last year when we Put out our Haruest Pictorial,
I would spend the day harvesting wheat with the commune members
and not settle down to painting until after I'd made uP the accounts
in the evening. My mothet kept utging me to turll in, but tr just
couldn't sleep. I was so stitted by the gdpping eveflts of the day that
I felt I owed it to my work-mates to paint them. And though I sat
up two nights in a row to do this, my heat was lightet than if I'd slept
for thtee days, From my own experience in the last couple of years
I've reached this conclusion: The greater the tush of wotk, the mote
I find to paint, and the bettet I undetstand the significance of my

Chih-kuei

It
&

He advises the btigade

IIe

leadet

pfopefty

cates

fot commune

IIe

teaches the younger

genefatlon

summer, the fifth team in our village was so keen to help build Llp the
country that, the same evening that they finished reaPing and sunning

Palnflng.

He is the ptopagandist
of class sttuggle

I

I

(frrrrner vice-director of the Propaganda Department of the
(lhinese Cornmunist Party's Central Committee) and Shao Chuanlin (former vice-chairman of the Union of Chinese \Triters). They
entrenched themselves in litetary and afi circles, and frantically
engaged in ctiminal activities against the Party, socialism and Mao
Tse-tung's thought. Politically, they represented the ovetthrown
Iandlord and boutgeois classes, neo-bourgeois elements and degenerated elements; ideologically, they represented a hotchpotch of

Literarl Criticisnt

feudalism, capitalism and modern revisionism ; and or ganizationally,
they formed a counter-revolutionary revisionist clique whose nucleus
was the representatives of the capitulationist literary and art line
of the r93os. It was this clique that advocated in the r93os the so-

Wu Chi-yen

Repudiate Chou Yang's Revisionist
Programme for Literature and Art

called "a literatute of national defence" and attacked Lu Hsun, the
gteat standard-bearer of thc ptoletarian Left-wing literary arrd afi
movement; dudng the periods of the $Var of Resistance Against
Japat and the STat of Liberation, it was this clique that set up a dval
stage in opposition to Chairman Mao's Talkt at tlte Yenan Forunt on
Literature and Art, and, after the founding of the People,s Republic
of China, it was the same clique which exercised dictatorial de
over our ptoletatian literary and art circles fot more than a decade.
This clique had a comprehensive and systematic countet-tevolutionary,

of the

boutgeoisie who wotmed his
way into the Party, was the tingleadet of the black line against the
Party, socialism and Mao Tse-tung's thought in literary and art citcles.
This black line dated back a long time; it ran from the r93os into
the r96os. For a long time befote liberation, Chou Yang had been
the most faitMul and most tesolute executor of \7ang Ming's "Left"
oppotunist and Right capitulationist lines. He was the representative of \Vang Ming's line on the literary and art ftott. After the
nationwide victory, Chou Yang musteted a group of old anti-Patty
hands in literary and att circles, such as Tien Han (fotmer chairman
of the Chinese Dtamatists' Union), Hsia Yen (former vice-minister
of Culture), Yang Han-sheng (former secretary-genetal of the All-

Chou Yang, a tePresentative

China Federation of, Literary and

tt2

Att

Circles),

Lin

Mo-han

revisionist programme for literature and art. Fot over a decade,
by using their usurped leading positions in literary and att circles,
they stubbotnly pushed this programme to counter Mao Tse-tung,s
thinking on literature andart, conttolling and cottupting those circles.
$7e must use Mao Tse-tung's thought as the .w.eapon to thoroughly
expose and repudiate the countet-revolutionary, revisionist programme fot literature and art of Chou Yang and company. Only by
doing so is it possible to see through the ugly features of Chou yang
and company, to do away with the black line in literary and att citcles,
to overthrow Chou Yang, the ringleader of the black line, and to
wipe out completely the evil influence exetted by this black line in
literary and art circles, so that Mao Tse-tung,s thought occupies
all positions in literature and afi,
Chou Yang's counter-revolutionary, revisionist ptogtamme for
Iiterature and art is repudiated in the following eight aspects:

r. Chou Yang Opposed the

Spread

of Mao Tse-tung's

Thought, in the Yain Attempt to Remove the Soul of Proletarian
Literature and Att
Chairman Mao teaches us:

.. . to ensute that literature and att fit well into the whole revolutionary
machine as a component part, that they operate as powerful weapons for

revolutionary, and between a Matxist-Leninst arid a revisionist

-

and

the touchstone distinguishing one from the other.
The sole political criterion that distinguishes proletar.ian Titeratvre
art from bourgeois litetature and art is whether it does or does
^nd
not propagate Mao Tse-tung's thought. China's hundreds of millions of workers, peasants and soldiers, and revolutionary cadres
and tevolutionaty intellectuals have boundless confidence in and

fot Chairman Mao and Mao Tse-tung's thought'

uniting and educating the people and for attacking and desmoying the enemy,
and that they help the people f,ght the enemy with one heart and one mind,l
What is the common ideological foundation of the unity and the
tevolution of the people of the v'hole countty? It is Mao Tse-tung's

veneration and love

thought. What is the source of strength that inspires the people
of the whole country in theit triumphant advance ? It is Mao Tsetung's thought. $7hat is our sharpest v/eapoo in attacking and
destroying the enemy? It is Mao Tse-tung's thought. Mao Tsetung's thought is the acme of Matxism-Leninism in the present era,

every song one sings and every broadcast one listens to will enable
orie to dtaw educational benefit and inspitation from Mao Tse-tung's
thought. But Chou Yang stubbornly opposed our propagation of
Mao Tse-tung's thought io the vain attempt to remoYe the soul of
socialist litetatute and art, and to alter the political orientation for
proletarian literature and art. This fully shows Chou Yang to be
a sham revolutionary, a counter-revolutionaty and afl out-and-out

living Marxism-Leninism at its highest, the truth that is universally
applicable, and the ted sun in the hearts of the Chinese people and
the revolutionary people of the whole world. Chairmao Mao is
the gteatest Matxist-Leninist of the present era. Chairman Mao's
works ate the supreme directive fot all our work. Mao Tse-tung's
thought is the soul of our socialist literatute afld afi. Singing the
ptaise of the Patty and Chairman Mao, and propagating Mao Tsetung's thought and the heroes among the workers, peasants afld
soldiets of the Mao Tse-tung era is the most glotious and lofty fighting
task of our socialist literature and art.
Led by his teactionary class instinct, Chou Yang used extremely
venomous language to vilify our dissemination of Mao Tse-tung's
thought as "the cult of the individual" arld "strangling people's
initiative." He also talked such tubbish as "talking about Chaitman
Mao every day does not mean Chairman Mao's thought."
The attitude one takes towatds Mao Tse-tung's thought, whether
one supports it or opposes it, is the watershed between a genuine
and a sham tevolutionary, between a revolutionaty and a counter-

tt4

They atdently want our literature afld art to be an instrument fot
proPagating Mao Tse-tung's thought in a populat and graphic way
so that every book one reads, every play and evetY film one sees,

tev1s10n1st.

The propagation of Mao Tse-tung's thought in'r'olves a shatp
class struggle. The mote Chou Yang and comPany are oPposed to
this,'the more we must PtoPagate it, do this work consciously, and
become lifeJong propagatots of Mao Tse-tung's thought. In order
to defend and propagate Mao Tse-tung's thought, we are ready to
climb a mountain of swords or plunge into a sea of flames; we are
not afraid if it costs our heads or the shedding of our blood, and
we will not flinch even if we are thteatened v/ith utter desttuction.

z. Chou Yang Flagtantly Opposed the Otientation fot Litetature and Att
to Setve the Vorkers, Peasants and Soldiers as Fotmulated by Chaitman Mao, and Advocated Revisionist
"Litetatute and Art of the Vhole People"
The question of "fot whom" is a fundamental one for literatute and
art; it is a questiofl of ptinciple. The otientation for litetatute and
115

aft-to serve the workers, peasaflts and soldiers-as formulated
by Chairman Mao thotoughly solved, fot the first time in the histoty
of the development of proletarian literatute ar.d att, this fundamental
question, this question of principle in literature afld

art. ft is the most

complete, most thoroughgoing and most revolutionaty ptoletarian
line fot literatute ao.d afi; it is a creative development, with genius,
of the Marxist-Leninist wotld outlook and theory on literature and

att.
Chairman Mao teaches us that literature and

afi are p^rt of

the

suPetstflrcture and the ideological teflection of the politics and economy of a given society and serve the politics and economy of a given

society. Literature and art that serve the landlotd class are feudal
literature ar,d art; literature and att that serve the bourgeoisie ate
bourgeois litetatute and art. Proletarian literature and afi are for
the workers, peasants and soldiets; they are created for the \vorkers,

for theit use. They ate a powerful
fot the proletatiat in carrying out revolutionaty sttuggle.
Prior to the revolution, proletatian litetatute and art make the
ideological preparations for the revolution. In the coutse of
the revolution, they ate a requisite and impoftant sectot on the
overall revolutionary battlefront. After the proletariat wins state
Power, they are an instrument for carrying out the struggle to
foster what is ptoletarian and eradicate what is bourgeois in the
Peasants and soldiets and ate

'weapon

to consolidate the dictatotship of the
proletariat and ptepare people's minds for bdnging about the transition from socialism to communism.
Openly proposing the slogan of a "literat'cre and art of the whole
People," Chou Yang unsctupulously opposed the orientation fot
literatute and art- of sewing the workets, peasants and soldiers
formulated by Chairman Mao. He sptead the nonsense that this
had "alteady become outdated," that "the object of setvice is the
people of the v,hole coufltry; in this respect, it is different from what
it was at the time of the Yenan Fotum on Literature and Art, it is
widet than at that time," and that therefote, today's "literature and
sphere of ideology; they serve
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art should be acceptable to all kinds of people." He desctibed revolutionary literature and afi as a tool fot communicating the ideas
and feelings of diffetent classes. He said: "An echo has nothing
much to do with class character. The art of any class is definitely

itself. It is to be appreciated
in all people," He also said:

not to be appreciated merely by that class

by all

classes and arouses an echo

"Some works reflect both class interests and the interests of the whole
people."
Chahman Mao saysl
In the woild today all culture, all literature and art belong to definite
classes and are geared to definite political lines. There is in fact no such
thing as art fot art's sake, art that stands above classes ot aft that is detached
frorn or independent of politics.'

The "literature and art of the whole people" advocated by Chou
Yang, just as the so-called "state of the whole people" publicized
by Khrushchoy, were nothing but bourgeois and tevisionist rubbish
designed to deceive the people. Khtushchov used the slogan of
"state of the whole people" to eliminate the most fundamental
^
thing in the ptoletarian tevolution
the dictatotship of the ptoletatiat; Chou Yang, on his part, used the slogan of "literature and
art of the whole people" to eliminate the most fundamental thing
in proletatian literature and art- serving the workets, peasants
and soldiers. A socialist country that eliminates the dictatotship
of the proletariat is bound to degenerate into a capitalist country;
proletatian literature and art that depat ftom the orientation of
serving the workers, peasants and soldiers are bound to turn into
bourgeois literature and art. Thete is absolutely no such thing as
literature art.d afi that ate acceptable to all classes and ate able to
evoke an echo in all classes. The true purpose of Chou yang,s agitation for "literatute and u;t of the whole people,, was to transfotm
proletaian literature and art into boutgeois literature and att and
so open the path for the bourgeoisie to stage a come-back.

tt7

3. Chou Yang Distotted the Party's Policy of "Let a Hundred
Flowers Blossom and a Hundted Schools of Thought Contend,"
and Energetically Wotked for Bourgeois Liberalization

of thought contefld" was to promote a boutgeois llberaltzation in a
big way and let all ghosts and monsters come out and "open wide."
This meant he would allow only the bourgeoisie to "open wide"
but prohibit the ptoletariat from doing so, and he vainly attempted

The Patty's policy of "let a hundted flowets blossom and a hundred
schools of thought contend" is an extremely fitm class policv of the
proletariat. The policy is put fotward on the basis of the fact that
classes and class struggle still exist in socialist society. It is a policy
that setves to consolidate the dictatorship of the ptoletariat in our

to choke the fragratt flowers of the p detariatby cultivating poisonous
weeds of the landlord and bourgeois classes. At the same time,
Chou Yang also set himself up as the guardian angel of the boutgeoisie to protect the poisonous weeds. If the ptoletariaf wanted
to root out the poisonous weeds, then this was encroaching upon
the "liberty" of Chou Yang and comPany and flouting their ptohibitions, and they would charge you with "violating the policy of 'let a
hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools ofthought contend"'
and they would use the big stick on you.
Bourgeois kberilizztiot:- is one of the black flags of modern revisionism. This was the flag hoisted by the Petofi Club in Hungary,
afi citcles, and also
by the tevisionist elements of Soviet ltteraty
^fld
by Chou Yang. In 1956, aftet the zoth Congtess of the C.P.S.U.,
Chou Yang turned into a parrot for I(fuushchon openly ptaising the
Congress as "having the gteat advantage that it has emancipated
the mind and btoken down the ideological monopoly which existed
in the past." In 1957, Chou Yang came out as the spokesman of

country through class sttuggle in the ideological sphete

the sttuggle

to foster what is ptoletarian and eradicate what is -bourgeois. It
is a policy that facllttates the development of Marxism-Leninism
in the struggle against all kinds of boutgeois ideas. It is a policy
that helps the socialist culture of out country to grow and thtive.
The implementatiori of this policy greatly strengthens the leading
position of Matxism-Leninism, of Mao Tse-tung's thought in the
sphere

of ideology and culture.

Taking up a positiofl entirely on the boutgeois, teactionary side
and proceeding from the class needs of the bourgeoisie, Chou Yang
putposely obliterated the class content of these two slogans
"ls1
a hundred flowets blossom and a hundted schools ofthought contend,,
and presented them in a distorted fasht'on as a policy opposing
-the "monopoly of
ideology," opposing "dogmatism," opposing
"administrative method," opposing "let one single flowet blossom
and only one school of thought speak out." By opposing the "monopoly of ideology," he actually meant opposing the leading position of Marxism-Leninism, of Mao Tse-tung's thought. The "dogmatism" which he opposed was precisely the most fundamental
thing in Mao Tse-tung's thought on litetature and art, that is : literature
and
must serve the workers, peasants and soldiets and serve so^fi
cialism. The "administrative method" which he objected was exacdy
the Party's leadetship in literature and art. SThen he raised a clamout
against "let one single fowet blossom and only one school of thought
speak out," it was to preveflt us ftom developing socialist literature
afi. The purpose of Chou Yang's deliberate distortion of the
^id
Party'spolicyof "let ahundted flowers blossom and a hundted schools

It8

the bourgeois Rightists, when he said with rapturous

ioy:

"The

severe cold of the past is now thawing." But he was still not satisfied
with that. So he clamouted: "Though there has been a thaw,
dogmatism and sectatianism are still rampant. The Ptesent situation
can be described as 'the cool of spring,' the period of rcal spdng
warmth and blossom time has flot yet come." SThat kind of "petiod
of spdng warmth and blossom time" did Chou Yang petsistently
dream of? It was a petiod of the restotation of capitalism, of full
"ltberdization" for Chou Yang and company, when poisonous
weeds would sprout evetywhere and ghosts and monstets would be

free

to do whatevet they like.

Chaitman Mao has said:
ertoneous ideas, all poisonous weeds, all ghosts and monstets, must
be subjected to criticism; in no citcumstance should they be allowed to

All

spread unchecked.s
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\We must adhere

his petch as the guatdian angel ofthe boutgeoisie, and let the sunlight

that in class society there is only human nature of a class chatactet,
that thete is absolutely no human riature above classes. S7hat Chou
like his so-called "the inYang calls human nature above classes

of Mao Tse-tung's thought shine ovet the good earth and let
socialist hundted flowers bloom all ovet the wodd.

noceflt mind of a child," "true hearts" and "the btothethood of
is in essence bourgeois human natute and boutgeois individ6s11"

to the teachings of Chaitman Mao, uproot Chou
Yang's black fag of bourgeois ltbedtzation, knock Chou Yang off
the

-

-

ualism.

Chou Yang Peddled a Wide Range of Bourgeois, Reactionary Viewpoints on Literature and Art and Opposed the
Marxist Viewpoints on Literatute and Att

4.

The vatious boutgeois viewpoints on litetatute and art which were
criticized by Chairman Mao in lis Talfu at the Yenan Forzm on Literature
and Art, and the various bourgeois and revisionist viewpoints on
literature and zrt which have been criticized since the foundt'ng of
sustr
the People's Republic of China and ate still being criticized
as "the theory of human nature," "the theory of thinking in tetms
of images," "the theory of emotionalism," "the theory of the broad

path of realism," "the theory of truthful writing," "the theory of
portraying middle characters," "the theoty of broad subject-rnatter,"
"the theoty of inditect co-ordination," etc.

-

wete all goods displayed

in Chou Yang's black matket, stamped with the "Chou Family Brund"
and disposed of by him through wholesale and tetail outlets.
Chou Yang peddled the bourgeois "theoty of human natute" and
opposed the Mamist theory
Chairman Mao has said:

of

classes.

In class society everyone lives as a mernber of a particular ctrass, and
every kind of thinking, without exception, is stamped with the brand of
a

class.a

But Chou Yang said that to take men as the "personification of
classes and with only class character" was "class labellism." FIe
vocifetously advocated that works of literature and art should exptess human nature and not class nature. He advocated "hunting
for a kind of true man who is comparatively mote human," "expressing
the innocent mind of a child," "writing about true people and true
hearts" and wtiting about "the brotherhood of men." Marists hold
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Chou Yang peddled the "theory of thinking in terms of images"
and opposed the Marxist theoties of knowledge and teflection. FIe
said that "thinking in tetms of images" was the particular law of
art and. that "the thinking in terms of images and the thinking of
logic ate t'"vo diffetent things." The "thinking in terms of images"
advettised by Chou Yang was, according to him, a kind of pure
perceptual activity ruling out reason; a kind of activity of pute images
excluding logical thinking; a kind of activity leading from perception
to perception and from image to image. This mystical "thinking
in terms of images" was a fiction; it simply does not exist in fact.
Chatrman Mao has said:
Fully to reflect a thing in its totality, to reflect its essence, to reflect its
inherent laws, it is necessaty thtough the exercise of thought to leconstruct
the dch dat^ of sense perception, discarding the dross and selecting the
essential, eliminating the false and retaining the true, proceeding from the
one to the othet and from the outside to the inside, in order to form a system
of concepts and theodes it is necessary to make a leap from perceptual

-

to rational knowledge,6
This is a universal truth. Only by going through this ptocess of
cognition can writers and artists ga:: a knowledge of the wodd
and engage in creating works of literature and art. The so-called
"theoty of thinking in tetms of images" advocated by Chou Yang
is anti-Marxist. Its aim is to radically oppose the application of the
viewpoints of dialectical materialism and histotical materialism by
writers and attists in their observation of the wotld, of society and
of Iiteratute
art; its aim is to deny completely the guiding role
^nd
exercised by the world outlook of wtiters and artists over their
creatiye work in literature and art. Chou Yang spoke of wtitets and
artists as if they 'were afl extraordinary type of people and of creative
vr'otk in literature and art as an extraordinary kind of activity over
which nobody can exercise control. He fabticated a theotetical

tzl

basis

for opposing the Party's

leadetship

in litetature and att

and

for opposing the communist world outlook.
Chou Yang peddled boutgeois realism and blew the trumpet fot
the "theory of ttuthful writing." He was a most fanatical wotshippet
of European boutgeois realism of the r8th and rgth centuries. T'he

of bourgeois tealism is "truthful wtiting." The so-called
"truthful wtiting" means exposure. From the armoury of bourgeois

essence

att, Chou Yang picked out this "talisrnan" of bourgeois
realism in order to oppose the method of creative work put forwatd
by Chairman 1\4ao, in which revolutionaty realism and revolutionaty

literature

a,nd

romanticism are combined, in order to dissuade wtiters and artists
ftom eulogizing socialism and encourage them to expose the socalled "seamy side" of socialism. Chou Yang said that in wotks
of literatute and art "the theme can only be the conclusion dtawn
from the observation of life," and when a writet's "viewpoint is
removed from that of the Party, he should be faithful to life, faitMul
to truth and faithful to obiective things." "If he only searches fot
rosy things, that is not truth." He frantically clamoured that 'we
"should expose our deEects, should expose the seamy side of the
socialist system."

Chairman Mao has pointed out:
If you ate a boutgeois wtiter or attist, you will eulogize not the ptoletariat
but the bourgeoisie, and if you ate a proletatian writer or artistr you will
eulogize not the bourgeoisie but the proletatiat and working people: it
must be one or the other.o
Chou Yang is precisely the former. Like a1l landlords, tich peasants, counter-revolutionaties, bad elements and Rightists, Chou
Yang loved what the rrr'orking people hated and hated what the
working people loved, and was full to the mattow of class hatred fot
the Party, for socialism and for the wotking people. He put on
countet-revolutionaty colouted spectacles to search only fot the socalled "seamy side" of the radiant socialist teality. Fot more than
a decade he shouted himself hoatse for "truthful wtiting" fot the
sake of instigating writers and attists to attack the socialist system
and to c ricat.oe the working people.
Chou Yang peddled the "theory of porttaying middle chatacters"
and opposed the portrayal of worker, Peasant and soldiet hetoes.
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To

po:r]t:rry

wotket, peasant and soldier hetoes is a fundamental task

of proletatianliteratute

andatt. fn out erathe

class struggle between

the proletariat ar'd the bourgeoisie on the literaty and art ftont is
focused on the question of which class' heroes should be porttayed
and which class' characters should be allowed to hold the ceritre
crf the stage in works of literature and art. This is the boundary line
which separates the litetatute and art of one class from the other.
\rVe have always advocated that revolutionary wtitets and artists
should enthusiastically potray worket, Peasarit and soldier heroes
zrmed with Mao Tse-tung's thought. Yet on this question Chou
Yang took an attitude comPletely antagonistic to ours, Under the
pretext of examining evetybody in the light of the concept of "one
divides into two," he said that in life thete was no "petfect person
without a single defect" and opposed the creation ofideal proletarian
charactets in our literary and art works. IIe advocated writing about
"the inhetent flaws in the charactet" of poor Peasants, workers and
Patty membets and the "wounded feelings" of the working people;
in fact he aimed at encouraging the portrayal of "middle characters,"
namely, the backward people. On the one hand, Chou Yang exerted
the utmost efforts to oPpose our porttayal of worker, peasant and
soldier hetoes; on the other he advocated the eulogizing ofthe tepresehtatives of the landlotd and bourgeois classes. He spread the
floflsense that "any class, any clique has its ptogressive aspect,"
that "thete is also a progressive asPect in the circles of bourgeois
industrialists and businessmen," that "there are also good emperors,"
and that "there are also some telatively sober-minded people among
the feudal rulets." Truly as the sal,ings 96; "A special kind of
melon comes from a special kind of vine; the people of a partictiar'
class have their own particulat kind of talk." Thete is no mistaking
here what Chou Yang loved and what he hated.
Chou Yang canvassed the "theory of btoad subiect-matter" and
opposed writing on significant themes. The question of subiectmatter in cteating works of literatute arld art is a vety important
one. In selecting subiect-mattet fot creative wotk, writers and attists
must subordinate theit choice to the requitements of classes and
clrss struggle. We advocate that all tevolutjonaty wtiters and
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artists should strive to depict the gteat Mao Tse-tung era, the great
socialist tevolution and socialist construction, the great people's
war, hetoes armed with Mao Tse-tung's thought and theit heroic
exploits, and so on. These are the significant themes of out era.
On the pretext of opposing the "theory of subiect-matter as the
decisive factor," Chou Yang opposed wdting about impottant
subject-mattet. He said that "not depicting our times" and "not
necessarily meeting the needs of the people's struggles completely"
can also serve socialism, He sounded the trumpet for the "dreory
of broad subiect-matter," advocated that subiect-matter should be
"\aried," and shouted that writets and attists should have "full
freedom" in choosing their subject-matter and that "those fanlJiar
with ancient times should wtite about ancient times and those familiat
with modern times should write about modetn times'" He laid special
stress

on ptoducing things that he called "harmless," 'piquant,"

and "able to taise the level of apprec.iation and taste," in a vain attempt

to lead the writets and artists on to the wrong track so that they
would divorce themselves from proletarian politics and ftom the
reality of class sttuggle.
Chou Yang canvassed the "theory of indirect co-ordination" and
opposed the view that literature and art should serve Proletarian
politics.
Chaitman Mao has said:
Party work in literature and art occupies a definite and assigned position
in Patty tevolutionary work as a whole and is sutrrordinated to the revolutionaty tasks set by the Party in a given revolutionaty pedod.T
Proletarian literature ar,d att must become an obedient insttument
of the Party, serve the revolutionary tasks set by the Party in a given
period, sewe giving prominence to politics and the promotion of
the tevolutio nization of man's ideology, and help the people fight
the enemy with one heart amd one mind. To stray from this standpoint is to betray the fundamental task of proletarian literature and

change in the subotdinate position of literatute and art in relation
to politics. He considered that the relationship between litetature
ar.d att and politics should be that of "placing an ordet for goods,"
of state and private joint ownership. He considered that writers

and artists "may accept" ot "may refuse" tasks assigned them by
the Party; he scofed at us fot subordinating litetature and art to
political tasks, saying that it is outdated "art troupe experience";
he abused us for "writing about, performing, and painting the cefltral
task," describing it as "rrattow, improper," \Vhat is Chou Yang's
so-called "indirect co-ordination"? "\Tithout political corrtent,"
he said, "(literatute and art) can also setve politics," In essence
what he wanted was flot serving proletariat polit-ics, but serving
bourgeois politics.
For mote than ten yeats Chou Yang, this big dealer in contraband,
Put up the signboard of tevolution behind which he actually peddled
counter-revolution. Under the signboards of "authotity," "specialist"
and "supteme master" he sold the black rnerchandise of the boutgeois,

reactionary viewpoints on literature and art, and defrauded and
poisoned many people. The question of what outlook each writet
or artist adopts on litetature and art is one that is related to his soul.
If Chou Yang's whole bourgeois, reactionary outlook on litetatute
and'art is not completely repudiated and discredited, it will be impossible to recognize clearly the essence of his counter-tevolutionaty
revisionist programme for literature and art, and it will also be impossible to eradr'cate the poisonous effects of his boutgeois outlook
on literature and art from literary and art circtres.

j. Chou Yang Ftantically Advocated the \[otship of What
Is Foteign and the Restoration of What Is Ancient, Obstinately
Resisted Socialist Transforrnation of Literature and Art

some-

The ptoletatian cultutal tevolution is a gteat revolution which touches

thing not quite dght about the idea of setving; at most one can speak
of direct co-otdination or inditect co-ordination." Hete Chou Yang
put foff/atd the "theory of iqdirect co-otdinatiori" to effect a tadical

the people to their very souls. It is to eliminate thoroughly the
old ideas and old culture, old customs and old habits which were
fostered by all the exploiting classes for thousands of years to poison

art. However, Chou Yang atrogantly asserted: "Thete is
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the minds of the people. It is to create and fotm among the broad
masses of the people entirely new ideas, new culture, new customs
and new habits of the proletariat.
For the last decade and more, Chou Yang consistently and obstinately tesisted the socialist ttansformation of litetature and art and
fanaically promoted feudal and capitalist litetature and art. He
was all semility before "foreigners" and was a pious scion of the
ancients. He was a diehard royalist in the matter of feudal and capitalist literaturc and att.
Chou Yang lauded European boutgeois culture of the r8th and
rgth centuries as "the summit of human culture in the wodd"; he
praised the Russian bourgeois literary critic Chernyshevsky as the
founder of the Manrist theory on Iiterature and att and as a Karl
Marx who had "transformed literatute." Chou Yang opposed with
all his might our criticism of the boutgeois mastets of litetature and
att, arguing, for example, that Stanislavski w^s "a very important -ski"
and "a very big -ski"; that "he had very important achievements to
his ctedit" and "he must not and could not be overthrown." He
advocated "the continuous introduction" into China of the boutgeois

literature and att

of other countries. He wanted the

theatte and

opera to Present such pieces as La Traaiata, Roneo and Jwliet, Otbello,
King Lear, so that these wotks would be "quickly populatized in

China." He also vranted us to learn from the "nouvelle vague"
(new wave) and "modernist" litetature and art, which are the most
re ctionaty and most decadent of the contemporary boutgeois schools
of literature and art. Chou Yang held that "without this condition,
there can be no upsurge of (socialist) culture."
Chou Yang said: "To exploit legacy is of decisive impoftance to
tlie development of socialist litetatute and art and to the creation of
a naional character." He added: "In my view, it is unfilial to tecognize only a part of the works cteated after libetation and to label
the old wotks as feudal and those ptoduced after the May 4th Movement as bourgeois." He even had the eftontery to call the literatute
and. aft of the petiod following the May 4th Movement the "fathet"
and the litetature and art of the feudal pedod the "gtandfathet,"
adding, "without them, how could you have come into being?
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Whcther you like it ot not, you cannot deny yout gtandfathet and
I:rthcr." Therefore, he advocated publishing en masse ttaditional
theatrical pieces so as to let various theatrical troupes petform them
and "popularize among the masses" such feudal stuff so that they

till the communist eta."
While energetically ptomoting feudal literature and art, Chou Yang
advocated "the theory of inheriting old ethical values" and made
the absurd assertion that "although the political philosophy, ethics,
would "glitter with sparkling tadiance

the principles governing the relations between emperor and minister
and between father. and son, etc., which the Chinese people accumulated in the prolonged feudal society, are feadal things, we still
can leatn something ftom them," and his attempt was to "systemaacally preserve the ideology of the old times in today's literature
zrtd att."
As eatly as 1944, ClnairrrranMao pointed out that history was created
by the people. But in the old theatre (and in all old literature and
att which were divorced from the people), the people were portrayed
as riffraff while the lords and ladies and theit sons and daughters
dominated the stage. This distottion of history had to be put right,
so as to restore the true historical fact. In r9Jo, Chairman Mao put
forward the policy of "let a hundred flowers blossom and weed through
the bld to let the new emerge." It ry@, he pointed out that in
all fotms of art drama, ballads, music, the fine arts, the dance,
the cinema, poetry and litetatute, etc.,-problems abounded; the
people engaged in them srere numerous; and in many departments
very little had been achieved so far in socialist ttansformation. The
"dead" still dominated in many departments. \(asn't it absutd that
many Communists showed enthusiasm in advancing feudal aod
capitalist art, but no zeal in promoting socialist art, Chaitman Mao
added. Being a pious scion of feudal litetatute arrd art, Chou Yang
persistently and stubbornly resisted Chaitman Mao's insttuctions,
opposed the refotm of the traditional opetatic art and opposed the
staging of dramas on contemporary, revolutionaty themes. He
disparaged the reform of the ttaditional operatic art as "crude," arrd
advocated that "we should not strain" to carty out the reform "lest
the result should be a monsttosity like nothing on earth." Indeed,
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Chou Yang was loyal and frlial to the hilt to the emperots, kings,
genetals, ministers, scholars and beauties. In his eyes, whoevet

was in favour of reform was virtually desecrating the graves of his
ancestors and leaving his family without posterity' Chou Yang,
however, d"id not entirely reftzin from talking about reform' But
his so-called reform amounted to weeding through the old to let
the old emerge, ot even weeding through the new to let the old
emerge, instead of weeding through the old to let the new emerge'
He tequired the theatre of the modern drama, which originally mainly
ptesented plays on revolutionary themes, to perfotm such things as
Lord chiao steps into aBride's sedan Chair, AFrastrated scbolar'sTragedl,
Generab of the Yang Fani[t and Golden Beaclt. This was regtessive,
teacttooaty and counter-revolutionarv "teforrn'"
Chou Yang showed tremendous zeal it Ptomoting feudal and
capitalist literature and axt, with the Purpose of squeezing out pro-

letarian literature and afi and calling forth a flood of landlord and
bourgeois literature and aft and bringing about a genetal festofation

of feudalism and capitalism.
Marxists never refuse to accept and leatn from both chinese and
foreign ltterary and art legacies.
Chairman Mao Tse-tung has said:
As for foteign cultute, it would be a wtong policy to shut it out, tather
we should as far as possible draw on what is ptogtessive in it for use in
the development of China's new cultute; it would also be wrong to coPy
it blindly, rather we should draw on it critically to meet the actual needs
of the chinese people.... similarly, ancient chinese culture should neithet
blindly copied, but should be accePted discriminatingly so as to help the progtess of China's new cultrre'8

be totally rejected nor

Obviously, it is a Marxist policy to accePt discriminatingly both
chinese ancl foreign literary and afi legacies; it is a policy conducive
to the develoPment of new socialist literature and afi' Chou Yang's
total and uncritical acceptance of chinese and foreign literaty and
aft legacies is a policy running countef to Marxism, a policy designed
to undermine new socialist literature afrd afi; it is a counter-tevolution ry, revisionist policy. Revolutionary literaty arrd afi vr'ofkefs
must abide by the only cortect policy formulated by Chairman Mao
Tse-tung, integtate themselves with the btoad masses of the wotkets,

l)crsants ancl sol&ets and be critics of the old cultute and creatots

of

the new cultute.

6. Chou Yang Opposed Proletarian l-iteraty and Art Ctiticism
and Attacked the Stuggle on the Literaty and Art Front to
Foster Proletarian Ideology and Etadicate Eourgeois Ideology
Ptoletarian litetary and ari criticism is an important aspect of the
struggle to foster proletarian ideology and eradicate bourgeois ideology
on the ideological and cultural front; it is an irnportant means by
which the Paty gives leaclership in literaty and art worIi, and an
important factor which helps socialist literary and attistic creation
to thtive. There are two ctiteria in literary and art cri.ticism the

political and the artistic.
Chairman Mao has said:

-

Each class in evety class society has its own political and attistic criteda.
tsut all classes in all class societies invariably put the political criterion

first and the attistic critedon second.0
Chou Yang, however, opposed this brilliant thesis of Chaitman
Mao's with the nonsense that "only when a high attistic level js
reached can politics come fitst." For f,lms, he laid down the four
ctiteri^ of "good plot, good shots, good cast and good music,"
deJiberately leaving out good politics. Like all reactionary bourgeois
literary and art critics, Chou Yang's absurd thesis about placing the
artistic criterion first was simply designed to oppose proletarian
politics and peddle bourgeois politics under an "art comes first"
cover. On the pretext of "do not vrtlgarize the political criterion,"
Chou Yang flagrantly tampeted with Chairman Mao's six political
criteria for distinguishing fragrant fowers from poisonous weeds;
art work into "beneficial, harmless and hatmful
he divided Tttetary
^nd
categories," and devised the "theory of hatmless and beneficial,"
meaning politically "harmless" and somewhat "beteficial" to life
in order to open the door wide to trash about emperors and kings,
generals and prime ministets, scholars and beauties, flowets and
birds, fish and insects, ptodigies and ancient lovers, etc.
'1.29
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Chairman Mao has taught us that thete is no coflstruction without
desttuction, no fowing without damming and no motion without
rest. Desttuction hete means ctiticism, means revolution. Destruction comes first, and, in the coutse of it, there is construction.
But Chou Yang loudly sang an opposing tune, setting out the absurd
theory that "construction must come before desttuction" and that
"desttuction is easy while construction is difEcult," He said: "Desttuction is compatatively easy but consttuction is mote diflicult.
Not all desttuction equates with consttuction." In opposing destruction, Chou Yang intended to Prevent the proletadat from uprooting poisonous weeds, from making tevolution. To this end,
he laid down many taboos to resttict the ptoletatian Left, such as
they must not "use such methods as the movements employed in
tepudiating Hu Shih, and Hu Feng, and in cdticizing Yu Ping-po in
the past, but should use comparatively mild methods," they must

not slap on "political labels," they must "sttictly distinguish academic
question from political question," th.y must "argue entirely on
academic gtounds," and so on. He vainly attempted to bind the
ptoletarian Left hand and foot with these and eliminate proletatian
hteraty and art ctiticism,
Chou Yang aited grievances on behalf of the ghosts and monstets
who had been ctiticized in the various majot struggles on the ltteruty
and art front since liberation and campaigned wi.dely to have the
judgments on them reversed. He viciously attacked the ptoletariat
for the struggle against the bourgeois Rightists and the ctiticism of
the various poisonous weeds; he said it was a "big chopping offand
cutting down," "the riffruff mounting an offensive to the beating of
drums" and "impossible for scholars to reasofl with soldiers." He
maligned past political movements as creating "abysses"; "a Rightist
abyss, an ani-Pztty abyss, a Right oppottunist abyss, a revisionist
abyss. Thete ate too many abysses and if one falls into one of them
there is no hope of getting out." The tree may prefer calm but the
wind does not subside. Class sttuggle is independent of man's will.
All teactionaties create abysses for themselves and iump into them
of theit own free will. Chou Yang's slander that we create "abysses"
was simply a futile eflott to counter-attack in revenge. The struggle
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bctween the proletariat and the boutgeoisie is a life-and-death sttuggle
iF the ptoletatiat does not exetcise dictatotship over the bourgeoisie,

-the bourgeoisie will exercise dictatorship
over the proletatiat.

How-

ever much Chou Yang and his ilk attack or abuse us, the proletariat
will not even for a moment stop or relax the struggle against you
representatives of the bourgeoisie and all the other ghosts and
monsters, who are against the Party, socialism and Mao Tse-tung's

thought.
Revolutionary Titenry and art ctiticjsm is one of the chief weapons
of the proletariat in its sttuggle against the bourgeoisie. Sfe must
advocate revolutionary, militant, mass Literaty and aft criticism,
place the weapon of ltterary and art ctiticism in the hands of the
broad masses of the workers, peasaflts and soldiets, and ensute that
the professional critics are integrated with the amateur ctitics from
among the masses. In the great proletatian cultural tevolution, all
the 7oo rnillion people are critics. Taking the great thought of
Mao Tse-tung as their \ileapon, they are vdtantly engaged in fierce
battles with the ghosts and monstets and are showing a clear and
fitm class stand and a feadess revolutionaty spirit. Is not "the offensive launched to the beating of drums" by the ptoletarian Left

and the revolutionary masses what Chou Yang feats most ? We
will'indeed beat the drums of battle and rush fotward in a mass offensive against you ghosts and monstets.

7. Chotr Yang Dissemirrated the Fallacy That Class Struggle
Had Died Down, Advocated the "Three-Famous" Ptinciple and
the "Thtee-Flighs" Policy, Scheming to Bdng About a "Peaceful
Evolution" Throughout the Ranks of the Literary and Art
Workets
It

1957,

in

his Oa tlte Correct Handling of Contradictiorc Auong tle

People, Chairman Mao Tse-tung pointed out:
In China, although in the main socialist ttansformation has been completed with respect to the system of ownetshipr and although the latgescale and turbulent class sttuggles of the rnasses characteristic of the previous
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tevolutionafy pefiods have in the main come to an end, thete are still rem'
nants of the overthrown landlord and comptador classes, thete is still a boutgeoisie, and the rernoulding of the petty boutgeoisie has only just started'
The class stfuggle is by no fneans ovet. The class struggle between the
proletariat and the boutgeoisie, the class struggle between the different
political fotces, and the class stfuggle in the ideological field between the
proletariat and the boulgeoisie will continue to be long and tottuous and
at times will even becorne very acute. The proletariat seeks to ttansfotm
the world according to its own wodd outlook, and so does the boutgeoisie.
In this respect, the question of which will win out, socialism or capitalism,

is still not really settled.lo
Soon after Chairman Mao gave this irnportant insttuction, Chou
Yang openly declared: "!(/e have carried out the peaceful temoulding
of the boutgeoisie. The present questions Me all questiolls of conttadictions among the people and the method of class struggle is no

longet applicable."
In r96t, when the domestic and international class struggle was
very sharp and the ghosts and monstets in literaty and att circles
became very active, launching wild attacks on the Party and on socialism, Chou Yang came out with this statement: "As I see it, out tanks
a1.;t belong to the revolutionary class, the pfoletatiat,
in literature
^Ld
and not to the boutgeoisie," and "our Titetary and afi citcles, our
intellectual circles, ere a very lovable contingent." Referting to

One was to actively expand the skeleton fotce of his countetrevolutionary gangster inn by recruiting desetters and enlisting
renegades and by forming cliques putsuing their own selfish intetests.

Chou Yang ttied in every possible way to help the Rightists reverse
the eadier cottect decision on them. He made the preposterous
assettion that "some people became Rightists because they muddleheadedly joined in kicking up a fuss"' He saidl "Thete are some

very intelligeflt peoPle among them" and "we should help thern
remove the label (of Rightists)." He added: "In this way, our
tanks will grow and will not rerna:;fl narrow in scope." Chou Yang
attacked the Patty's policy concerning cadres and abused the socialist
system, alleging that it is "no less sevete" in "ignoting" petsons of

talent. Having ati. axe to gtind, he declared: "The trouble is not
the lack of good hotses that can gallop a thousand li a day, but the

out."

Obviously tegatding
himself as Po Yueh, Chou Yang dragged in a numbet of bourgeois
ultra-individualists and raked together the scum of society-Rightists,
renegades, traitors, reactionaty bourgeois men of letters and surviYals
of the past and fotmed a diehard couflter-tevolutionary tevisionist
absence

gang.

of Po Yueh, who can pick them

-

waged against the boutgeoisie; but at the same time he wanted to
incite the latter to rvage class sttuggle against the fotmer. Behind
the smokescreen of this theoty, Chou Yaflg rabidly attacked our
Itterury and- art ranks without let-up throughout the last decade and

The other method Chou Yang used was ideological cotrosion
and'peaceful evolution, by which he plotted to make the ranks of
the revolutionaryEterary ar,d^rt workers change colour. He opposed
the study of Chairman Mao's works and slanderously desctibed the
creative study and appfication of Chaitman Mao's works by literary
and art workets as "ovet-simplification ar,d vtlgarization." He
afi workers should tead more works by
advocated that Trterary
^fid
foreign authors of the r8th and rgth centuries, "even reacld.ona;ry
books," and that the brains of young People should be made "a
Iittle complicated" and that "the spirit of Hai Jui as shown in fotv/arding his memorial to the thtone" should be cultivated amoflg
the youths. Chou Yang was agairlst going deep into life and ideological remoulding. To young people, he said: "It is impossible to
draw experience from life by going to villages or factories" and "so

mofe.

it is not necessaty to go there." To oldet people,

the botrrgeois elements in literary ancl art circles who had been "subject

to criticism and struggle," Chou Yang also said: "They are good
comracles." In his opiniofl, classes and class struggle no longer
existed in our literary and art tanks, and the class struggle had once
and for all been extinguished.
Did Chou Yang really believe the theory that class sttuggle had
come to an end ? No. Hete he was engaging in a great coflspiracy:
I{e wanted to stamp out the class struggle which the proletariat

fn
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these attacks, he tesorted mainly to two methods:

a week

he said: "Stay
in the village and then spend anothet week in the county town
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to solve the ptoblems of taking baths and gratifying your appetite."
fn a wotd, what he advocated was that people should lock themselves
up in their studies and "strive to improve theit skill" in seclusion.
FIe was against giving prominence to politics and putsued the policy
of the "three-highs"
high salaries, high royalties and high awards.

-

He said: "Payment should be made accotding to the kind of stuff
produced. The painters can sell their paintings. The film ditector
who rnakes a film will get paid, if he does not, he won't. This is also
applicable to writers. If they produce, they will be paid fees and
get toyalties." Chou Yang opposed the Party's cultivation of the
younger generation. He pteached a kind of "thtee-famous" principle
famous writers, farnous directors and famous actors, In his
-opinion,
"it is necessaty to teTy on the old experts to tr ifl young
writers" and it depends on "one's personal endeavour to become a
famous specialist." He urged young people to try and become
"actofs with a great power of attnction" of "repfesentatives of
dramaitc art in one of its fotms." This, he said, q/as as necessaty as
"a leader is to a political party."
rWe must tell Chou Yang shatply; That kind of thing won't
wotk. Yout scheming was doomed to failure.
The question of what kind of
of literary afld art workets
^n ^rmy
is to be built is the key issue which determines whether proTetaian
literature ancl art will flourish or be extinguished. Unless there is
afl arrrry of proletatian literaty and art workers, there can be no ptoletztian literature and art. \7e understand this, and so does the
enemy. This is why the eflemy always tries in every way to corrode
and disrupt the ranks of our lttetary and art workers. All along
thete has been a sharp and complicated class struggle in our ltterary
and zrt ranks ever since the birth of proletarian litetatute and art in
China. It is not at all surptising that Chou Yang racked his btains
to change the colour ofour literary and art ranks. Our revolutionary
literary and art workers must go thtough storm and stress and remould their ideology in the three great revolutionary movements of
class sttuggle, the sttuggle fot ptoduction and scientific expetiment,
and in the heat of struggle and life of the workers, peasants afld
soldiers. They must temper themselves to become ted fightets in
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literatute and aft who do not work for fame or fottune but ate teady
to defy hatdship and death and serve the people whole-heattedly, so
that the ranks of our literary ar,d axt workers will be tutned into a
highly proletarian and highly militant army which is infinitely loyal
to the ptoletariat and the wotking people, to the cause of the Party,
and to Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tse-tung's thought.

8. Chou Yang Opposed Party Leadetship

in the Votk of

Literature and Art in a Vain Attempt to Usurp Party Leadetship,
Seize Power, and Bdng About the Restotation of Capitalism
Chairman Mao has said:
The fotce at the very core that leads out cause is the Communist Patty

of China.r l

Only with this core, can the cause of socialism and communism
succeed, Only with this core, can socialist Uterature and art thrive
and develop. So long as this core exists, na anti-P^rty and antisocialist schemes for a countet-revolutionary restoratiorl can succeed.
Vzith his reacl,onaty class stand, Chou Yang was well aware that
Patty leadetship was the biggest barriet to the carrying through of

his counter-revolutionary revisionist programme for litetatute and
att, the most fotmidable opponent of his futile effotts to usurp Patty
leadership, seize po.wer and bring about a capitalist restoration.
That was why over the yeats in his various campaigns against
one thing or another, Chou Yang invariably ditected the speathead of all his attacks against Party leadership. He vilified
Party leadership as "monopoly of everything by a single patty"
and insidiously remarked that "old ideas sometimes apPeat in other
feudalforms, that is, old content in new fotm, The old content
patriarchal rule; the new fotm
the sectetaty of the Patty committee
in command." He abused the Party's political and ideological work,
saying that it "occupied all and replaced everything." He called
Patty-member cadres "rulers" and "enslayets." Chou Yang clamouted that leadership in the Party's literature afld art be handed
over to "the specialists inside and outside the Party," to a "joint
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leadership" "with petsons outside the Party," exercising leadetship
in "social ways," and "through an arts committee." He advocated
that the associations of wtitets and artists should be theit "own
organizations and not become appendages of the government."
He incited workers in literatute and art not to follow the Party's instructions, asserting that "the saying'to follow the Party's leadetship
unconditionally' needs considetation," and he declated that "the
Paty should not give otders regatding literature and art, The peony
will blossom iust the same in Loyang if it is exiled there."
From this complete tepertory of scurtilous abuse by Chou Yang,
'we can see more clearJy what deep hatted he harbouted for out gteat,
glotious and cotrect Party, ar,dwhat a black-hearted, hideous charactet
he is. In fact, it was none othet than this same self-styled "supreme
master," Chou Yang, who exetcised feudal pattiatchal rule ovet
literaty and att citcles. The tetms "fulefs" and "enslavers" exactly
fit Chou Yang, the lord of hell in literary and afi circles, and his gang
of ghosts and monsters. His sole purpose in vilifying Paty leadership
was to get the Party to give up its position of leadetship and hand
it ovet. This is now obvious to everybody. His own statements
and admissions make his ambition to usutP Party leadetship and
seize power as clear as day.
The black line in litetature and afi of which Chou Yang was the
ringleader, and its counter-revolutionary, tevisionist Programme
for literatute and art, have played havoc in literary and art citcles
in China and have had gtave consequences. In their capacity as leadets
in litetary arrd axt citcles, and under the signboards of old Party
members, veteran "Left-wingets" and well-qualified veterans, they
distorted Mao Tse-tung's thought ofl literature and afi just as they
pleased, did evetything they could to prevent any implementing of
Mao Tse-tung's thought and the Party's line aod policy on litetatute
and att and used their counter-tevolutionary revisionist Programme
fot litetatute and art to tule litetary and art circles. They controlled
the gteat majority of the leading otgarizations in literary and art
circles, turned them into instruments of the dictatorship of the boutgeoisie ovet the proletariat, abused their positions and powets,
issued orders and instructions, attacked the proletarianLeft, shielded
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the bourgeois Rightists, suppressed socialist literatute and att and

to and granted licences for the spteading of
poisonous weeds. They conttolled many positions in literature
gave the green light

and art such as literary and att petiodicals, publishing houses, arts
orgatizations, film studios and btoadcasting stations. They ptoduced a gre t rnany poisonous weeds and widely disseminated theit
poison among the masses of the people. They turned most of the
literary and art associations into bodies of the Hungarian Petofi

Club type and huge dyeing vats of revisionism, thus corrupting
many literary and art wotkers. They transfotmed many att colleges and schools into wotkshops fostering successors to bourgeois
literature and art and poisoned the minds of many young people.
In short, they wete a pack of vicious wolves in sheep's clothing,
serpents disguised as beauties. They waved "ted flags" to opPose
the red flag. They put up the sigoboard of proletarian literatute
and art to peddle bourgeois, tevisionist literature and art. They
cartied the signboard of Communist Party member and yet they
insidiously worked against the Communists and the people. They
were an important field army of the recently exposed counterrevolutionaty clique that opposed the Party, socialism and Mao Tsetung's thought. They were a most dangetous time-bomb hidden
inside out Party and literary and aft circles.
Our sttuggle against the black line in literature and att, of which
Chou Yang was the tingleader, is a sharp class sttuggle to fostet
what is proletarian and eradicate what is boutgeois on the ideological
and cultural front, a struggle to defend Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tse-tung's thought, and to oppose bourgeois, tevisionist ideology;
it is a great life-and-death class struggle between the bourgeoisie
scheming to restore capitalisrn and the ptoletariat detetmined to
prevent it.
Chairman \4ao has said:
. . . We recognize tlrart in the general development of history the rnatedal
determines the mental and social being determines social consciousness,
and indeed must
recognize the reaction of mental on matetial
we also
things, of social consciousness on social being and of the superstructute
on the economic base.l2
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The Centtal Committee of the Party and Chaitman Mao have always
paid grcat attention to getting a grip on the class struggle in the sphete
of ideology, on the superstructure' as means of consolidating and
^
developing the dictatorship of the proletatiat and the socialist system.
Chou Yang and comPafln together with vatious othet counter-

revolutionaty cliques, such as "the three-family village" and "the
four-family inn," too, have always macle desperate efforts to get
a grip on the class sttuggle in the sphere of ideology and on the
superstructure, in otder to prepare the people's minds fot a bourgeois

the ptoletatian Left and the tevolutionary masses, in the vain attemPt

to subdue the mighty tide of the gteat ptoletarian cultutal tevolution.

Now that Chou Yang and his despicable ctew have been exposed
under the light of dan we have to hold on to them tightly, thoroughly
denounce them and hold them uP to shame so that they can never
again sptead poison and harm people.

The gteat proletatian cultural revolution is now surging fotwatd
in

a mighty torrent, sweeping aside all ghosts and monsters that have

enttenched themselves

in various depattments of culture, stotming
"lotd of hell," thoroughly

testotation,

their "kingdom of

Over the last decade and mote, every major sttuggle initiated and
citcles has been
led petsonally by Chairman Mao in literary and

bteaking the monopoly exetted in cultute by a handful of boutgeois

^rt

with the
Tse-tung's
line on literature and art of Marxism-Leninism, of Mao
thought on the one side, and the black line on literatute and att tepresented by Chou Yang, on the other. As far as the majotity of the
a class struggle between the proletadat ar,d the bourgeoisie,

people in literaty and art citcles and the people of the country as
a whole are concef,ned, each of these sttuggles has heightened their
political consciousness, carried Mao Tse-tung's thought deeper into
the hearts of the peoptre, pushed the proletarian cultutal tevolution
a step forward, and brought futthet progress in socialist coflstruction.
Chou Yang, that sly old-hand in opposing the revolution, Put up
of being on the "Left" and dressed himself up as a
^r appez;tance
who was "always cotrect" each time the procharactef"
"positive
Tetariat launched a counter-attack to rebuff

^flattack

"specialistsr" "celebtitiesr" "authotities," and "supreme mastets"
who opposed the Party, socialism and Mao Tse-tung's thought, and
eradicating all the old ideas, old cultute, old customs and old habits
by which the exploiting classes poisoned the minds of the people,
and thus opening up a completely new epoch. Outs is the gteat
epoch of Mao Tse-tung, one in which hundteds of millions of wotkers, peasants and soldiers are masteting Mao Tse-tung's thought and
science and cultute, an epoch in which heroes are coming fotwatd
in multitudes ; it is an epoch in which proletatian tevolutio nary literature and art will surely sparkle with great bdlliance.
J:uly

rz, ry66

by the bourgeoisie.

But when the tide of the revolutionary movement subsided, he would
again sttetch out his claws. T'hus there was a situation in which
their attacks on the Ptoletariat were sometimes futious and sometimes
subdued, sometimes ovett and sometimes covert. But whatever
fotm they may take they always attacked the Party and socialism.
Even as late as 1965 when the storm of the great socialist cultural
tevolution in China had alteady started, acting on the otders of the
chieftain of the countet-revolutionary sinistet gang, who was recefltly
exposed, Chou Yang thtew his weight about with the arrogance of
"the lord of hell," and using such arguments as "evetyone is equal
before the ttuth" and "avoid one-sidedness" as clubs fot striki.ng at
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he11," overthrowing the
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On Sholokhov's Story
"A Man's Lot"
Comrade Mao Tse-tung has told us, "Any given culture (as an ideological form) is a teflection of the politics afld economics of a given

society, and the former in tutn has a tremendous iofluence and effect
upon the latter." (On New Detuocracl) Again, ",. . while we recognizethatin the general development of history the matetial determines
the mental and social being determines social consciousness, we also
recognize the reactioo of mental on material things,
and indeed must
of social consciousness on social being and of the superstructure on
the economic base." (On Contradiclion) The facts have shown that
whenevet couflter-revolutionaries plot to make a come-back, they
first try to prepare public opinion for this in the realm of ideology,

the superstructure, theory, academic work, Iitetature and art. This
is how the I(hrushchov tevisionist clique usurped the leadership of
the C.P.S.U. And this is how the new leadership of the C.F.S.U. is
trying to preserve its teactionaty rule, to carry on the Ithrushchov
revisionist line without I(htushchov.
t40
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Today the revolutionary people of the whole wodd are engaged in
afretce struggle against U.S. imperialism and its lackeys; this angry
tide is tising steadily; and the struggle against the modern revisionists
of the Soviet Union waged by the Matxist-Leninists of the world is
ptogtessing triumphantly. The new leadership of the C.P.S.U.,
in otder to continue to c rry out its revisionist general line and further
its setvile submission to U.S. imperialism, is using all available fotms
of propaganda in an attempt to deceive the Soviet people and the people of the wotld. Since Sholokhov, as a tool of tevisionist politics
posing as a "well-known proletairan wtiter," has deceived cettain
teaders unable to see through him, it is necessaty to tear off his mask
before the people of the rrhole wotld. Let us therefore examine the
vicious featutes of this revisionist setving the interests of the impetialists as they are revealed in his story A Man's Lot.

A Maru's Lot, told thtough the mouth of a nartator, describes the
life of a mar!, laying special emphasis on his bitter "lot" dudng the
war to defend the Soviet Union against the fascists.
As we all know, more than tweflty ye rs
when the Nazis swept
^go,
actoss Eutope and unleashed a sudden all-out attack on the Soviet
Union, the C.P.S.U. headed by Stalin led the people and atmed forces

of this young nation just realizing its socialist industrialization to
fight with unprecedented heroism so that eventually they won a greart
victory against fascism. This victory of the Soviet people flot only
dealt a heavy blow at international imperialism and greatly consolidated and developed their own socialist mothetland, but also cleared the
vray to liberatiol for the people of Eastetn Europe who had suffered
under Hitlet's yoke, and set the stage for new tevolutionary struggles
by the oppressed people and oppressed nations of the wotld.
What magnificent revolutionary paeans should have been written
about such a mighty tevolutionary war! But Sholokhov, through his
desctiptions of Andrei Sokolon the hero of his stoty, has shamelessly

distotted the historical facts and slandeted the tevolutionaty war,
presenting it as a huge catastrophe, a dire calamity, a wat which
tuthlesSly desttoyed men's lives and engulfed millions of people in
suffeting.
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"ril7ell, Thad a good bellyful of ttouble out thete too, btothet, mote
than enough of it." These are Sokolov's first wotds when he statts
his stoty. This is how the writet opefis his denunciation of the revolu-

tronary $/af.
In keeping with this, the writer paints a vicious pictu(e of the gloom
and sortow caused by the war against fascism when he shows us Sokolov and his son trampiflg wearily down a muddy track to a totten,
leaky boat. According to Sholokhov, this boat and this track epitomize the Soviet Union after the revolutionary wat, epitomize the
painful existence of Sokolov and the fate of all mankind.
Sokolov was botn in r9oo, during those stotmy yeats when the
Russian people were ulrdergoing the tests of stern class struggles.

After the October Revolution he joined the Red Army and fought
duting the civil war to defend the Soviet power; in tgzz he started to
wotk "like an ox for the kulaks" and so managed to sutvive, although
his patents and sister died of starvation. His wife was afl orphan
who "had known what teal trouble was since she was a kid."
Such is the grim sketch given of this heto's historical backgtound
and the hardships btought to the Soviet people by the great Octobet
Revolution. Sokolov uzotked like a robot, got drunk, saved money,
mattied a wife who was "anxious to please, and smatt"; had three
children who "did well at school"; ".. , had a roof over our heads,
clothes on our backs. . . . " This picture of a "happy" family and
the home comfotts Sokolov set such stote by show us what a selfish,
despicable creature he was. Although he was once in the Red Army
he had none of the revolutionaty spirit of a Red Atmy man; although
he was a worket he had not the least proletarian class character, to say
flothing of noble ideals and public spitit. He was thtough and thtough
a vulgar petty-bourgeois philistine. But in Sholokhov's eyes, a man
with such a home has attained all the happiness life has to offer.
Such is the writet's philistine philosophy of life and extremely individualistic view of happiness.
No soonet wete Sokolov's ptivate affaits in good shape than the wat
against fascism btoke out and he had to go to the front. So Sholokhov
presents the Gteat Pattiotic rWar as tragedy fot Sokolov destroying

his happy family life.

^
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Soon after Sokolov went to the front he was captured. Then a
whole series of heavy blows and inhuman sufferings combined to
ctush him. In the war prisoners' camp he was ctuelly tottuted and
humiliated by the enemy. As soon as he succeeded in escaping back
to his own side and thought he was infor a spell of bettet luck, he heard
the news of the death of his wife and daughters; and just as he found
out the whetea$outs of his only son, the young man was killed by a
Getman sniper on the vety morning of Victory Day. This was the

end of his "Iast joy and hope."
At the end of the wat Sokolov had no home to retutn to and stayed
for a time in Uryupinsk before drifting off to I{ashari and elsewhere.
In the picture painted by Shotokhov, although the Soviet people had
won the gteat atti-fascist wat this btought them neithet the joy of
nothing
victory, social progress rror a big advance in theit histoty
- ruin and
happiness,
bloodshed,
destruction
of
but spititual wounds, the
tears. . . . The writer completely conceals the fundamental diffetence
betvreen just and unjust wats, clamourirtg that peace is paramount,
as if it $ras not the German fascists but the revolutionaty war against
aggtession which had caused the people such suffering, implying that
the Soviet people should not hate the German fascists but the war,
hate war itself.
In this way Sholokhov maliciously accused fitst the October Revolution led by Lenin, then the anti-fascist war led by Stalin. \7hen
we tead this stoty, we seem to hear ringing in out ears that seties of
"Wat spells calamity," "\(/ar means
couflter-revolutionary slogans

death," "\Var is clestructionr" "War is bound to end in a holocaust
of humanity" which l(hrushchov and his successors have been
-

shouting to the vrotld until theit voices ate hoarse,
This opposition to all wars, vrith no differentiation between just
and unjust wars, actually spdngs from fear of war and fear of revolution. Its spokesmen do not want revolution and do not allow othets
to make revolution; they do not allow the oppressed people and oppressed natiofls to car:y on their struggles for libetation. Today when
the sttuggles against U.S. impedalism, colonialism and neo-colonialism by the people of the wodd, especially those of Asia, Africa and
Latin Ametica, ate steadily gaining strength, the dissemination of
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such views plays a directly reactionary tole, sabotaging the revolution
a way the imperialists cannot. Actually this teactionary idea of the

in

I(hrushchov revisionists was exPressed by the old revisionist I(autsky
as fat back as r9t4z "In present-day conditions, there is no such thing
as a war which is not a misfortune fot nations in general and for the
ptoletariat in particulat. \Vhat we discussed ril/as the means by which
we could prevent a threatening war, and not which wars ate useful
and which harmful." Khrushchov more than fifty years later said:
"!Vat canriot bdng anything excePt tears, destruction and the annihilation of ptecious wealth cteated by men's labour"' So here Sholokhov's cursing of revolutionary war is only a clumsy illustration of
the malicious lies spread by Kautskn Khrushchov and their sort.
The attitude of Marxist-Leninists towards wat has always been
very cleat, Comrade Mao Tse-tung tells us: "llistoty knows only
two kinds of war,lust and unjust. We support just wats and oppose
unillst wars. All countet-revolutionary wars are unjust, all revolutionary wats are just." (.Probhns of Strateg.lt in China's Reaolutionarl
lVar) This is why we always oPpose the criminal aggressive wars
unleashed by imperialism and all rcactionaries, and whole-heattedly
support the revolutionary wars of the peoples of diffetent countries
and eulogize tevolutionary wars. As Lenin has said about such revolutionary wars, "Of all the wars known in history it is the only lawful,
rightful, lust, and truly great war," for this "war has given history
momentum and it is now flying with locomotive speed."
Hete we must ask: If Stalin had not led the Soviet people to wage
the great anti-fascist patriotic w^r, if they had flot won this victory,
how could they have "presewed p eace" ? How could their nation have
survived and theit mothedand have been liberated? \7hat would
have happened in the rest of Europe and the whole wodd in that case ?
Why does Sholokhov slander and denounce this tevolutionary war
if not to bettay the Soviet PeoPle, besmirching theit honour and theit
glorious histoty?
This whole stoty is pervaded by an atmosphere of gloom and despair. Instead of depicting the revolutionary heroism and tevolutionaty
optimism of the Soviet soldiers who fought so hard and advanced so
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rWar, he exaggetated
feadessly on the battlefields of the Great Pattiotic
the ctuelty and hottors of war: the screech of shells at the front, and

the torture and death of many prisoners' fnstead of describing the
Soviet people's ioy in victory at the end of the war and the enthusiasm
with which they set about reconstructiflg their country, he centted
his attention on btoken fences and a dirty, uncombed orphan boy. . . .
Mote than that, he delibetately and maliciously piled on the agony
of his charactets. Sokolov's eyes, he said, seemed "as if they've been
sprinkled with ash, e,ves filled with such inextinguishable yearning and
sadness that it is hard to look into them," while his heatt "got a knock
in it somewhere, ought to have a piston changed." He had the habit
of standing hunched Lrp, as if exPecting a blow, especially when he
spoke of those two fearfiil years when practically every night he had
at the end of
"been talking to the dead." Even after he left the
^rrrry
the war he went on fearing the waf, and "my grief won't let me stay
in one place fot long." This war had apparently made him lose his
reason and become a mental case. "Ah, life, life, why should you
torment me like this ? Why am I punished like this ?" he would cty
hysterically at night when he lay awake with open eyes; and when he
woke up, his whole pillow would be "wet thtough with tears." In
this blatant way the v/riter preaches the horrors of war by dwelling on
the motbid mentality of this renegade and his so-called spiritual
wounds which nothing could heal.
Sokolov is not the only charactet whom Sholokhov depicts as a
victim, one who was so tormented by the anti-fascist wat that he has
become less than human; all the other characters in this revolutionaty
war ate ptesented as unfottunate too, even Vanya the orphan boy of
6ve ot six whom Sokolov looks aftet
"5116[ a little fellow and he'd

-

aheady leatned to sigh."
Why should the writet pteach the horrots of war so frenziedly and
elabotate at such length on the feaffwl physical and mental cruelty
caused by this anti-fascist war? His purpose is vety cleat' It is to
frighten people into thinking that war can destroy humanity, so as to
undermine their tevolutionary militancy ideologically and spiritually,
and disatm the people to serve the needs of the policy of aggression
and war of U.S. impetialism. The C.P.S.U. Ieadetship has long advo146

cated "peaceful co-existence," "peaceful competition" and "peaceful
transition." They clamoured that "any small 'local war' might spark
offthe conflagtatiotr of a wotld war," thus, "we will destroy our Noah's
Atk
the globe." They set up the cry th^t, since the appeatance of
nuclearweapons, opptessed peoples and oppressed nations must give
L1p the tevolution and stop waging just people's revolutionary wats
and wars of national liberation, for othetwise mankind will be destroyed. These revisionist arguments are entirely io keeping with the
needs of the U.S. imperialists' "global strategy." It was for this political purpose that Sholokhov used Sokolov to intimidate the people
of the wodd. He claims that we must not oppose the aggtessive
fotces of the impedalists; all wats, whatever their nature, arc bad; if
the enemy comes, the only v/ay outis unconditional sutrender; forin
this way we can avoid the pain of sepatation and death and the desttuction of mankind. It is absolutely contemptible to sptead such
gtoss [es. Can we really stop wars and preserye peace in this way]
If we bow to the enemy and shamelessly beg for mercy, will this move
the hearts of the imperialists to give up theit policy of aggression and
wat ? The facts show that the opposite is true. The more ftightened
we ate, the mote teckless the enemy and the further they will go.
Only by waging tit-fot-tat struggles can we smash their offensive.
Recently, especially in the last yeat or so, the people of southetn Vietnam have tesolutely cartied on a revolutiorary armed struggle against
U.S. impedalism and its lackeys, engulfing the enemy in the ocean of
a people's war and thoroughly defeating this paper tiger, U.S.-impedalism, reducing it to panic. This fully proves this truth. Innumetable
historical facts have proved and will continue to prove that the more
resolute the struggle against impetialism, in face of imperialist aggtession and thteats, the bettet we carl preserve wodd peace. Convetsely, if we adopt a policy of capitulation to the imperialists and
always yield to them, far from achieving genuine peace this incteases
their aggressive ambitions and the danger of wotld war.
Marxism-Leninism and the thought of Mao Tse-tung have taught
us again and agatr.. that as long as impedalism exists, as long as man
continues to exploit man, that will provide the soil of war. The impetialists' policy and their moribund social system are the roots of
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waf, The tevolutionary aim of Marxist-Leninists is to eliminate all

Sol<olov, the character cteated by Sholokhov to setve the needs of
rcvisionist politics, is a selfish philistine in time of peace and a coward
who dreads death in time of war, whose vhole life centres around the
conccpt of "sutvival." To live, he is willing to put up with any insult,
to betray his people and his country, to slave fot the enemy. "Selfpresetvation" is his highest guide to action, the whole purpose and
meaning of his life. Survival is victoty, sutvival is all.
Let us look at Sokolov's means of self-preservation before the out-

olutionaty war, and to opPose counter-fevolutionary class wat with
revolutionary class war." (Problerus 0f StrategJ in Cbina's Reuola'
tionary war) In order to defeat the reactionary tule of imperialism,

break of the Great Patriotic \Var.
After Lenin's death in ry24, amidintense class struggles at home and
abroad, the Soviet people united around Stalin and wotked hard to
carry olrt socialist construction. Particalarly in the decade following
1928, they tdumphantly fulfilled their First and Second Five-Yeat
Plans, completing unprecedented industrial projects, collectivizing
agriculture throughout the country and launching a nation-wide socialist emulation campaign. How did Sholokhov make Sokolov
live during these stirring yeats ? This formet Red Atmy man shamelessly went to "work like an ox for the kulaks." A year latet he became a carpenter; then he mattied; and very often he got drunk. His
life "was like a dream," Howevet, in the ten years aftet t929, he
"earned good money" and started doing pretty well fot himself. He
built a cottage, bought goats. "There was milk for the children's
portidge, we had .. . clothes on our backs, shoes on our feet, so everything was all right. , .. And that was when I broke away from my
mates." Quite obviously, he took no interest in building socialism
and had no working-class revolutionary ideals, caring fot nothing
but his personal comfort. "What more did we want?" His only
regret was, "I didn't choose a very good place to build. They allotted
me a patch of land flot fM from an mcraft factory"
in otherwords,
too close to the dangets of war. He had always been afraid of dying
andlater, sute enough, a heavy bomb fell plumb on his cottage, putting
an end to his "happiness."
His philosophy of suwival is depicted with patticular clarity in the
sections dealing with his capture on the battle-front and his imprison-

classes, eliminate the exploitation of man by man and of nation by nation, so that there is no further possibility of wat' In other words,
the elimination of war has always been out ideal' But how are we to
achieve this ? Comrade Mao Tse-tung has taught us regarding war
that ..there is only one way to eliminate it and that is to oppose wat
with war, to oPpose counter-revolutionary war with tevolutionaty
war, to oPpose national counter-revolutionaty wat with national tev-

ouf preseflt task is to mobilize more than ninety per cent of the people
of Asia, Africa and Latin America artd of the whole world - all but
the imperialists and reactionaries of different countries to unite

-

together in the broadest possible united front against u.S. imperialism, and to inflict crushing defeats on the policy of aggression and
war of U.S. imperialism until it is completely destroyed'
\7e have always been revolutionary optimists with complete faith
in the revolution. The Chinese people have suffered under sevefal
thousand years of feuclal rule and more than a century of imperialist
oppression. No one knows better than we do that the only way for a
people to win liberation is by taking the glorious road of revolutionary
war. So if the imperialists insist on unleashing a war of aggression
against us, we shall have no choice but to fight resolutely to the end'
tWar is costly, aod its cost may be very heavy; but temPorary destruction and partial loss will help to win lasting libetation for the whole

world. we are convinced

that on the ruins of extinct imperialism the

victorious people will go forward very quickly to build a new world
free from imperialism, capitalism and exploitation.

with a reporter, Sholokhov
and war' "No ["
Germany
West
of
aired his views on the question
he cried fervently. "\7e are born to live, and vre should live now and
through the years to come." This blunt expression of Sholokhov's
philosophy of survival at all costs was overtly embodied in the

In
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Sokolov.

an interview
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He had riot been yeat the front when the lorry he was dtiving
^t
^
overturned and, although only suffering ftom a disjointed arm, he
fainted from

panic. "IIow I

stayed alive,

I don't know."

When he
came to, "my legs just caved in under me and I felt as if I'd been poleaxed." When a German approached, "!fell, I thought, this is the end

of me.... I just looked at him and thought: It's going to be a
short burst, I wonder rvhere he'li aim? At my head or across my
chest?" But instead of shooting him, the German signed to him to
take off his boots, and having handed them over meekly he held out

a ptisoner."
his foot-tags too. Then he "stepped out west'ward
This is how the "hero" was captured as described by Sholokhov.
- Later, sent to dig gtaves for some other ptisoners, he ran aw^y.
\7hen the Germans gave chase, their dogs "dragged me about .. .
just did what they liked with me." So without putting up the least
tesistance he let himself be captuted

again. But "f managed to

keep

alive!"

After that he knuckled under and setved the enemy faithfully.
coveted half of Germany." \7hen a German fascist in one of the
prison camps cutsed them in Russian, Sokolov commented, "If he'cl
known his cursing and sweating gave us pleasute, I reckon he
wouldn't have done it in Russian. . . . You see, the words sounded like
our own." \fhen the drunken German commaodant called him out
fot interrogation, "I said gooclbyc to my pals .. . and I thought to myself: Well, you've hacl yor-rt full dose of torture.. .." \7ith this in

"I

"I

stood to attention, snapped my broken-down heels together,
and reported in a loud voice like this: 'Frisonet-of-rvar Andtei Sokolov at your service, Ilert I(ommandant."' The despicable renegadel
\7hi1e the enemy taunted him, he ate theit bteacl, drank theit schnapps
and "wiped my lips poJitely with my hand and said: 'Thank you
for your hospitality.. .."' The fascist told him, "Today our gallant
armies have reached the Volga and taken complete possession of Stalingtad. That is great joy for us, and therefote I gtaciously grant
^
you yout life." The German gave him a loaf of bread and a lump
of bacon fat. Then "I gripped that bread to my chest tight as I
could, and p-icked up the fat in my left hand." Lurching back to his
hut, he at oflce fell unconscious, more from ftight than from intoxica-

mind,
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tion. When he came to he shated out the bread with the others.
"Not a ctumb was wasted." All the prisoners greased their lips
with the fat.
So Sholokhov's "hero" had lost the minimum idea of distinction
between the enemy and ourselves, cared nothing for national dignity
and working-class spirit. He asked flothiflg more than to be able to
Iive.

Aftetwards he went further to prove his loyalty to the Germans,
selling his countty outright by seming as drivet for a German majot
of the engineers. Since here he could take an occasional swig of
btandy and sometimes the majot would cut up some sausage and
"toss me a scrap like a dog," he shamelessly declared, "There was
no comparing it to the camp." How low he had sunk politically
and morallyl Yet when at last he got back to the Soviet lines, had a
bath and put on a Soviet unifotm againhe had the nerve to say that
now he felt "clean in body and soul."
Although the author makes Sokolov do some "brave deeds" such
as running away fuom the prisoners' camp and capturing the Getman

asking: Could such a shameless renegade and
coward really show such coutage ? No, it is out of the question.
The author has invented these episodes to pass the traitor off as a
real-"hero" and render him acceptable to the readers ideologically
and in sentiments. FIe has to give him this fine disguise in ordet
maior, we cannot help

if we look carefully into Soliokrv's motives and his undedying idea, it is quite plain that he tuns
luwry lrccause he cannot stand inhuman cruelty, to escape ftom totturc ancl clcath. And he kidnaps the German maior solely in the intcrcst of sclf-preservation, so that he can cross the enemy's front line.
In a wortl, it is all done to "save his own shin." There is no indication
lrow could there be ? in the story that these "brave actions"
spting from a soldiet's class consciousness.
At the cnd of ttre war Sokolov goes back to the rear and is driven by
loneliness to adopt a little boy, to pelpetuate his family and give some
new meaning to his life. Children of martyrs should have been taught
to understand how their mothedand had been invaded by the fascists,
to love the Soviet people, the Soviet social system and theit socialist

to fool his readers and the masses. But
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mothedand which had defeated the enemy and to hate imperialism
and all reactionaries at home or abroad so that they would grow up
strong and straight in the tempest of class struggle' But Sokolov
teaches the child his own contemptible way of life, feeding and clothing him well, and ptetending to be his own father. "The main thing
is to be able to turri away in time. The really impofiant thing is not

l\tlarxist-Leninists have always linked a man's lot wjth that of the
whole people, the whole rilrorking class. In Comrade N[ao Tse-tung's
celebrated work Sen,e t/te People he wrote: "Al1 men must die, but
death can vary ir its significance. To die fot the people is heavier
than Mount Tai, but to work for the fascists and die for the exploiters
and oppressors is lighter than a featlter." Again, "\)Therevet there
is struggle there is sacrifice, and death is a cornmorl occurrence.
But we have the iritelests of the people and the sullerings of the gteat
majority atheart, and when we die fot the people it is a rvotthy death."
In those years when the fascists launched their frenzied attack on

to wound a child's heatt, flot to let him see that dty, butning tear
on the cheek of a man." In other words, conceal the past from them,
conceal from them the crimes of the fascist invaders. And on rro account teach them to join in revolutionary struggles to wipe out imperialism, the source of war.
Since Sokolov is such an individualist in time of peace, it follows
logically that on the battlefield he tutns tenegade' Such a coward
does not understand the meaning of pattiotism ot internationalism.
Sholokhov has depicted this "hero" on the basis of his own tevisionist outlook, doing all in his power to Present him as an admirable,

the Soviet Union, the Soviet people advanced featlessly in theit
millions to wipe out the enemy, conficlent that the victory would be
theits. Shouting, "For the mothetland! For Stal-in!" they chatged
the fascists, thotoughly desttoying the myth of the "superiority of

exemplaty figure.
Obviously, Sokolov's philosophy of survival and his whole mental
outlook are a tr:ue teflection of the modern revisionist clique and
the lords of the ptivileged stratum in the Soviet Union today. For
the last ten years these scoundrels have lorded it over the Soviet
people, enjoying high position and special comfofts and doing as
they pleased. They are completely dcaf to the cries of the opptessed
peoples all over thc world. They are blind to the existence of the
oppressecl. The wat policy and nucleat blackmail of the imperialists
have so unnerved them that they are tertif,ed of revolution, terrified
that wat may destroy theit vested interests and tuling positions'
So they turn theit backs on revolutionaty principles and ideals, the
proletariat, socialism, the Soviet people and the people of the wodd.
They

will

sell anything, abandon anything,

to

save their own skins.

As Prauda bluntly puts it: "lfhat is the use of pdnciples if one's
head is chopped off?"
Sokolov's outlook on life is Sholokhov's own and that of the
Soviet reactionary ptivileged stratum. This outlook on life is the
foundation of moder4 revisionism in frg Sovjet lJnion.
ts2

l
i

i
I

the German ait force and tanks" as well as Goebbels' boast that the
"German 2.rmy was invincible." \Vhat gave them the strength to
do this ? They telied on the awakened people and atmed forces
led by the political party of the proletariat and taught by Lenin and
Stalin. This tremeodous rnoral strength of theits made it impossible
for zrny enemy, however forrnidable, to defeat them. ZoyarMatrosov
and the heroes of the Young Guard.were their glorious representatives.
That is why we remember with the utmost respect these martyrs who
feadessly gave their lives in the revolutionary sttuggle for the collective, fot the people, fot socialism, for the cause of communism.
Their great revolutionary spirit will always teach and inspire us to
struggle to the death fot the revolution. But of course this is something that the Soviet revisionist leading clique and men like Sholokhov
will never be able to undetstand.

The so-called literaty ctitics amoog the Soviet tevisionists have
chotused their praise of Sokolov, lauding his "tich, complex mental
world," and asserting that he is a "true tepresentative of, the people
and of the nation," "a model of staunchness, comradeliness and
loyalty to the mothedand," "a stetn, brave, kindly marl with the
highest qualities," "a great and fine Soviet man in capital lettets."
But however fulsome the praise heaped upon Sokolov by these hired
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picture of his chatacter than
haclrs, nothing can give a rlore
^ca)rate
his own actiofis.
There ate a numbet of reasoos for the victory of the Soviet lJnion's
patdotic wzr agatnst fascism. But its fundamental guarantee was
the tremendous might, political, ideological and motal, of the Soviet
a people and atmy with the
people and the heroic Red Atmy

-

glorious ttadition of the Octobet Revolution, led by the C.P.S'U.
headed by Stalin, raising high the fighting banner of Leninism.
And therefore works about this gr:eat histotic wat should above all
bring out fully theit high class consciousness, tevolutionaty detetmination, revolutionaty heroism, featlessness in the face of death
and revolutiooary optimism. But by presenting Sokolov as typical
of the Soviet people and the Red Armn the authot has setiously
distorted history and vilified the hetoic image of the great Soviet
people and the Soliet soldiers of that period.
In the scefle at the little station where men ate being seen off to
join the atmy, the whole atmosphere is terror-strickeri and tense.
The eyes of the five membets of Sokolov's family show not the least
hatred for the German aggressors. His two daughtets "couldn't
keep back a tear or two," his son "just shivered a bit as if he was
cold." As for his wife, "het lips were all swollen with tears, her
hait was poking out from under het kerchief, and her eyes were dulL
and staring like someone who's out of his mind." She "flung hetself
on my chest, and clasped her hands round my neck, and she wzs
shaking all over, lihe a tree that's being chopped down.... And
this is what she said, with a sob between evety wotd: 'Andrei, my
dading, we'll never see each othet again in this wodd.'" What a
harrowing scene of parting! As if the Soviet people had no love
fot theit country and wete not eaget to go off and fight to wipe out

the fascists and defend theit motherland.
At the time of Sokolov's capture, the author shows us the enemy
at a comPlete disadvantage, giving
closing in and the Soviet
^rrny
a detailed, wildly exaggerated picture of the henzy of the German
invaders and the demoralt'zation of the Soviet trooPs. Confronted
by the vast German wat machine, the Red Army had no ammunition
at the ftont, no help from the re r, at\d Soviet infantrymen fled in
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a wild rout with shells bursting all tound them while their position
was captured by the fascists.
Not a single character in this story shows revolutionary heroism.
The author presents all Red Army men as cowards 'nvith no idea of
what they were fighting for, "slobbering types that wrote to their
wives and kids every day fot no reasorr at all, just to rub their snot
ovet the paper-oh, it's such a hatd life, oh, I might get killed!"

He describes these soldiets after their capture as slaves with not a
spark of revolt between them. This is patticulady glaring in the
scene whete they are driven into the church. Among the two hundted
prisoners wete juniot officers who "had taken off their tunics so they
couldn't be told from the rank and file," And some of the men
were "half-naked." A plztoofl leader begged a tenegade, "Don't
give me away." And the baiting of a Christian, who was finally
shot because he wanted to go out to relieve himself, "cheered us
all up." Of the ptisoners, "r,earJy half of us vere Communists, and
there -wete a lot of ollicers, too, and commissars." But interrogated
by the enemy, not one dared to tesist, and finally the Russians who
"were all datk and had curly hair" landed in trouble
"They shot
those poor fellows." And so it goes on. The author could hardly
have done more to vilify and slander Soviet Communists aod soldiers
during the Great Patriotic lfi/ar. Naturaliy we look in vain for the
Communist motality and proletatian class feeling of the Soviet people
educated by Lenin and Stalin; there is not erren a ttace of comtadeship
among them. They are dcscribed as a demoralized rubble, cowards

whose only aim is

to

death. There is no indication either
of, the btoad masses' attitude towatds the wat, the sttuggle of the
people in the occupied area, the suppott of the rear for the front.
It mahes one wonder on what basis the Soviet people \ron through
those difficult years to gain the complete victory!
Simiiarly, in the rehabilitation after victory is won, nothing is
done to fin<i work for demobilized soldiers or homes fot the orphans
of those killed in the fighting. Sokolov has to find work through
ftiends, while Vanya is a hungty ragamuffin with nowhere to go.
These tvro orphans who have lost their dear ones are "two gtains of
sand swept into strange pats by the trernendous hurricane of wat."
escape
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Ilere is another vicious, slanderous attack on Soviet socialist society
under Stalin's leadetshiP.

A

Lot poltticalTy
opposes revolutionary war, pteaches the hortots of war, and thus
directly helps the U.S. imperialists, colonialists and neo-colonialists
in their plot to sabotage the national liberation movements of the
peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin Americ a, and to bring about "peaceful evolution,, in the socialist countries; ideologically, it strongly
advocates reactiotaty bourgeois pacifism, humanism and the philosophy of sutvival to undermine the people's fighting spirit, make
them give up the tevolution, and thus cleat the way for the imperialists' policies.
A Man's Lot rs a blatant political tool of the reactionary tule of
the Soviet modern revisionists, a poison to cofltaminate the revolutionaty peopte of the wotld, a pernicious work to serve impedalist

It is evident from

the above that the stoty

Man',t

policies.

Modern tevisionist critics in the soviet Union have gone all out
to boost this poisonous weed to the peoPles of the wodd, extolling

it as "a new departure" and "a new stage" in literature' \rhat sott
of "new departute" and "neur stage" ? V,/hereas in the past these

bourgeois revisionist writers in the Soviet Union at least paid lipservice to "creating a socillist litcrature," today, when modetn tevisionism has clescenclecl to acting as the accomplice of imperialism,
they have torn off their last fig-teaf and are openly writing tenegade
wotks advocating caPitulation.
It is not strange that such wotks should ^pPeat in the soviet Union,
petrneated as it is by modern revisionist ideology. comtade Mao
..In the wotld today all culture, all literature
Tse-tung has told us:
and art belong to definite classes and are geated to definite political

lines. There is in fact no such thing as art for att's sake, art that
th^t is detached from ot independent of
stands above classes or.
^tt Foram on Literature and Art) A Man's
politics." (Talks at the Yenan
Lot is an expression of revisionist politics in litetature and att, completely geated to the political line of modern revisionism and loyal

will temember the ttemendous ideological confusion
in the international communist movement by the zoth Con-

Evetyone
caused

gtess of the C.P.S.U. Revisionist ideas sptead far and wide, seriously
injudng the struggles of the people of various countries for world
peace, national liberation, People's democracy and socialism. The
publication of A Man's Lal sewed to whip up this reactionary political
tide. It played the part of a vanguard in promoting I{hrushchov's
revisionist Iine, and was a specimen of Iitetature openly peddJ-ing

the boutgeois ideas of the \West and Khrushchov's bell-wethet in
Promoting the tevisionist line in Soviet litetary and art circles. After
its publication, modetn tevisionist writers fell ovet each othet in
their eagerness to imitate it. Befote long a spate of vicious works
had appeared attacking the Soviet Union, the Party and the people,
wotks such as The Liuing and the Dead, An Inch of Soil, Gerken on a
Toar of the Lower lVorld, A Da1 in tbe Life of Iuan Denisoaiclt. These
wete aimed at protecting the Soviet revisionist tuling clique and
prepadng public opinion and paving the way fot the restoration of
capitalism in the Soviet Union.

A Man's Lot has fully exptessecl Sholokhov's tenegade featutes
in setving impetialist policies. That is why this story has won high
ptaise from the Soviet revisionist clique aod ftom the Western impetia)ists and bourgeoisie. It ry65, following the example of his
"heto" Sokolov who was glad to pick up a bone thtown him by the
Nazi officer, Sholokhov gratefully accepted the Nobel prtze for Ttterature formedy denounced by the Soviet people as a "tool of the West."
History is pitiless, howevet. The Soviet people and the people of the
whole wodd are cleat-sighted enough to see through these infamous
wdtings which are designed to deceive and poison the people. The
shameless plots of the modetn tevisionists can only arouse greater
indignation among the people and heighten their political consciousness. The time will come when in the btoad light of day they will
thoroughly clear out the Soviet modetn tevisionists who have betrayed
them, togethet with these renegades' political line and all theit tools.
They will ovetthrow them, smash them and throw them on to the
tubbish heap of history.

to it.
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Committee, to carry through to the end this gteat proletarian cultutal
revolution which is unprecedented in history.
Yin Cheng-lei, a worker in the Peking Printing and Dyeing Factoty,
said at a forum: "STittr the Talks as our shatpest weapoll, rve are
cleat-minded, discetning and full of drive, able to distinguish fragrant
flowets from poisonous weeds and friends from enemies, able to see
thtough the ugiy features of the boutgeois .lords' and 'authorities'
and thoroughly overthrow ail monsters and demons."
Lu Hsiao-chuan and \7ang Yung-hsien, membets of Flungchiao
People's Commune near Shanghai, wrote in an article: "The reptint-

ing of the Talks greatly

encourages us poor and lowet-middle
all monsters and demons. The Talks, L1ke
a beacon tower illumining our raad fotward, inspires us to wage
a yet bravet and more resolute struggle against the black gang in
literaty and art citcles."
Cheng Shun-yi, activist in the study of Chaitman Mao's wotks
and a distinguished combat hero of the atmed forces in Shenyang,
said: "The teprinting of Chairman Mao's Talfu deals a head-on blow
at the bourgeois 'authorities' who are putting up a last-ditch fight,
demolislring the den of the attt-Party, anti-socialist black gang.
The broad masses of wotkers, peasants and soldiers possessing this
powetful spiritual rueapon become more resolute, clear-sighted and
fearless. They will smash every teactionaty bastion, howevet stubborn a resistance it puts up,"
peasants and confouods

The Nation Acclaims the Reptinting of Chairman Mao's
"Talks at the Yenan Forum on Literattlte and Art"
Since Chaitman N[ao Tse-tung's Talks at the Yeuan Foruru on Literature
and Art was teprinted by the magazine Hongqi No. 9 on July r this
year, the btoad masses of r.vorkets, peasants and soldiers, and tev-

olutionary literary and art workets throughout the country have
held forums and written atticles enthusiastical\, luilino the new
edition of this splenclicl wotk. They ttnanimously agtee that this
work of Chairlrian Mao clcveloPs creatively and with genius tl]e
Marxist-l,eninist world otrtlook and theory of literature and afi and
is an epoch-making document. It puts fotwatd, for the first time
in the history of the proletarian tevolution, the rnost complete, most
thoroughgoing and most correct Matxist-Leninist line on literature
and art. At the same tirne it is the cofirPass for the current great
proletarian cultural tevolution in China. They resolutely declare
that they will study this bdlliant wotk of Crtairman lVlao and apply
it cteatively in the gteat ptoletatian cultural revolution, taking it
as the supteme guide for proletatian literature and att, to thotoughly
liquidate the revisionist black line on litetatute and art represented
by Chou Yang the anti-Patty element and formet vice-directot of
the propaganda dePattment of the Chinese Communist Party's Central
1s8

Since the reprinting o€ t}re Talks, many art workers and petfotmers

in well-known cultural orgatizatiorts,

such as the Shanghai Dance
School which ptoduced the revolutionary modern ballet Tbe lf,/bite-

Haired Girl, the Hupeh Expetimental Opera Theatre, the first detachment of the Ulan Muchir of the fnnet Mongolian Autonomous
Region and the I(wangchow Sea-borne Cultutal Troupe, have also
held forums to discuss the great significance of the teprinting of this
btilliant work of Chaitman Mao, dwelling on their own experiences

and listing many facts to refute the slandet and vilification of
Chairman Nfao's thought on literatu rc and art by the revisionist black

gang

in litetaty and art citcles

headed

by Chou Yang.

W'otkets, Peasants and Soldiets Denounce Chou Yang,
Head of the Anti-revolutionary Revisionist Clique
in Litetaty arrd Art Citcles

In the ten

years and more since the establishment of the People's
Republic of China, there has been an ati-Party, anti-socialist black
line in our literaty ancl art citcles tunning counter to the great thought

of Mao Tse-tung. This black line was promoted and carried out
by an anti-revolutionatv tevisionist clique. It is novr cleat ftom many

for

facts which have come to light that the ringleader of this cJiclue
was no other than Chou Yang, the "authority" who for long
usurped the leading position in China's literary ar.d art circles.

dictatorship of
tung.
In their articles or talks the wotkers, peasants, soldiers and tevolutionaty cadres unanimously pledge themselves to hold high the
great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought to smash the anti-Party,
anti-socialist clique headed by Chou Yang in the field of literature and
afi afld to liquidate its poisonous influence once and for. all.

On July r this yeat the magazineHongqi No.9 published two atticles:
Sini$er Arrow Wbich Choa Yang Let Ffu in Order to Reaerse Historl
A Comnent oa a Note in "Tbe Complete lYorks of Lu Htun," Vol.
-VI by Yuan Ming and Yuan
Jo-ying and "A Literatare of National
Defence" lVas a Slogan of Wang Ming's Rigb apportunist Line by Mu
Hsin. The formet tevealed how Chou Yang and his confedetates,
in otder to gloss over their ctiminal attackir. the thirties on Lu Hsun,
the great standard-bearer of the Left-wing literaty and afi movement,
and to oppose the great thought of Mao Tse-tung, blatantly distotted
history in the fifties when The Conphte Vorks of Lu Hsan were edited
and published. The latter g ye a ptofound analysis of the reactionaty
nature of the slogan of "a literature of national defence" Put fotwafd
by Chou Yang inthe r93os, pointing outthathis slogan was a reflection

in litetature ancl att of the Riglrt oPPortunist line in the Patty, an
out-and-out reactionary slogan of class capitulation which gave up
the proletarian class stand and abolished the leadership of the ptoTetariat in the revolutionary literary ar.d art movement. Renrttin
Ribao followed up these exposures with an article by Wu Chi-yen
entitled Repudiate Cbou Yang's Reuisionist Prograrttme for Literatura
ail Art. (See page trz of this issue.)
Since the publication of these articles, many othets as rvell as bigcharacter. Postets and tecotds of discussions by workers, peasaflts,
soldiets and tevolutionary cadres have appeated in newspapers,
petiodicals and literary magazines in Peking and elsewhere. Some

denounce Chou Yang's criminal utilization of his position to
of Chairman Nlao's wotks; othets expose

prevent the publication
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Hai Jui Appeal: to tlte Emperor. Some reveal the underhand way in
which he spread poisonous feudal, bourgeois and revisionist ideology
among the broad masses of workers, peasarits and soldiers thtough
films, periodicals and teaching materials; othets repudiate the tdactionaty slandetous attacks which he has made openly or covertly

T'he

I

his malicious plot to attack the Party's Central Committee and slander

the socialist system by publishing the reactionary Peking opeta

or ofl other

occasions against the Patty, the
the proletatiat and the gteat thought of Mao Tse-

years at meetings

Gtand Petfotmances Throughout China
In the days shottly befote and aftet July r, the 45th annivetsaty ofthe
f.ounding of the Chinese Communist Party, the btoad masses of workers, pea,sants and soldiers throughout China staged latge-scale petformances watmly eulogizing the gteat Chinese Communist Patty,

our great leader Chaitman \tfao and the great proletarian cultural
revolution which is unptecedented in history.
rWotkers in Shanghai ofl the eve of
July r held a singing and poetrir
the
gteat
Chinese Communist Patty's 4fih at'
contest to celebrate
niversaty. Mote than 4oo workers who are spare-time writets and
singers recited theit new poems and sang mafly songs. One of the
songs runs: "A11 rivets fow east to the gte t seai all sun-fowers
turn to the sun; the hearts of the tevolutionaty people turn to the
Party; the red banner, held high, will be passed on fot ever." Anothet:
"China has Mao Tse-tung, olrr couotry is sttong and will temain red
for ten thousand yea(s; the wodd has Mao Tse-tung, the sun dsing
ftom the east reddens the whole wodd." One aftet another these
songs and vetses coming from the depth of the wotkets' heatts voiced
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the infinite love and respect felt by our working class for the party
and for Chairman Mao.
The evening of July r saw the gtand opening of the second ..Shenyang Music Week," a big recital of revolutionary music. More
than 3"ooo workers, peasants and soldiets, filled v,ith revolutionary
enthusiasm, loudly sang many revolutionary songs including The
East Is Red, Sailing tbe Seas Depends on the Helnsman, IYitboat tlte
Commuai$ Parfi There VoaLl Haue Been l\do New Cbina and Cltairman
'tJs
Mao Is Dearer to
Tban Our Own Parents. Many model workets
and activists in the study of Cirairman Mao's works including \Vang
Chung-lun, Li Su-rven, Cheng Tai-yu and Shen Su-chuan also
mounted the stage and took part in the petformances. The
"Music \7eek" also presented a special performance of more than zo
of Chairman Mao's poems in vatious fotms.
In Changsha roo,ooo workets, peasants, soldiers, revolutionary
cadtes and revolutionary intellectuals took part in a series of unptecedentedly large evening gathedngs held in parks or different otganizations. At one of these in the Palace of Youth and Children,

the Lushan Brigade of Luyueh Commune descdbed in simple, nat.:tal
Ianguage how the Peasants, atmed with Mao Tse-tung's thought,
are changing e rtln and heaven. The amateur art troupe in the
First Normal School of Hunan, whete Chariman Mao studied dudng
his young days, put ofl a group recital, The Radiance of MaoTse-tung't
Thougltt Shinet Far and Wide" The verses, exptessing infinite love and
esteem for our gteat leader, voiced the common feeling of the y
million people of Hunan, Chaitrnan Mao's native province, as well
as the common feeling of the Chinese PeoPle and the revolutionary

Liu Hsiu-ying, telephone operator in the Changsha Telegtaph OfEce
and a model student of Chajrman Mao's works on the industrial
and communications front in l{urnan Province, recited a poem entitled
ClLairruan hlao Is tlte Red Sun in Oar Hearts. The poem savs:

During their stay in China, the Afto-Asian writers and obsetvers
who came to Peking fot the Afro-Asian \Ttitets'Emetgency Meeting
were received with warm afld ftiendly hospitality by the Chinese
people. During the meeting and after its victorious conclusion,
they enjoyed a programme of interesting activities in Peking and
other patts of China. From July 3 to tz, the writets saw lYar Drams
0n t/)e Eql,Mtlr, a play in sevel1 scenes depicting the Congo (L) people's
struggle against U.S. imperialist aggression and fot freedom and in-

Chairrrran Mao, oh, Chaitman Mao,
\il/ith thc nmgic trcrrsure you givc mc,
I datc to swccp away all monstcrs and

trl/ith yorrr rrngic mirr,tr

All

dcmons,

demons and g)rosts ate detectcd clcatly;

NTith your rnicroscope

No foe can escape, howevet sly he may
\7ith yout telescope

I

be;

stand high and see fat,

Making no mistake between what is right and wrong.

IJer rnoving recital presented with genuine feeling won enthllsiastic
applause from the broad audience. Thousands of poor and lowetmiddle peasants ftom the outskirts of Changsha also came to the city
to take part in the performances. The dance-dtamaThe Pouter of Mao
Tse-tung's Tbougbt Is Boundlex written and produced by the members of
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people of the wotld.
In Nanning in the Kwangsi Chuang Autonomous Region, Putien
in Fukien Province, Tsinan in Shantung Province, Sian in Shensi
Province, Tientsin, I(wangchow and other places, the broad masses of
workers, peasants and soldiets also staged big performances on the
same theme,

Afro-Asian Writets

in

China

dependence; Tbe Red Detacltruent of Worzen, a latge-scale modetn
ballet drama expressing the revolutioflary spirit of Chinese women;
The Red Lantern, a Peking opera on a contemporary theme teflecting
the sublime tevolutionary spirit of the worker Li Yu-ho and his mother
and daughter; and the group of clay sculptures, Compound lYhere Rent
lYas Collexed, portraying the tragic life of Chinese peasants in the
old society and theit revolt against their oppression and exploitation
by landlords. These tevolutionary art wotks rvith theit strong militant spirit were enthusiastically acclaimed by the Afro-Asian writers.
They also saw sPeeial petformances by the Ulan Muchir of Innet
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Mongolia, a troupe honoured with the title of Red Cultural nflork
Team, and by the Kwangchow Sea-borne Cultural Troupe which
People praise as the Propaganda Team of Mao Tse-tung's Thought.
They visited factories, rural people's commurres, schools, museums,
scenic spots and places of hjstorical intetest in Peking as well as the
section of the Great Wall in the northwest outskirts of the capital.
Aftet the meeting, the Afro-Asian writers toured China. Sorne
of them visited Yenan, the Mecca of the Chinese revolution, some
visited Shaoshan in Hunan Ptor.ince, the birth-place of Chairman
Mao, great tevolutionary leadet of the Chinese people. Still others
went to Shenyang, farnous industrial city of China, or to Shanghai,
Hangchow, Nanking, Loyang, Sian, Nanchang, rWuhan and other
cities. \7hile visiting !7uhan, the Afro-Asian writers watched with
admiration as Chairman Mao Tse-tung swam the Yangtse and more
than five thousand contestants took part in the rrth swimming competition across this great river. In the course of these touf,s, our
Afro-Asian friends saw for themselves the magnificent spirit and
drive with vhich the 7oo million Chinese people ate tahing part in
the socialist revolution and socialist constfuction under the bdlliant
light of Mao Tse-tung's thought. The conmast between the prospetity
and vigour of New China and the poverty and backwardness of the
old China gave the Afro-Asian writers a better unclerstanding of the

over. The people of the whole wotld pin their hope on
Mao Tse-tung's thought."
Dudng their tour, the Afro-Asian wtitets also had cotdial gettogethets and discussions with local activists in the study of Chairman Mao's works in Changsha and \7uhan.
the wotld

Documentaty'(I-ong Live Revolutionary Friendship"
Liue Reuolutionarl Friendsltip, a large-scale documentaty in colour
ptoduced by the Centtal Newsreel and Documentary Film Studio
to record the visit of the Albaniar:Party and Govetnment Delegation
headed by Chaitman Shehu, has tecently been teleased in Peking

Lon-q

and other parts

of China.

lil7ith a seties of well-chosen shots, the documentaty first inttoduces
the birth of hetoic Albania and the glotious history of its growth to

maturity amidst the fames of long-tetm revolutionaty stfuggles.
it highlights the impottant measures adopted by the Albanian
Patty of Labour to revolutionize the people's ideology and wotking
style, and succeeds in porttaying the vigotous revolutionaty atmosphere throughout Albania.
Next

Then the documentary presents the Chinese people's heatt-watming
fecePtion of these emissaties from their brother countrv. Ftom the
south to the north, in cities, factories ar;,d rtral people's communes,

bounclless estecm ancl love

mighty power of Mao Tsc-tung's thought and so they came to have
fot Chairman Mao aod Mao Tse-tung's
thought, After visiting the Yenan Revolutionary Memorial Hatl
in Yenan, Dacttz, a delegate from Angola, said that his visit to this
hzll helped him to understand more fully the great victory won

in the capital Peking and other parts of the country, wherever the
honouted guests from Albania went, they were met by thousands
of rejoicing people singing and dancing to the accompaniment of
drums and gongs. Shouts of "Long Live Chairman Maol" "Long

through armed struggle by the Chinese people led by Chairman
Mao. He said that Mao Tse-tung's thought is a tefection of the will
of the Chinese people. A writer of Mozambique, with boundless
respect and admitation for Chaitman 1\4ao, told a correspondent
after his visit to Chairman Mao's otrd home in Shaoshan: "Now that
I have seen the place whete he worked, I feel that Chairman Mao
has never been divorced from the peasants. He is a genuine Matxist.
He is the leader not only of the Chinese people but of the people

Live Comrade Enver }Ioxha!" and "Long Live Sino-Albanian Friendship!" resounded to the clouds. This enthusiastic welcome fully
demonsttates the deep-tooted and unbreakable tevolutionary friendship between the Chinese and Albanian people.
The documentary also showed the great leader of the Chinese
people Comrade Mao Tse-tung teceiving Comrade Shehu and othet
Albanian comrades as well as the most cordial and fdendly talks
bEtween the leaders of t-he Chinese Party and government and the
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of the Albanian Party and govetnment, Mehmet Shehu,
Hysni Kapo and othets.
The film showed the honouted guests from Albania visiting the

leadets

Shashihyu Brigade of Yuehkochuang Commune in Tsunhua County,

Hopei Ptovince, whete they had dinner with peasants in their homes;
celebrating May r, International Labour Day, with the people of
Peking; and visiting Shanghai, Hangchow and othet places.

(t168-r64a). Using past events
satirize the present, this film viciously attacked and slandered the
socialist system by idealizing and praising the "opposition" within
the feudal tuling class of that time. It tried blatantly to incite the
overthrown reacttorary ruling class to rise up again in a counterclass at the end of the Ming dynasty

to

revolutionaty come-back.
The broad masses of workets, peasants and soldiers were unable

to
More Petnicious Filrns Criticized
Recently, another batch of bad films has been teleased for the revolutionary masses to criticize. This follows the stem repudiation
by the btoad masses of workers, peasants and soldiers of such reactionary films as Tbe Siege, Sisters on tbe Stage, T'be Press-Cang and Red
San. (See the Chronicle of Chinese Literature No. 8, 1966) These
newly released films ate ATborsand Li Against the lYind;BigLi'Young
Li and Old Li and Tbe Peach-Blosson Fan.
AThousandLi Against the IVind describes a detachment of the Chinese
People's Liberation Army at the end of r 946, during the War of Liberation in northeast China, when it is ordeted to escort some captuted
Kuomintang high-ranking officers, The script-writer and director
of this film, tal<ing a rea.ctiotary class stand, presented the captured
encmy ofEcers as unflinching, cool-headed and intelligent "heroes"
with a strong "spirit of revolt," while the men and officets of the
PLA werc vilified as an unorganized useless "mob" with low morale,
who abase themselves before the enemy and give their captives what-

ever they demand.
Big Li, Young Li and Old Li is a story about the spate-time physical
training of the staffand workers of a meat processing plant in Shanghai.
The main charactets, Big Li, Young Li and Old Li, are workets of
different ages in this plant, but undet the pretext of showing theit
different attitudes to physical training the film includes many vulgar
jokes and scenes in the wotst of taste, gtossly distorting the truth
about the working class and the socialist system.
The Peacb-Illossorn Fan, adapted from the historical play of the same
name, describes the inner contradictions and struggle of the ruling
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repress their indignation when they saw these

articles

films.

They wtote

to

express their views, tuthlessly exposing the reactionaty
these bad films as well as the counter-revolutionary plot

flature of
of the lorv, vicious script-writers and directors. Many articles and
speeches pointed out that these three films wete all made in or about
t962, at a time when the reactionaries within and without the country
wete viciously attacking the revolutionaty Chinese people. This
v/as no coincidence. The films wete inevitable outcomes of the
frcnzied counter-attack of teactionaties abroad and the overthrown
reacionary classes within the country against the tevolutionary people.
They were the tools of the class eflemy in its atternpt to festore capitalism. The masses of workers, peasants and soldiets with one
voice expressed theit detetmination to tedouble their revolutionaty
vigilance, arm their minds with Mao Tse-tung's thought and completely uproot all poisonous weeds opposed to the Party and to
socialism.
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